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Spring 2007

To the Cherry Hill High School West Educational Community - Especially the Graduating Class of 2007!

When I walked back onto the campus of Cherry Hill High School West last August as the new principal, I did so with pride and excitement - returning to my own alma mater. To have the opportunity to return to West as the principal, to rejoin this educational community and to be a central part of the continual drive to improve educational achievement were dreams of mine when I walked to graduation in my own purple gown.

Whether the memories contained in the 2007 Edition of Rampant are from your freshman, sophomore, junior, or senior year - they will be cherished for years into the future. When you look at yourself and your classmates through these pages, memories and emotions will be stirred that will take you back to the location and the time of the photographs. You will recall conversations and looks, and the inside stories that go along with each image. This yearbook is your key to unlocking the memories from the 2006-2007 academic year.

Cherish this book, as it allows you to "scratch the surface" on your high school memories for years to come. If you are graduating from West this year, remember that you join an illustrious and accomplished group of thousands of other alumni - represent us well as you endeavor into the future, returning often to give back to our community. If you are fortunate enough to be returning for another year at West, enjoy your summer - read, reflect, and reinvigorate yourself for September 2007.

I look forward to seeing you all soon!

Fondly,

Joseph N. Meloche, Principal
Below: The Freshmen Class is booms with pride during the Thanksgiving football game.

Above: Mary Workman, Sarah Rozov, and Antoinette Pineda take a breather from schoolwork during a fire drill.

Below: Sierra Harrell, Rachel Keenan and Cecily Phillips happily leave school after a long week.

>> Thuan Nguyen
"Some of the many things that I am looking forward to in my next years here at West are meeting new people and joining more clubs and sports."

>> Breanna Bounasis
"I am looking forward to meeting new people and to finishing my high school years with them."

>> Denise Tsang
"I am looking forward to making new friends and going to many places while still having fun."

>> Christa McGrath
"I look forward to meeting new people and finishing my high school years with the friends I have met along the way."
Above: Olivia Khoury looks up to take some notes.

Above: Decoda Blake and Sandy Tran get ready for a West dance.

Above: Austin Parrish ensures a successful freshman year by taking good notes.

Left: Bobby Waldner is excited for the basketball game.

Left: Heather Santos and Angelica Anas learn to navigate the confusing hallways of West.
Just Scratching the Surface

Above: Jordyn Katz and Kaitlyn Knoedler get ready to leave the school.

Above: Shondale Woods, Zuri Masud and Romina Martinez are wait for the game to start.

Right: Luiza Leite works hard for her class government.

Right: Freddy Santiago peeks around the doorway to see his friends.
Above: Ryan Sullender, Kevin Bordner and Cody McEylea support the WEST basketball game.

Below: The Sophomore Class enjoys the Spirit Week pep rally.

>> Hilary Richardson
"My drive to succeed pushes me to want a brighter future and something to be proud of."

>> Sujung Kim
"I have a lot of expectations to live up to. My teachers, peers, and myself all drive me to do my best."

>> Angela Wan
"What drives me to succeed are my friends, family, and teachers; they give me full support and encouragement when I feel that I can't accomplish something."

>> Kevin Kelly
"What drives me to succeed is the thought of being the best."

Below: The Sophomore Class shows off their banner.
Below: The Junior Class leaves their paw prints on their class banner.

Above: Amanda Smythe, Jordang Simmonds and Isaiah Jefferson take a break from all the cheering at the basketball game.

Below: Laura Maier, Brittany Whitehead and Jacki Jamrogowicz are on their way to track practice.

>> Hannah Rivers
"I show my WEST spirit by going to many of the school events and decorating my class hallway during Spirit Week."

>> Joe Fox
"I show my school spirit by being the school mascot."

>> Wendy McCorkle
"I show my school spirit by going to the different events and by doing the fundraisers, and OF COURSE by wearing the school clothes too!"

>> Chris Shimchick
"One of the many ways I show my school spirit is by singing during many of the events and being involved during Spirit Week."
Above: Marc Dexti and Mark Garbowski wait for the bus.

Above: Robyn Muse studies hard for the next test.

Above: Jessica German glances over and smiles for the camera.

Left: The junior class shows their spirit by screaming their heads off.

Left: David Matlack fills out a yellow card to sign out a school book.
Above: Gabriel Graves and Joseph Abesh are on their way to their cars.

Above: Joe Andriulli, Sikander Ali, Ryan Budser and Sean Rea go off during their eighth period.

Above: John Caterino, Laura Higgins, Leslie Higgins and Kyle Earthman wait for the fire drill to end.

Right: Stephanie Impagliazzo and Alicia Lombardo celebrate their senior year.

Right: John Suender and John Uhorchuk give hugs to Brooke Balfour.
Above: Caroline Long and Danielle Alessandrini can’t wait to leave 8th period to start their weekend!

Below: Chris Jones, Eddie Hermanns and Drew Gilbert hang out for a few minutes before the morning bell.

>> Sheelagh Pousatis
"A Lion’s heart means to have a strong love for WEST and for the people within."

>> Bonnie Kelly
"The key characteristics of a Lion’s heart are determination, effort and hardwork."

>> Sam Einhorn
"The Lion’s heart is shown in the teachers that make us ready for the real world"

>> Zane Roskoph
"How do you define the heart of a lion? Passion, integrity, courage, wisdom and strength."
"Get Into It!"
First Day of School

Tim Wu peers over the great wall of history books.

Short lines at lunch make hungry students happy.

Michelle Murray, Hannah Romm, and Susan Brennan anticipate their senior year.

Kyra Holiday takes her AVID notes diligently.

Friends reunite and take a break from class for lunch.

Mary O'Rourke reminisces about her summer adventures.

Gia Bello and Justin Orodenker strike up a quick chat while walking to their next classes.
Mrs. DeSantis points out the benefits of participation in health class.

Mr. Meloche observes classes on his first opening day as principal at West.

Heather Lee cracks open her brand new textbook.

Daria Cottman is focused on the teacher's instructions.

Mastering the locker combination can be a daunting task.

Who can ever forget trying to pass the crowded intersection?
Halloween

Perry Hudicka and Paula Broussard bring some humor to Halloween.

"Leggo my Eggo!" says Andy Aita.

Ciara Vines has a "PURR"-fect Halloween costume.

Eric Davies dresses as his favorite cartoon character, Spongebob Square Pants.

Nadirah Maddox and Breanna Boumanais relive their childhoods for Halloween.

Mr. Roman passes in the halls as an ostrich.

Andrew Still is the mirror image of Mr. Meloche.
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Alyssa Eichhorn, as a nerd, befriends everyone’s favorite dictator, Laura Maier as Kim Jung Il.

Lance Kalbacher acts as the class clown.

Jena Wilson and Jessica Jones add some Halloween spirit to their math test.

Leslie and Laura Higgins masquerade as the good and evil twins.

Kyle Down and Erik Thorn have the most original costumes for Halloween.

Kaitlin Vence is a lost Oompa Loompa looking for Willy Wonka.
After the Bell Rings

Tincy Philip helps customers at Tina’s Hallmark.

Bonnie Kelly and Brianna Machinski do the can can at Ovations Dance Studio.

Diana Torres tickles the ivories on her grand piano.

In his spare time John Maeng teaches kids to play tennis.
Mark Anderson caddies for the Tavistock Country Club.

Kimberly Tuttle models in the 2005 Miss Teen USA Pageant.

Charlene Derer performs as Nancy in the Voorhees Theatre production of *Oliver*.

Maryanne Drayfahl provides service with a smile at Maruca's Pizza Place.
Homecoming Pep Rally

Taylor Jackson and Marko Smoijer dress elegantly for the Homecoming Pep Rally.

The Juniors pull their way to a first place victory.

Men of Note give a beautiful a cappella rendition of "Westside High."

Sheelagh Pousatis and Dan Loveland are excited to be a part of the Homecoming Court.

The girls of Fermata kick off the Pep Rally by singing the "Star Spangled Banner."

Mr. Meloche adds the royal cape on the newly crowned Homecoming Queen, Jessica Good.

Jessica Good and her escort Eric Davies beam with pride after the crowning.
The varsity cheerleaders hype up the crowd before the Homecoming game.

The West football team pump up the crowd.

The Homecoming Court counts down the minutes before the big announcement.

Tom Holroyd is armed and ready to drum up some beats for the pep rally.

Andrew Aurelio entices the crowd by doing an amazing back flip.

Senior spirit is in the air as they cheer on their class in the tug-of-war competition.
Saturday November 25, 2006

Homecoming 2006

Francesca Anas cheers on the West football team.

Amanda Malik toots her horn.

Mr. Mark plays along with the students.

Jessica Good and Eric Davies enjoy a moment in the sun.

The color guard skillfully waves their flags in sync.

The homecoming game brings friends together.

Defensive back, Nate Owens, defends the pass.
Coach Scebo calls the next play.

A look of determination will help fullback Mike Moloney score a touchdown.

Sheelagh Pousatis maintains perfect balance in this stunt.

The football players rumble in the dirt.

Mike Ianetta makes a break for the endzone.

The crowd goes wild as the West team scores a touchdown.
Friends Forever

"The only way to have a friend is to be one." - Ralph Waldo Emerson

Quy Vuy and Phuong Luong met this year in Math class and ESL class. They enjoy going to the mall together.

Angela Hudson and Anusha Choudry love laughing together.

Sarah Biren, Laura Higgins and Rebecca Derer share similar interests.

Tim Vu, Daria Thach, and Fileo Camha reunite at their lunch table.

Sofia Reyes, Martin Fuller and Wally Delgado have been friends since sophomore year. They enjoy going to the mall and the movies and taking lots of pictures together.

Chris Cluck gets a pat on the back from friend Vince Lombardo.

Crystal White and Emma Scott can't wait to hang out over the weekend.
Zeke Sanders, George Graves and Christian Dandridge spend quality senior time together.

Steve MacDonald, J.R. Rosenberger and Robbie Iezzi have been friends since 5th grade. They like to hang out and listen to music like Led Zeppelin, Nine Inch Nails and Run DMC.

Siblings and friends, Jen and Dan Mitchell enjoy having Algebra 2 together this year. Jen enjoys getting rides from Dan in the morning and will miss having Dan at West next year when he goes off to college.

Jackie Curtin and Jamie Whitehead call each other every night to keep up with each other.

Sikander Ali and Joe Andriulli met each other at football and have been friends ever since.

Danielle Tkacz and Aliza Dicker share that spectacular smile. They love to drive together to get to perform their favorite past time - shopping.
A mirror in a locker will ensure a flawless appearance.

This locker is adorned with various celebrity actors.

Brandon Kozak starts off his high school experience with a clean and uncluttered locker.

Mary-Kate Montufar turns to coffee to get through her exhausting and stressful senior year.
Heather Lee wishes her locker were bigger to accommodate her large backpack.

Tina Johnson crams her locker with energy drinks to get a quick boost between her classes.

Lesley Colladay and Nicole Corcoran successfully share a locker by dividing up the space.

Gabbi Emore keeps her locker organized with a unique locker accessory.
Fads and Fashions

Min Jung has perfected the art of layering her clothes for fall.

Keeping up with the popular trend, Chelsea Acosta shows off her Uggs.

Anthony DiBattista shows his support for his favorite team.

Gil Mason-Butch shows his personality through his hair.

Victoria Stith shows winter holiday spirit through her colorful clothing.

Mara Agrait coordinates shades of brown perfectly.

Romalyn Cease, Chayna Humphrey, and Charnee Carter complement their outfits with trendy boots.
Ryan Haswell rocks the American Eagle.

Alina Tekeera accessorizes with her Burberry scarf.

Drew Lampitt relaxes in his moccasins with Gabrielle Pacitti modeling Victoria Secret's new "Pink" Line.

Allison Norliian completes her outfit with her designer bag.

Tyrone Blackwell always dresses to impress.

Keyona Bentley stays warm in her fashionable winter vest.

Fads and Fashions >> 29
Tuesday March 27, 2007

Mr. West

Matt Osorio as Mr. Ricky Bobby encounters his French nemesis played by Anthony Kotlarsky.

Amy Moroz, Jena Wilson and Laura Maier emcee the festivities with style and grace.

Anthony Viola as Mr. Doug Funnies and Jeff Wallin as his best pal Skeeter sing a song with their favorite band, The Beets.

Luca Taormina as Mr. Cherry Hill’s Most Wanted raps about life at West.

Above: Luca Taormina is the most wanted in his swimsuit.

Above Right: Eivind Del Fierro as Mr. Snakes On a Plane makes his grand entrance.

Right: Matt Osorio is number one as Mr. West 2007.

Right: Marko Smojver and Andrew Still as Mr. Roxbury strut their stuff on the beach.
Sam Alexander as Mr. Ali G gives Dr. Brown a pound before they start their interview.

Andrew Still and Marko Smojver plan how they will attract the ladies at the Roxbury tonight.

Matt Osorio as Mr. Ricky Bobby celebrates his Nascar victory!

Anthony Viola as Mr. Doug Funnie shows off some fresh dance moves.

Sam Alexander as Mr. Ali G is thinking of some interesting questions for his next interview.
Right: Vocal Workshop 2006-2007

Below: Natalie Gibson incorporates her dance techniques with the music.

Above: Angelic sounds of the altos make the night sparkle.
Left: Vocal Workshop takes position to begin the concert.
Below Left: Boys in Vocal Workshop amaze the crowd with their vocal ability.
Below: Vocal Workshop performers put meaning into their songs through their gestures.

Above: Becky MacLeon claps to spice up the night.
Chansons singing, sounds, and songs

Left: Chansons 2006-2007
Below: The Soprano I's are a special addition to Chansons.

Above: Kara McGonigle and Lynika Walker demonstrate their skills.
Right: The Chansons' dance moves bring their songs to life.
Below: Chansons hit the high notes at the right time.
Below Right: The girls focus on coordinating their melodies.

Above: Mr. Boeckle introduces the Chansons.
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Right: Luis Santiago, Bert Kovacs and Casey Dawson provide soulful melodies for the group.

Below: Hand motions by Paige Giorla and Rebecca Derer catch the attention of the crowd.

Above: The Soprano section is strong throughout the duration of the night.
Left: Tenors provide beautiful harmony.
Below Left: Lex Lewis, George Graves, and Greg Proulx demonstrate great projection.
Below: Concert Choir's song selection makes the night enjoyable for all.

Above: Amanda Ricketti completes a perfect performance.
Above: Concert Choir 2006-2007
Right: Concert Choir takes their position to start their performance.
Below: The dapper young gentlemen of concert choir spruce up their tuxedos.
Below Right: Concentration creates a beautiful sound.

Above: Mrs. Bass and Mr. Boeckle present a wonderful concert.

Left: Brianna Machinski incorporates choreography with the music.

Left: George Graves demonstrates his music ability.
Right: Marie Brodrick and Lindsay Czajka relish their last year of West Singers.

Below: As a third year member of West Singers Susan Brennan leads the new altos.

Above: Martha Howley watches in appreciation as the other singers pratice.

Left: West Singers take center stage.

Below Left: West Singers display good musicianship.

Below: Dan Faber is happy to do all he can to help the West music program.

Eivind Delfiero performs his best at every concert.
Above: West Singers has the audience hanging onto the edge of their seats.
Right: West Singers 2006-2007
Below: Chrissy Badaracco and Charlene Derer concentrate on Mrs. Bass's instruction.
Below Right: West Singers join the other choirs to perform one last song.

Above: Julia Stone's musical gifts inspire her fellow peers.

Left: Julie Skolnik and Stephanie Wister bond after the concert.

Left: Chayna Humphrey and Richard Crandle work to recruit freshmen to the music program.
Right: Chamber Singers 2006-2007

Below: Chamber singers are known for animation and energy.

Above: John Maeng is a great asset to Chamber Singers. 
Left: Robyn Muse, Diana Torres, and Lauren O'Connell do the soprano section justice. 
Below Left: West choral music gives special kudos to the members of Chamber who made All-State. 
Below: Richard Crandle, Malcolm Cooper and Marie Brodrick further hone their vocal skills.

Above: Gil Mason Butch, Jason Rubenstein, and Marie Brodrick are thrilled to be part of the West choral program.
Above: Chamber Singers deliver an intense song.
Right: Chamber adds a little extra character to their group shot.
Below: Christina Tripolitis adds her own special touch to Chamber.
Below right: Mrs. Bass gets ready to conduct Chamber Singers.

Above: Diana Torres makes a funny face for the camera.
Left: Diana Torres and Lauren O'Connell have good stage presence.

Left: Chamber Singers enjoy making music with each other.
Men of Note

PERFORMING arts

singing, sounds, and songs

Right: Men of Note 2006-2007

Below: Dan Faber and Clark Brown mix rhythm and harmony.

Above: Malcolm Cooper and Ryan Applegate are new important members of Men of Note.

Left: Men of Note wins the hearts of the crowd.

Below Left: Men of Note never fails to impress the audience.

Below: Vocalists of Men of Note bring a little jazz to the song.

Above: Kurt Knecht and Spencer Cowan provide a strong bass section.
Above: Chamuece Carter and Tincy Philip have fun while singing.
Right: Fermata 2006-2007
Below: The ladies take center stage.
Below Right: Stephanie Ottino, Charlene Derer, and Lindsay Czajka shine in their last winter concert.

Left: The altos prepare to hit the right pitch for their first song.
Below: Hannah Romm is vital as a second year Fermata member.

Above: Chayna Humphrey and Stephanie Ottino perform with great volume.
Right: Symphonic Band stands up to take a bow in response to the audience's standing ovation.
Below: Mr. Mark introduces Symphonic Band.

Above: The clarinet section is strong throughout every song.
Left: Talent is prevalent when Symphonic Band takes stage.
Below Left: Symphonic Band 2006-2007
Below: The new young ladies of symphonic band work hard to get to the top.

Above: The saxophone section presents a soulful sound.
Above: Josh Kwartler entertains Jazz Band with his tenor saxophone.
Right: CHHSHW Jazz Band 2006-2007
Below Right: Ian Cowperthwaite warms up on the xylophone.
Below: Sujung Kim gracefully plays the piano.

Left: Brian Girer sits down to rock out at his drum set.

Below: Marisa Carson dexterously practices the trumpet.

Above: Nick Economou takes a break from the trombone.
Right: Ms. Fasso uses her skills to serve as an example to her students.

Below: Erin Pilla is hard at work putting last minute touch ups on her piece.

Above: Silence fills the audience as the violinists take their cues.

Left: Orchestra 2006-2007

Below Left: The young men playing cello show off Mr. Mark’s teaching skills.

Below: The soloist gets up to take a bow after her performance.

Above: Ian Cowperthwaite is a virtuoso on the cello.
Above: Kim McDevitt puts the crowd at ease with her playing techniques.

Right: Wind Ensemble 2006-2007

Below: Wind Ensemble works together to make one beautiful sound.

Below Right: Wind Ensemble had a show they will not soon forget.

Left: Mr. Mark starts the concert on a good note.

Below: Wind Ensemble sets up to give their best show ever.

Above: The clarinet players read the music carefully to avoid mistakes.
Right: The saxophone section is ready to perform bright and early.

Below: Andrew Lee strives to do the best he can in marching band.

Above: Andrew Malik enjoys his first half time show as a high school performer.

Left: Steve Galan and Marisa Carson are proud to display marching band's achievements.

Below Left: Christa McGrath enjoys the musical talents of Jill Jastrzembski.

Below: Max Fishman provides the opening drumroll.

Above: Allie Ely's clarinet provides an encouraging tune during half time.
Above: Leslie Higgins plays a beautiful flute melody for West alumna, Rebecca Rowland.
Right: Ted Kail puts his hours of summer practice to good use.
Below: The collaboration of instruments makes marching band unique.
Below Right: Kyle Earthman amuses himself while he waits on the side lines.

Above: Amanda Malik leads her fellow trombone players.
Left: The saxophone players are hard at work making sure they win more awards next year.

Left: Mr. Mark joins in with marching band to practice with them.
broadway night

Right: Rafi Ellis and Bonnie Kelly sing a soulful duet.

Below: Romalyn Cease disguises herself as a little girl to make the crowd awe.

Above: A pinch of magic will ensure a perfect performance for Charlene Derer.
Left: Broadway Night allows the singers to infuse their song with some drama.
Below Left: Laura Flanagan wants you to enjoy Broadway Night.
Below: There's no place like home for Christina Tripolitis.

Above: Dan Faber sings his "heart" out for his tin man solo.
Above: Hours of practice make Broadway night a success.

Right: Raise your hands if you love the Broadway Night performances!

Below: Justin DelMonte provides a guitar solo.

Below Right: Sarah Biren strikes a perfect ballet pose.

Above: Richard Crandle uses props to enhance his Broadway Night performance.

Left: Marie Brodrick dons her suspenders and spectacles as she sings splendidly.

Left: The performers beam with appreciation as they receive their applause.
Right: The students are hard at work in the classroom.

Below: Jessica Mellwig arrives to class before the bell rings.

Above: Jordyn Katz comes prepared to teach class.

Left: Alicia Colletti and Becky Derer reminisce over their childhood friendship.

Below Left: School is in session.

Below: Justin Pappas puts forth his best acting ability during the freshman One Act Play.

Above: Laura Flanagan reveals the awful truth to Eric Capece.
Above: The soldiers take position to guard their turf.
Right: The girls gather to discuss feelings about life on their side.
Below: Lauren O'Connell discovers people actually live on the other side of the wall.
Below right: The girls and boys on each side enjoy their separate lives.

Above: Stephanie Fillari ponders hard about what life on the other side could be like.
Left: Christine Handy and Jeremy Silver test the waters of their friendship.

Left: The young men lead a very strict and militant lifestyle.
alice in wonderland

singing, sounds, and songs

Right: The servants of the queen respond to her every command.

Below: Jessica Mellwig takes time to come and sit in at the tea party.

Above: Matt Van Dyke is late for a very important date.

Above: Eric Capece wishes you a very 'un-birthday' to you.

Left: Richard Crandle plays games with Kara McGonigle.

Below Left: Julie Chatzinoff accuses Kara McGonigle of painting the roses red.

Below: Kara McGonigle is introduced to the carpenter and the oyster.
Above: Marisa Carson and Tom Holroyd perfect the lighting effects for the show.
Right: Alice shrinks after drinking water in order to follow the rabbit into the hole.
Below: Robyn Muse applies her make-up skills on the characters.
Below Right: The heart card leads the charge.

Above: Julie Skolnik and Elena Wecht have fun before the show.
Left: Matt Stevens works on running crew at his first West production.

Left: Morgan Wallace and Eric Capece try to persuade Alice to dine with them.
Right: Julie Chatzinoff conducts a seance with the rest of the cast.

Below: Julia Stone listens intently to the dinner conversation.

Above: Laura Flanagan speaks to Matt Van Dyke from the grave.
Left: Back from the grave, Laura Flanagan communicates with her husband.
Below Left: Julie Chatzinoff tries to convince Julia Stone of her psychic powers.
Below: Matt Van Dyke is caught between his two dead wives.

Above: Julie Skolnik mixes wine and gossip for an entertaining dinner.
Above: The Doctor, Clark Brown, introduces himself to Julie Chatzinoff  
Right: Cast of Blithe Spirit 2006.  
Below: Julie Chatzinoff opens the window to invite in spirits.  
Below Right: Matt Van Dyke and Julie Skolnik sit down to a nice quiet dinner.

Above: Rebecca Friedman helps Julie Skolnik set up for the dinner party. 
Left: Matt Van Dyke ruminates on his choices in life. 

Left: Crew of Blithe Spirit 2006
Right: Charlene Derer poses for the camera.

Below: Charlene Derer kisses her male suitor.

Above: Marie Brodick and Lindsay Czajka gossip at the club.
Left: The Kit Kat girls join Richard Crandle for a heart winning ensemble
Below Left: The Kit Kat girls dedicate a song and dance to Sally Bolles.
Below: Charlene Derer and Dan Faber get up close and personal.

Above: Morgan Wallace enjoys singing back up with the rest of the cast.
Above: Richard Crandle and the Kit Kat girls provide a spectacular finale. 
Right: The cast joins in for a dance at the night club. 
Below: Andrew Sturner helped provide the ear catching music of Cabaret. 
Below Right: Nick Quigley and Marie Brodrick develop an intimate relationship over time.

Above: Sarah Poserina plays the violin with skill. 
Left: Charlene Derer evokes the spirit of Sally Bolles through dance.

Left: Cabaret 2007
"More than what meets the eyes"
Katy Powers and Glenn Giron coordinate a yearbook mailing.

Row 4: Andrew Sturmer, Glenn Giron, Dan Treceola, Andrew Higgs, Christina Celona, Megan Innaurato, Caroline Feyas
Row 3: Christine Arnold, Steve Galan, Annie Mcnulty, Rich Davis, Shelly Swartz, Emily Weston
Row 2: Austin Parrish, Krystul Pearson, Jenny Hang, Tina Johnson, Zabkiyah Karimi, Anastasia Pastino
Row 1: Mrs. Rickards, Tincey Philip, Katy Powers, Stacy Le, Ling Phan, Ryan Roseman, Kelly Hy

RAMPANT

Rampant 2007 Editors
Andrew Sturmer, Glenn Giron, Rich Davis, Megan Innaurato, Dan Treceola, Zabkiyah Karimi, Krystul Pearson, Annie Mcnulty, Shelly Swartz, Anastasia Pastino, Tincey Philip, Katy Powers, Kelly Hy, Tina Johnson

Andrew Sturmer writes profoundly deep and eloquent captions for his pages.

Dan is excited to start another page of the yearbook!

Above: Austin Parrish and Glenn Giron avoid doing work by goofing around.

Above: Old Rampant alumni enjoy visiting the yearbook office.

Above: Katy Powers always appreciates Tincey Philip's caption ideas.
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**Upper Left:** Megan Innaurato and Christina Celona are surprisingly pleasant during a deadline week.

**Left:** With last year's yearbook in hand, editor-in-chief Kelly Hy supports a worn out Krystal Pearson.

**Below Left:** Andrew Stumer gets a second opinion from Anastasia Pastino.

**Above Right:** Glenn Giron and Mrs. Saffici have bonded over the years through late afternoons spent at yearbook.

**Below Right:** Krystal Pearson brings back some Japanese culture from overseas to yearbook.

**Left:** Annie McNulty and Rich Davis get the job done as a team.

**Right:** Shelly Swartz pours over the faculty pages.
Below: Frosty stops by the POP party before he melts away.

Right: Stephanie Ottino puts all her creative talent into creating colorful POP decorations.

Left: Drew Schneider fills up pitchers with soda for drinks accompanying the meal at the POP party.

Above: Allyson Mitidieri makes sure that the coloring of her cartoon characters is flawless.

Randy Shore carefully cuts around a corner while preparing for the POP party.

Jessica Jones and Brooke Balfour have grown closer from the many SGO activities.
Upper Left: Jessica Hun escorts a hungry Winnie the Pooh in his search for honey.

Left: Lauren Washington and Jena Wilson flash their pearly whites.

Below Left: Mike Jensen and Paula Broussard take time out of their day to do SGO community service.

Above Right: Sean Stevens and Jimmy Meyers wait for the children to arrive at the FOP party.

Below Right: Sarah Fisher and Jenn Carey listen to the morning announcements during homeroom.

Left: Kyle Down, Luca Taormina, Andrew Still, and Laura Maier show off the fruits of their labor, a festively dressed Elmo.

Right: Members of SGO man their table at Back to School Night to raise money and blood drive awareness.
Below: West cadets help serve at the annual Cherry Hill Veterans’ Dinner Dance.

Right: After a long day in the field, cadets stop for a drink of water.

The Color Guard awaits the area inspector.

Cadets take a break at Fort Dix during water survival training.

Above: Cadets put class instruction to use on a flight simulator.

Above: Cadet Kitty Sharman leads the armed trick team at the Montclair High School drill meet.
Above Left: Cadet Ashley Riehl presents the unarmed drill team at the Montclair High School drill meet.

Left: The Color Guard presents the colors at the 2006 graduation ceremony.

Below Left: Daily drilling will perfect their technique.

Above Right: Chief Gargas and Major Skelly await the Air Force Inspector during their annual inspection.

Below Right: The Corps Color Guard leads Mr. Munyan and the class of 2006 at their graduation ceremony.

Left: At the Cherry Hill Veterans’ Dinner Dance, cadets meet World War II easy company veteran Bill Guarnera.

Right: Matt Blackman and Kitty Sharman show off pamphlets that express what AFJROTC is all about.
Seniors
Brooke Balfour
Rachel Fieldman
Taylor Jackson
Bonnie Kelly
Kelsey Makofsky
Row 1: Brooke Balfour, Bonnie Kelly, Kelsey Makofsky, Rachel Fieldman, Taylor Jackson
Row 2: Alisyn Benenato, Lauren O'Connell, Sarah Brown, Morgan Wallace, Ashley Ryan
Row 3: Carolyn Segrest, Paige Giorla, Sam Bancroft, Melanie Cortellessa, Brianna Machinski, Heather Marchiano, Natalie Gibson

DANCE TEAM

Junior Varsity
Row 1: Chelsea Petre, Heather Santos, Alannah Pousatis
Row 2: Amanda Canavatchel, Jane Sosi, Rebecca Malaczewski

Above: Tina Acevedo demonstrates her West school spirit as a proud member of the dance team.
Above: Morgan Wallace extends her arms gracefully.
Above: The team encourages the basketball players to score.
Above Left: Chelsea Petre busts a move.

Left: Lauren O'Connell finishes off her routine with a twirl for the audience.

Below Left: The Dance Team takes a time out from an intense dance rehearsal.

Above Right: Alannah Pousatis dances with precision and agility.

Below Right: Amanda Canavatchel showcases her dance training on the gym floor.

Left: Heather Santos rallies the crowd for the home team at a Lion's basketball game.

Right: Pompoms add flair to the Dance Team's performance.
Left: Hallmark has some competition as Maria Mitidieri and Sujung Kim cut, color, and paste together Valentine's Day cards at Rotary Interact.

Above: The seven RYLA delegates spend time together by the Stockton College pool over the summer.

Right: Glenn Giron trims insulation before placing it in the walls of a house for Habitat for Humanity.
Above Left: Cameron Widerman works on a house for a family at Habitat for Humanity.

Left: Rotary members Rachel Gilman and Nina Nowakowski wish each other a happy Valentine's Day by exchanging cards.

Below Left: Habitat for Humanity president Dan Breswick takes a quick breather from construction work.

Above Right: Marcus O'Leary, Megan Matlack, and Amanda Malik advertise for new members.

Below Right: John Maeng artistically decorates a Valentine's Day card at a Rotary Interact meeting.

Left: Mike Jensen and Kathleen Keck learn about working as a team when they help with Habitat for Humanity.

Right: Kelly Hy puts together a work of art at Rotary.
DECA

Row 1: Van Deth, Andrew Rosenman, Mrs. Melleby, Mrs. Farrell, Trevor Reynolds, Kyle Knobbe, Pat Hara, Ryan McNally, Alan Duker, Melissa McWilliams, Chris Anaya, Kim Tottle, Christine Haudy, Kaia Quinn, Krista White, Ashley Harbora, Kim Howard, Ian Journeay, Elizabeth Hankof, Doug Gilmer, Christina Pete, Kathleen Malone, Brittany Delfs, Ken Decker, Laura Brown, Kelsey Quinn, Emily Beavarian, Stephanie Vanglies, Mrs. Kelley

Row 2: Sean Homer, Matt McKnight, Stephanie Winter, Johanna Dennis, Anthony Viola, Sarah Finn, Krista DeMarini, Josh Seitzer, Lauren DeSantos, Bridget Carroll, Alissa Elkhorn, Remo Cocco, Laura Mauer, Joanna Wolfson, Justin Serdak, Marie Hood, Rachel Piment, Rain Avila, Lucas Solano, Eric Werner, Jason Bower, Elwyn Freeland, Jon Riggs, Brandon Swedok, Clark Brown, Mark Garbowski, Tim DeWayney, Kate Blumly, Amanda Reina, Kathy Keck

Row 3: Charley Colby, Matt Gourier, Di Nork, Randy Shore, Aaron Berube, Michelle Bruno, Jessica Jones, Brooke Ballou, Suzan Carter, Marc Boudad, Allison Edmund, Tim Ardron, Jens Wiborg, Kathy Mcstay, Jill Volente, Laura Sharp, Gaia Bello, Lauren Jacqueurs, Jessica Lentini, Sarah Brown, Ashley Ryan, Matt Venci, Dan Gribner, Crystal White, Jamie Cottman, Emma Scott, Mike Jensen, Sophia Nguyen, Cathy Grella, Amy Rabin

Row 4: Ms. Minorelo, Justin Corinico, Dave Svina, Michelle Herrmann, Danielle Patton, Cathy Howard, Kyle Rosenthal, Emily Adorno, Wai Yee Fong, Stephanie Mihalas, Hannah Rivers, Amy Moute, Perry Alexander, Sam Sandter, Vincent Vito, Alex Luzinsky, Dan Racine, Ethan Colka, Clare Vanes, David Grzybowski, Will Lichtenberg, Davis Fieldman, Daria Chichirinshenk, Alyssa Myer, Nicole Corcoran, Ben Mac, Romina Mancuso, Ariel Baror, Ziad Bitar, Joe D’Andrea

Row 5: Dan Fronzulli, Ka Chen Ping, Kenneth Alexander, Andrew Pelinsky, Skander Ali, Joe Aheedy, Ken Santiago, Matt Speckman, Kevin Noon, Daniel Mitchell, Alex Robles, Mary Ma, Jovanni Walker, Bryan Konder, Jimmy Meyers, Ryan Bickel, Lucie Kallacher, Tyler McIntyre, Zach Dufort, Dave Belles, Dominic Caruso, Anthony Stewart, Charlie Wilmer, Andrew Rovick, Ayed Hashem, Jason Alman, Jordan K uncertain, Mohammad Shibli, Steve Dowe, Darrel Lur, Peter Shubayev

DECA & PROJECT GRADUATION

Below: Mrs. Melleby assembles her Project Graduation crew: Liz Powers, Mandy Morgan, Michelle Bancroft and Ryan Sangrey

Right: Seniors support Project Graduation by eating out at the designated restaurant.

Clark Brown and Nicole Corcoran prepare for their next role play.

Mrs. Melleby is thrilled at the achievements of Clark Brown and Nicole Corcoran.

Right: Mrs. Minutolo's students dress professionally for their DECA presentations.

Project Graduation

Row 1: Alyssa Kennedy, Marie Hoop, Allison Edmund, Michelle Bancroft, Mandy Morgan

Row 2: Mrs. Melleby, Alyssa Eichhorn, Sean Reap, Liz Powers, Brittany Fox, Brianna Mangiato

Row 3: Tim Pao, Matt Osorio, Ryan Sangrey, Matt McKnight, Daniel Mitchell
Upper Left: Ryan Sangrey and Dan Mitchell show their support for Project Graduation.

Left: Vince Voirio and Alex Lazecky use their winning smiles to charm the DECA judges.

Below Left: Sam Suender and his friends enjoy their DECA victories.

Above: Lance Kalbacher credits his DECA victory to his teacher, Mrs. Farrell.

Below: Nina Nowakowski, Remo Cocco and Raisa Avila are proud of their hard work at DECA.

Left: Brittany Fox and Liz Powers campaign for Project Graduation funds.

Right: Kristie McLaughlin and friends take a breather before their next role play scenario.
Lion's Roar
Row 1: Marissa McLean, Jessica Kovacs, Rebecca Friedman, Kelly Stout, Kim Le, Arielle Weiss
Row 2: Amanda Murray, Stephanie Fisher, Monica Shukry, Nicolette Atkinson, Ashley Welsher, Mollie Armandeau, Jessica Shukry, Sarah Wicht
Row 3: Anastasia Pastino, Cameron Wilderman, Jessica Mellwig, Amanda Rhea, Brittany Lights, Alanna Higgins, Amy Sacto, Sierra Thornton, Cody McElwee
Row 4: Dan Breswick, Chris Fawling, Kimberly Knight, Jimmy Meyers, Daniel Salvato, Nick Redman, David Holswald, Stephanie Gallagher, Julia Bihovol
Right: Matt Leone-Zwillinger displays last year's edition of Aspects magazine.

Aspects
Row 1: Katy Powers, Stephanie Fisher, Ilana Ellis
Row 2: Kay Yi, Matt Leone-Zwillinger, Diana Wu, Naomi Burrows, Ms. Sharp
Row 3: Lauren Gaudite, Briana Smith-Gibbs, Glenn Giron, Marilyn Bartoias, Mr. Howe

Above: Daniel Salvato confers with Lion's Roar writers Amanda Murray and Rebecca Friedman when editing submitted articles.

Visions
Row 1: Katy Powers, Susan Brennan, Kimber Ray, Devra Nusbaum, Elana Levavi
Row 2: Tina Johnson, Joana Korumi, Kay Yi, Allison Norlan
Row 3: Mr. Yanover, Glenn Giron, Martha Howley, Tom Miller, Justin Callahan

Above: Devra Nusbaum and Kimber Ray find time to reconnect at a Visions holiday party.

Left: Tina Johnson takes a refreshing sip of cola during a busy Visions meeting.
Upper Left: Diana Wu puts her artistic talents to good use by decorating the Aspects pumpkin for Halloween.

Left: Martha Howley opens a gift in front of her fellow Visions members before winter break.

Below Left: Ms. Abrams and the editors of the Lion's Roar are able to discuss upcoming issues with staff writers during homeroom.

Above Right: As secretary of Visions, Susan Brennan makes sure to send out emails updating staffers about news and fundraising.

Below Right: Naomi Burrows tries to boost submissions by helping make and distribute Aspects bookmarks.

Left: Editors David Hohwald, Anastasia Pastino, and Rebecca Friedman diligently put their efforts toward each Lion's Roar publication.

Right: Kay Yi and Allison Norilian devote part of their last year at West to the foreign language literary magazine.
African American Culture Club
Row 1: Colleen Drummond, Nadiyah Maddox, Jordana Simmons, Clara Vines, Taylor Jackson, Amanda West, Lillly Tran, Amanda Smythe
Row 2: Crec Humphreys, Latika Moody, Alyx West, Lauren Washington, James Martin, Sallymatu Manauwary, Dana Fisher, Lubree Hunter
Row 3: Krystina Grayson, Sherman Marshall, Cecily Phillips, Sierra Harrell, Kyra Holiday, Latasha Terry, Morgan Wallace, Marcel Sawyer, Davanna Morris
Row 4: Adam Benson, Jahod Robinson, Niquan Walker, Isaiah Jefferson, Ra'id Moore, Martin Fuller, Mrs. Holiday

Asian Culture Club
Row 1: Linh Nguyen, Jenny Hing, Jasmine Ramirez, Ling Phan, John Gaviola, Andrew Aurelio, Francesca Anas, Andre Aquilar, Aia Nable, Jennifer Rivard, Pam Simkait, Michelle Cao
Row 2: Stacey Le, Esther Phillips, Sandy Huang, Christina Nguyen, Vijay Kakrecha, Buij Lee, Maggie Nguyen, Cristiowe Yumang, Lilly Tran, Daria Thach, Ngoc Lee, Rianne Cueto, Jennifer Harbora, Du Vu, Kelly Hy
Row 3: Dennis Sacca, Jennifer Yoo, Denise Tsang, Marie Hayes, Ripal Patel, Andrew Malik, Antoinette Pineda, Len Eslava, Filleo Camba, Kristie Keating, James Contreras, Amaar Abdelgader, Ngoc Tran
Row 4: Glenn Giron, Marcus O'Leary, Eric Werner, Andrew Truong, Tylor McIntyre, Drew Aguilar, Jordan McIntyre, Emily Taylor, Kacie Carbone, Denob Libo-On, Gerald Giron, Elwyni Fernandes, Ruben Paprnikas
Row 5: John Fernandez, Jason Nop, Hyun Kim,Justinn Canileo, Jon San Juan, Anahi McIntyre, Kyra Holiday, Shelby Brown, Sang Le, Alan Nguyen, Linda Choi, Jun Ci

Italian Club
Row 1: Alicia Colletti, Lisa Trivigno, Chrsy Badaracco, Kayla Slosaar, Britanny Dunn, Frankie Greenwald, Erika Judeckas, Olivia Khooury, Britanny DelBocini, Kathleen Malone
Row 2: Kity Boswell, Anne McNally, Elina Leavivi, Alicea Lembardo, Stephanie Impagliazzo, Mariana Solomaha, Allyson Minieri, Crystal Capece, Kim Wright, Chelsea Petrie, Lauren Jacomet, Alexi Canavatchi
Row 3: TJ Diagni, Amy Moroe, Jess Tomasetti, Nicole Stapaio, Jaclyn Terranova, Lauren Washington, Heather Maclian, Paige Giorla, Jenis Quinns, Lauren Adamo, Maria Smith, Stephanie Clemmons
Row 4: Ashley Jensen, Brett Berdini, Luca Taormina, Tim Pao, Anthony Viole, Ryan Applegate, Carolyn Segrest, Keiley Nork, Michelle Falcone, Tony Barbera, Lauren Brown, Ashley Shibe, Ethan Collis
Row 5: Ms. Varro

Asian Culture Club
Row 1: Linh Nguyen, Jenny Hing, Jasmine Ramirez, Ling Phan, John Gaviola, Andrew Aurelio, Francesca Anas, Andre Aquilar, Aia Nable, Jennifer Rivard, Pam Simkait, Michelle Cao
Row 2: Stacey Le, Esther Phillips, Sandy Huang, Christina Nguyen, Vijay Kakrecha, Buij Lee, Maggie Nguyen, Cristiowe Yumang, Lilly Tran, Daria Thach, Ngoc Lee, Rianne Cueto, Jennifer Harbora, Du Vu, Kelly Hy
Row 3: Dennis Sacca, Jennifer Yoo, Denise Tsang, Marie Hayes, Ripal Patel, Andrew Malik, Antoinette Pineda, Len Eslava, Filleo Camba, Kristie Keating, James Contreras, Amaar Abdelgader, Ngoc Tran
Row 4: Glenn Giron, Marcus O'Leary, Eric Werner, Andrew Truong, Tylor McIntyre, Drew Aguilar, Jordan McIntyre, Emily Taylor, Kacie Carbone, Denob Libo-On, Gerald Giron, Elwyni Fernandes, Ruben Paprnikas
Row 5: John Fernandez, Jason Nop, Hyun Kim,Justinn Canileo, Jon San Juan, Anahi McIntyre, Kyra Holiday, Shelby Brown, Sang Le, Alan Nguyen, Linda Choi, Jun Ci

Latin Club
Row 1: Maggie Nguyen, Jennifer Gulley, Brianna Pyle, Mandy Nolte, Lauren Gaudite, Ben Mac, Sherey Anthony, Courtney Ranzer, Jeff Resnick, Roanne Fernandes, Morgan Kazanjian, Amanda West, Ryan Roseman, Amanda Smythe, Alex Burkholder, Derick Nguyen
Row 2: Apeksha Desai, Bijaal Kakrecha, Denise Tsang, Esther Phillips, Elina Leavivi, Anastasia Pastino, Chrisy Badaracco, Angela Wan, Ilana Ellis, Ali Mallin, Megan Rogers, Rianne Cueto, Genel Sison, Ben Barber, Antoiate Pineda, Alysa West, Eric Farmer, Matt Ricchezza, Elizabeth Britton, Hilary Richardson, Matt McKnight
Row 3: Avi Gittler, Kitty Sharrman, Liz Martines, Avisal Leavivi, Zane Ros科普, Justin Abruansovitz, Jimmy D'Oosto, Sarah Fisher, Patrick Quillan, Ryan Evans, Joe DeSantis, Ruben Paprnikas, Chelsea Feast, Drew Bresswick, Rachel Keenan, Amaar Abdelgader, Coby Wittman
Row 4: Andrew Fox, Andrew Still, Jeremy Sliver, Dave Washick, Derek Burkholder, Dan Bresswick, James Tilden, Nick Quigley, Amanda Ricketts, Robby Homer, Steve Washick, Will Lichtenberger, Bobby Krowicki, Sarah Rozov, Remy Williams, Cody Southerland, Bryan Ayala
Row 5: Jeff Lysdell, Bridget Carroll, Katie Quinn, Andrew Hoiwald, Mikhail Chernysyavsky, Drew Petroll, Brian Long, Kevin Noon, Robert Stamatelos, Joelle Humenik, Kevin Kelley, Zach Bentley, Rich Fletcher, Dan Rozov, Sam Provins, Brian Girer, Pirt Patil, Max Gross, Jason Rubinstein, James Fung
Above Left: Members of the African American Club prepare for their next event.

Left: At the front of the class, Jenny Hang presides over an Asian Culture Club meeting.

Below Left: The Italian Club proudly marches with their banner in a local parade.

Above Right: Wan Yee Fung and Stacey Le learn graceful traditional Asian fan dances.

Below Right: Erik Thorn, David Hayes, Kayla Slossar, and Tim Fao make pastries at Italian Club.

Left: Jasmine Ramirez, Linh Nguyen, and John Gaviola share their Asian culture with conical straw hats and ornate umbrellas.

Right: Jordanna Simmons, Taylor Jackson, and Mrs. Holiday discuss upcoming events with the African American Culture Club.
International Culture Club
Row 1: Moliha Arnaustovic, Joanna Korumi, Phuong Luong
Row 2: Peggy Liang, Wun Yee Fung, Kawing Au, Ms. Marks
Row 3: Andrew Truong, Alan Nguyen, Kaming Au

Irish Culture Club
Row 2: Tiffany Giacoboni, Jessica Good, Amanda Murray, Carolyn Mako, Bethany Campbell.
Row 3: Alanna Higgins, Cathy Howard, Danielle Patton, Sarah Poserina, Michelle Murray, Susan Brennan.

Culture Clubs

French Club
Row 1: Katy Powers, Susan Brennan, Hannah Romm, Kate McWilliams, Arielle Weiss
Row 2: Allison Norliss, Jennifer Yoo, Liza Connelly, Julie Chatzinoff, Julie Skolnik, Andrew Economou
Row 3: Sarah Poserina, Kay Yi, Annie Ngo, Nate Girer, Nick Economou, Amanda Malik, Kim McDevitt
Row 4: Jayson Madara, Mike Belmonte, Tim McHale, Adam Majoros, William Lichtenberger, Ted Kail, Justin Serabo

Latinos at West
Row 1: Sra. Rivas-Merino, Denise Merino, Blanca Morales, Mary Encarnacion, Amanda Sanchez, Jazmin Bailey, Denise O'Reilly, Mara Agraft, Brianna Moscoso
Row 2: Richard Felix, Josef Espinosa, Clara Venze, Amando Sanchez, Terra Jackson, Jenny Molina, Lillian Rodriguez, Fernanda Lina, Matthew Castillo
Row 3: Nicky Dominguez, Greg Santiago, Laura Bove, Victor Barroso, Pierre Owens, Amy Ribeiro, Rosita Martinez, Lisa Madrakado, Oscar Berman, Loren Baillo, Oscar Molina
Row 4: Marc Black, Jordan McEwan, Nate Owens, Alex Nevers, Francisco Roilos, Bryan Ayala, Altemio Robles, Michael Mendez

Jewish Culture Club
Row 1: Devra Nusbaum, Lisa Chang, Arielle Weiss, Kelly Hy
Row 2: Kimber Ray, Ruben Paparino, Adam Gurtta, Elana Resnick, Avi Gittler

Spanish Club
Row 1: Rachel Gilman, Laura Flanagan, Mehak Khan, Andrea Aguilar, Kim Le, Jennifer Harbora.
Row 2: Jessica Jones, Stephanie Fillari, Gretchen Hess, Aia Nible, Elizabeth Schopfer, Perry Alexander, Angela Wan
Row 3: Jordyn Katz, Kaitlyn Knoedler, Brianna Ehmann, Jamie Conley, Liz Bossay, Mr. DeFaria
Row 4: Dan Carson, Emily Taylor, Linda Choi, Maria Mitidieri, Sujung Kim, David Mulvick
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Above Left: Sujeiny Domínguez and Walesca Delgado are prepared to answer any questions about Lations at West at Back to School Night.

Left: Sarah Poserina cracks up at a joke with a wide grin during French Club.

Below Left: Sheelagh Pauwatis, Michelle Murray, Carolyn Mako, and Amanda Murray enjoy getting together to celebrate their Irish heritage.

Above Right: Hannah Romm takes a break from her secretarial duties to relax at a French Club meeting.

Below Right: Senior Tim McHale will miss French Club meetings after this year.

Left: Old pals reconnect and new friendships are created at Jewish Culture Club.

Right: As president of Irish Culture Club, Kim Howard resides over responsibilities such as planning the agenda for each meeting.
**REAAAL True Fellowship**

Row 1: Tency Philip, Sujung Kim, Angela Wan, David Matlack, Megan Matlack, Christian Kughal  
Row 2: Megan Innaurato, Jessica Mellwig, Emily Hebben, Diana Torres, Richard Crandle, Deirdre Ott  
Row 3: Andrew Pae, Jillian Winkoff, Jay Williams, Siobhan Ott, Tim McHale

**Gay-Straight Alliance**

Row 1: Lauren Agustin, Christina Wolfe, Rafi Ellis, Gil Mason-Batch, Becca Green  
Row 2: Diana Wu, Tina Johnson, Ashly Weingardt, Pam Sittikul, Adilah Mathews, Lisa Zappley  
Row 3: Ben Barber, Adam Guetta, Samantha Passeri, Stephen Wister, Amber Champion, Brittany Dow  
Row 4: Mr. DeFaria, Kitty Shardman, Jeremy Bell, Ashley Hardwick, Elliot Guetta, Deneb Libo-On

**Red and Purple Ribbon**

Row 1: Ripal Patel, Lisa Zappley, Meliza Arnavot, Shoshannah Sietz, Joana Korumi, Devra Nushbaum  
Row 2: Florence Lam, Adilah Mathews, Marie Hayes, Ashly Weingardt, Paige Quinn, Kayla Slossar, Morgan Kazanjian, Kelly Hy  
Row 3: Tammy Lavecfield, Danielle Patton, Melissa Dunoff, Megan Innaurato, Kitty Shardman, Casey Gimbalvlo, Corinete Petricalo, Paula Broussard, Maria Smith  
Row 4: Alex Nieves, Jessica Swinson, Adrianna Dusson, Rich Davis, Annie McNeely, John Cuevas, Elana Resnick, Mariam Solemaha, Mrs. Rokczy

**Right:** Jillian Winkoff and a friend try to recruit new members for REAAL True Fellowship.

**Above:** The vibrant parties GSA throws are never dull.

**Right:** As president of GSA, Rafi Ellis takes charge of the meetings with skilled leadership.
Above Left: Kelly Hy and Caroline Feyas have formed a friendship through their mutual stance against drugs.

Left: The boys and girls of GSA work together in the hopes of encouraging diversity and tolerance.

Below Left: Members of REAAL True Fellowship circle around for games and conversation every Friday morning.

Above Right: Johanna Dennis, David Mattack, and Tim McHale are able to discuss religion at REAAL True Fellowship.

Below Right: Gil Mason-Butch stays up-to-date on GSA happenings with organized and detailed notes.

Left: Kelly Hy remains silent for an entire day to show the dangers of drugs and alcohol.

Right: Caroline Feyas dresses as a victim on an anti-drug day for Red and Purple Ribbon.
Science Club
Row 1: Elana Resnick, Anastasia Pastino, Matt Leone-Zwillinger, Ali Malin
Row 2: Nicola LaGreca, Alanna Higgins, Mital Patel, Alex Migdalas, Mrs. Prough
Row 3: Kay Yi, Alexander Roth, Jordan Mcintyre, Zane Roskoph, James Stueven, Dennyrti Stratis
Row 4: Glenn Giron, Eric Boxer, Andrew Truong, Sean Kilgallon, Dan Lambson

Right: Deep in thought, Cameron Rotblat and Glenn Giron rack their brains for Quiz Bowl answers.

Chess Club
Row 1: Joana Korumi, Cameron Rotblat, Clarydia Adriatico, Sagar Sethi, Stephen Jones
Row 2: Matt Leone Zwillinger, Nick Goh, Dennis Sacca, Tyler Troutman, Sara Wittman
Row 3: Andrew Pelinsky, Stephen Aita, Ron Honas, Mike Levine, Andrew Lee, Brandon Clark

Right: Greg Proulx tries to find the best method for victory.

Quiz Bowl
Row 1: Andrew Malik, Ali Malin, Sagar Sethi
Row 2: Zane Roskoph, Mital Patel, Glenn Giron, Sam Wittman
Row 3: Jernej Mascac, Zach Yoo, Greg Goeman

Below: Zane Roskoph taps into his knowledge of trivia at a Quiz Bowl practice.

Above: Anastasia Pastino puts all her expertise toward figuring out a science puzzle.
Above: With the help of Anastasia Pastino, Jimmy Stueven, and Brendan Gysbers, Mrs. Millili tries to solve a challenging problem at Science Club.

Left: Khai Tran carefully contemplates how to protect his pieces and win the game.

Below Left: Mr. Herman imparts his wisdom and experience of chess to help improve club members’ skills.

Above: Clarydia Adriatico and Saagar Sethi watch as Dennis Saeec attempts to throw off Ron Honas’ concentration.

Below Right: Eric Boxer and Sam Wittman score points by quickly responding to Quiz Bowl questions.

Left: Mr. Rickert teaches Andrew Lee and Nick Groh a thing or two about the art of chess.

Right: Zach Yost pulls his weight on the Quiz Bowl team with a list of correct answers.
Fashion Design Club
Row 1: Cortney Petrillo, Kayla Slossar, Allison Norfian, Lance Sawyer, Mara Agrait, Kim Tuttle
Row 2: Vincent Rapanotti, Jazmin Bailey, Grace Lee, Genel Sison, Mary Encarnation, Desirae Morales, Johanna Dennis, Mrs. Sharp
Row 3: Adrianna Datson, Jess Tomasetti, Melissa Danoff, Allie Foley Shelbie Brown, Jessica Swensen, Zoei Pennington

Right: Cory Espinosa, John Caterino, Mrs. Savidge, and Stephanie Wister discuss creative photography techniques.

FASHION, PHOTOGRAPHY, KNITTING

Photography Club
Row 1: Morgan Kazanjian, Lesley Colladay
Row 2: Gina Manfredi, Kristie Keating, Mrs. Savidge, John Caterino, Rich Davis
Row 3: Alanna Higgins, Lauren Gill, Cory Espinosa, Jess Tomasetti, Kristen Riemstra, Emily Taylor

Above: Grace Lee puts her heart into sewing a new garment for Fashion Design Club.

Knitting Club
Andrew Still, Jenn Carey, Sam Alexander, Raisa Avila, Kelly Hy

Left: Lance Sawyer measures out some fabric for his next creation.
Above Left: Suzanna Mazahreh brings her own unique style to the Fashion Design Club.

Left: Andrew Still, Jenn Carey, and Sam Alexander have fun while learning to knit.

Below Left: The Knitting Club members look to Mrs. Roskoph for inspiration.

Above Right: Kelly Hy carefully untangles excess yarn attached to her soon-to-be scarf.

Below Right: The members of the Photography Club kill time as their film develops.

Left: Andrew Still and Sam Alexander challenge each other to an old fashioned knitting duel.

Right: Raisa Avila refreshes Jenn Carey on the correct way to hold her needles.
LEADERSHIP

Boy's State Delegates
Row 1: Daniel Salvato, Sam Alexander, Derek Bruno
Row 2: Anthony Viola, John Suender, Don Bart

Girl's State Delegates
Row 1: Rebecca Friedman, Maureen O'Neill, Raisa Avila
Row 2: Sheelagh Pousatis, Kim Howard

Governor's School Participants
Row 1: Eliana Levavi, Derek Bruno
Row 2: Zane Roskoph, Nick Quigley, John Maeng, Jimmy D'Onofrio

Student Government Day Delegates
Row 1: Meghan Bruce, Megan Matlack, Laura Bove, Chrissy Badaracco
Row 2: Laura Pierce, Kevin Noon, Jordan McIntyre, Andrew Sturner, Mark Garbowski

Not Pictured: Kurt Knecht

Left: Chrissy Badaracco checks her notes for a new point to make.

Below: Meghan Bruce addresses the council with a thought-provoking speech.

Below: With the use of a microphone, Kurt Knecht is able to amplify his voice.
Above Left: Andrew Sturner listens intently to proposals made by his fellow representatives.

Left: John Maeng passionately belts out a long note during TCNJ's Governor's School for Music.

Below Left: Student Government Day delegates hold a forum at the Cherry Hill Township building.

Above Right: Sheelagh Pousatis hangs out with other delegates before a Girls State party caucus meeting.

Below Right: Jordan McIntyre pays careful attention to the suggested plans concerning park beautification.

Left: The Student Government Day Delegates are happy because their resolutions concerning bullying and park beautification were passed.

Right: Eliana Levavi dresses formally before visiting the UN Building at Governor's School for International Relations.
French National Honor Society
Row 1: Paula Broussard, Raiza Avila, Katy Powers, Kate McWilliams, Julie Chatzisof, Kim Howard, Amanda West
Row 2: Jenn Carey, Allison Norlan, Amanda Majik, Susan Brennan, Rafi Ellis, Alex Migdali, Meghan Bruce, Tim Mc Hale
Row 3: Nate Gliner, Andrew Sturmer, Judd Robinson, Hannah Romm, Dan Faber, Mital Patel, Jarome Massee

Italian National Honor Society
Row 1: Francesca Camelii, Stephanie Ottino, Kristi Boswell, Tony Stith, Nicola LaGreca

Spanish National Honor Society

Latin National Honor Society
Row 1: Cathy Grekia, Eliza Levavi, Elana Ellis, Ali Main Row 2: Avital Levavi, Anastasia Pantinio, Angela Wan, Marissa Mc Lerman, Jessica Kovacs, Carolyn Mako Row 3: Liz Martinez, Danielle Dilaturo, Kate McWilliams, Zane Roskoph, Justin Abramowitz, Jimmy D'Onofrio Row 4: Andrew Sturmer, Jeremy Silver, Derek Burckholder, Glenn Giron, Dan Brownick, James Tilden, Nick Quigley, Mr. Munday

National Honor Society
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Mock Trial
Row 1: Cameron Rotblat, Eliana Levavi, Nick Redman
Row 2: Matt Leone-Zwillinger, Alanna Higgins, Sam Alexander, Daniel Salvato
Row 3: Zane Roskoph, Andrew Schneider, Eric Pletcher

Book Buddies
Row 1: Lauren Gaudite, Tiffany Tran, Bhumika Patel
Row 2: Matt Linden, Marissa Hutchinson, Joana Korumi, Danielle DiBartolo
Row 3: Kimberly Knight, Long Vu, Mrs. Wiltsee

Project SUCCESS
Row 1: Tiffany Tran, Anusha Choudhry, Lauren Washington, Lilly Tran, Laura Bove
Row 2: Kyra Holiday, Joana Korumi, Sujung Kim, Maria Mitidieri, Melisa Arnautovic, Grace Lee
Row 3: Jahod Robinson, Jordana Simmons, James Martin, Amanda West, Marcel Sawyer, Mrs. Holiday

Character Ed Committee
Row 1: Elena Wecht, Elana Resnick, Kelly Hy
Row 2: John Suender, Wendy McCorkle
A-Chord Officers
Row 1: Sarah Biren, Rachel Fieldman, Cecily Phillips, Morgan Wallace, Gideon Giardinelli
Row 2: Sheelagh Pousatis, Ashley White, Bonnie Kelly, John Fox, Jane Sosi, Carolyn Segrest
Row 3: Eli Lane, Lindsay Czajka, Julia Stone, Charlene Derer, Richard Crandle, Eric Capece, Jennifer Stone
Row 4: Susan Carter, Marie Brodick, Adam Guetta

NJ Rebel
Row 1: Ripal Patel, Melicha Arnaudovic, Danielle McElveea, Cindy Cave
Row 2: Deneb Libo-On, Amber Champion, Kitty Sharman, Devra Nusbaum, Judith Hagans
Row 3: Nou Ben-David, Adiliah Matthews, Joana Korumi, Mariam Solomaha, Maria Smith
Row 4: Adrianna Dutson, John Cuevas, Alex Nieves, Mrs. Rakocy

Thespian Society
Row 1: Mrs. Messias, Nate Girer, Julie Chatzinoff, Rafi Ellis, Julie Skolnik, Kara McGonigle, Mrs. Church
Row 2: Scott Tyler, Gil Mason-Butch, Julia Stone, Bonnie Kelly, Kristin Fesko, Rebecca Friedman
Row 3: Robyn Muse, Daniel Carson, Ashley White, Matt Van Dyke, Dan Faber, Alexander Roth, John Caterino
Row 4: Tim Sheehan, Stayton Ely

Theatre Workshop
Row 1: Mrs. Messias, Jessica Hooker, Rebecca Friedman, Bijal Kakrecha, Christina Nguyen, Laura Flanagan, Scott Tyler, Julie Skolnik, Robyn Muse, Marisa Carson, Andrea Horn, Mrs. Church
Row 2: Kristin Fesko, Esther Phillips, Ananda Canavatchel, Kimberly Choi, Eivind DelFierro, John Fox, Denise Tsang, Stephen Wister, Elliot Guetta, Ben Barber, Hanan Goldstein, Jon Styles
Row 3: Jess Mellwig, Diana Wu, Rafi Ellis, Julie Chatzinoff, Julia Stone, Bonnie Kelly, Julie Rubin, Richard Crandle, Charlene Derer, Clark Brown, Jennifer Yoo, Stayton Ely, Morgan Wallace
Row 4: Amelia Cameron, Louisa Leite, Jordyn Katz, Justin Pappas, Cooper Gorelick, Nate Girer, Lindsay Czajka, Jayson Madara, Mike Belmonte, Garner Butler, James Gaughn, Marie Brodick, Alexander Roth, Tom Holroyd
Row 5: Kara McGonigle, Ashley White, Matt Van Dyke, Gil Mason-Butch, Dan Carson, Tim Sheehan, John Caterino, James Sharman, Dan Faber, Eric Capece, Nick Quigley, John Maeng
Ceramics Club
Row 1: Kristine Velazco, Emily Hebden, Lisa Chung, Molly Stout, Mehak Khan
Row 2: Ashley Cliver, Alyssa Myer, Nicole Corcoran, Kristen Rienstra, Anastasia Pastino
Row 3: Jessica Solano, Kimberly Knight, Hannah Cheetham, Erica Holm, Brianna Pacheco
Row 4: Duane Wallace, Jernej Maucec, Andrew Truong

Technology Student Association
Row 1: Margalit Kirzner, Joe Hubler, Dan Lambson, Ryan Murphy, Hanan Goldstein
Row 2: Alan Nguyen, Matt D'Arcy, Joe Mauger, Dennis Gibbons, Keith Bronke, Hedra Shokry
Row 3: Brett Cybulski, Mr. Russo, Jim Prem, Jeremy Bell, Jimmy Meyers, Gregory Proulx, Sam Fite, Sean Anderson

Sound and Light Crew
Row 1: Matthew Stevens, Denise Tsang, Bijal Kakrecha
Row 2: Anthony Viola, Alexander Roth, John Caterino, James Sharman, Marisa Carson, Mr. Frost
Row 3: Tom Holroyd, Gil Mason Butch, Dan Carson, Ben Barber, Mike Belmonte

Stage Crew
Row 1: Matt Stevens, Lauren Gaudite, Bijal Kakrecha, Jessica Hooker, Andrea Horn, Elliot Guetta
Row 2: Mr. Frost, Andrew Economou, Denise Tsang, Eivind DelPierro, Christina Nguyen, Esther Phillips, Stephen Wister
Row 3: Alexander Roth, John Caterino, James Sharman, Marisa Carson, Robyn Muse, Kimberly Choi, Diana Wu, Jennifer Yoo, Henry Hayes
Row 4: Amelia Cameron, Tom Holroyd, Gil Mason-Butch, Dan Carson, Tim Sheehan, Ben Barber, Mike Belmonte, Garner Butler
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Row 1: Elizabeth Schopfer, Sujung Kim, Angela Wan, David Matlack, Megan Matlack
Row 2: Stacey Dykstra, Emily Hebben, Diana Torres, Deirdra Ott, Margaret Sundell, Cathy Grella
Row 3: Jillian Winkoff, Andrew Pae, Kenneth Alexander, Tim McHale, Siobhan Ott

Shop West
Nicole Kelley, Peter Jurczyk, Mike Moran, Joey Lerner
Not Pictured: Theo Proveaux, Jorge Reynoso

Hockey Club
Row 1: Danielle Patton, Morgan Kazanjian, Kathleen Keck, Ariel Givner, DJ Nork
Row 2: Mr. Madison, Mandy Morgan, Bob Sharpe, Chris Hillman, Billy Berenato, Zach Papaccio
Row 3: Alanna Higgins, Ryan Monahan, Alex Schon, Andy Coulter, Ryan Pierce, Johnny Meher
Row 4: Nick Wright, Zach Bentley, Brett Cybulski
Not Pictured: Dan Rozov, Trevor Sharpe, Laura Kampf, Courtney Klevenz

Varsity Club
Row 1: Kellyn Riley, Annalise Strojan, Sarah Penn
Row 2: Ashley Harbora, Kristie Keating, Laura Maier, Kelly McShay
Row 3: Gina Manfredi, Laura Pierce, David Powers, Brett Cybulski
Not Pictured: Laura Flanagan
Office Aides

Nurse's Aides
Dave Swisa, Charlene Derer, Julie Skolnik, Stephanie Impagliazzo

G2 Office Aides
Zane Roskoph

E23 House Office Aides
Taylor D. Jackson

Trainer's Aides
Stacey Dykstra

Trainer's Aides
Niquan Walker

Student Activities Office Aides
Kelly Hy, Natalie Saffos, Rachel Gilman, Alexander Roth, Dan Carson, Susan Carter

Guidance Aides
Brianne Mangini, Mandy Morgan, David Swisa, Christina Wolfe, Nina Nowakowski, Brittany Fox, Alyssa Kennedy, Kelly Hy, Laura Bove, Sean Reap, Michelle Murray

Athletic Office Aides
Marisa Furey, Anastasia Pastino, Amanda Ricketti, Mary Conners, Andrew Sturner, Kaitlyn Knoedler

Main Office Aides
Natalie Saffos, Rachel Gilman, Brielle DeFelice, Ashlee Shours, Amanda Smythe, Carolyn Pyle, Kendra Griffith, Jane Sosi, Kelsey Nork, Dan Carson, Alexander Roth, Kelly Hy
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Athletics
"Coming out on Top"
Baseball

HEY BATTA' BATTA'!

Fielding with the boys.

1. Jared Kneble fields the ball.
2. Gregory Sebazco awaits the ball.
3. Jason Kelmer goes back to his position to get another player out.
4. Dave Bolles lets the ball roll into his glove for an easy out.

Gary Samo watches out for the curve ball.

Varsity Baseball
Top: Gregory Sebazco, Drew Schneider, Sean Stevens, Marko Smoljic, Jason Kelmer, Vince Volto, Gary Samo, and Jeff Winterberg.
Not Pictured: Kyle Down

96 Athletics >>
JV Seniors
Bottom: James Page
Middle: DJ Nork, and Andrew Still
Top: Aaron Beresin, Greg Furey, and Jon Gerwitz

Varsity Seniors
Bottom: Justin Delmonte, Mike Cox, Frank Schmidt, and Sean Stevens
Top: Ryan McNally, Drew Schneider, Marko Smojver, Jason Kelmer, and Gary Samo

Mike Cox swings away.

Andrew Still, Marko Smojver, Jared Bannar, Mike Cox, D.J. Nork

Junior Varsity Baseball
Bottom: Kevin Noon, Aaron Beresin, Dominic Caruso, D.J. Nork, Andrew Still, Tim Alemi, Bobby Sharpe, and Greg Furey.
Top: Kayla Slossar, Kyle Smolisky, Joe Calogero, Jon Gerwitz, Andrew Hoffman, James Page, Jimmy Brinling, Rich Fletcher, and Coach Smith and Courtney Petrillo
Not Pictured: Jared Bannar

Freshmen Baseball
Bottom: Stephen Pyle, Ryan Gordon, Brett Motta, Kurt Honas
Middle: Victor Ibarondo, Ryan Pierce, Michael Dohw, Vincent Emanuolo, Ross Motta, Garrett Taylor, Alex Bannar, Dan Hill
Top: Bryan Prisco, Pat Moran, Michael Holloway, Kevin Bordner, Joe Calogero, Ryan Sullender, Matt Speckmann
Lady Lions Softball

Hit, Run, Slide!

The girls up to bat.

1. Chelsea Heim and Ashley Habra are two awesome Seniors.
2. Sarah Penn looks to steal second.
3. Krista White shows her powerful swing.
4. Allison Lizzi waits for the pitch.

Krista White throws to second to cut off a steal.

Varsity Softball
Bottom: Kelly Smith, Allison Lizzi
Middle: Sarah Penn, Shaina Bradley, Krista White, Allison Kleeman, Coach Rodenbeck
Top: Coach Gust, Laura Maier, Coach Lomberg, Lynn Passerella, Rachel Gillman, Sam Bianchi, Laura Pierce, Rachel Knable, Coach Powers
Laura Maier waits for her shot to get the out.

Coaches Powers, Sarno and Gurst discuss the positions of the players.

Shaina Bradley packs a powerful pitch.

Seniors: Sarah Penn, Rachel Gilman, Allison Kleeman, Shaina Bradley, Krista White

Junior Varsity Softball
Bottom: Shandy Hacker, Marisa Furey, Barbra Bush, Shelley Swartz, Pam Loll
Middle: Ali Hird, Lauren Selnek, Gina Manfred, Kristen Rienstra, Ashley Harbora, Michelle Hermanns
Top: Coach Rodenbeck, Emily Albrecht, Shirley Still, Chelsea Heim, Alyssa Ream, Kristie Keating, Coach Smith

Freshman Softball
Bottom: Christina Toanone, Emily Besancon, Melissa Smith, Jess Walton, Jenn Harbora
Top: Kelsey Thomas, Melissa McWilliams, Stephanie Thomas, Jesse Lentini, Brianna Hacker, Coach Koester
Boys’ Lacrosse

Rockin' the Cradle!

Lacrosse takes heart!

1. Anthony Mercincavaghe looks for a teammate to pass to.
2. Jarryd Stamatelos blocks the goal with gusto.
3. Anthony Mercincavaghe runs down the field to score.
4. West picks up the ground ball.

Andrew Hohwald cradles the ball down the field.

Varsity Lacrosse
Bottom: Eric Pletcher, Austin Thomas, Tim Gibson, Sam Kaukin
Middle: Andrew Hohwald, Adam Derzi, Mike Corey, Patrick Hanna, Chris Pawling, Sam Lyons, Ted Heim
Top: Mike Maloney, Kurt Knecht, Anthony Mercincavaghe, Colin Callaway, Dan Quinn, Ryan Bubser, Jarryd Stamatelos

100 Athletics >>
The team works together to get the ball.

Dan Quinn sprints away from the goal to the other side of the field.

Seniors: Andrew Hohwald, Anthony Mercincavage, Ryan Bubser, Eric Pletcher

The team observes the game with interest.

Tim Gibson takes a breath after a sprint down the field.

Junior Varsity Lacrosse
Bottom: Perry Hudika, JR Regensberger, Sam Dilks
Middle: Robert Homer, Pat Hanna, Sam Suender, Antonio DeJesus
Top: Dan Gruber, Bob Ries, Marc Dezil, Robert Stamatozos, Alex Kasprwicz
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Girls' Lacrosse

Sticking Together!

The girls put forth their best efforts.

1. Angela Wilmer is ready for anything.
2. Kellyn Riley puts all her effort into passing the ball.
3. Lindsay Brammell looks to pass to her teammate.
4. Hannah Rivers talks over a call with the referees.

Alyssa Eichhorn is determined to get the point for her team.

Varity
Bottom: Kaitlin Venos, Kellyn Riley, Arielle Caldas, Jacki Jarrogowicz, Angela Wilmer
Middle: Angel Genther, Emily Lind, Danielle Slutsky, Stephanie Ottino, Jen Carey, Carolina Pissarro, Krista Taylor
Top: Coach Schwartz, Linnea Fargo, Lindsay Brammell, Randall Yingling, Alyssa Eichhorn, Stacey Dykstra, Jussey Conte, Karina McIntyre, Melissa Hinger, Coach Brunswick

102 Athletics >>
Arielle Caldas scoops up the ball. Susan Carter fights for the ball.

Seniors:
Bottom: Carolina Pissarro, Stephanie Ottino, Danielle Alessandrini, Marie Hood
Top: Angela Gerther, Kellyn Riley, Alyssa Eichhorn, Stacey Dykstra, Jen Carey, Caroline Long, Susan Carter

"End on a good one." - Coach Schwartz

Junior Varsity Lacrosse
Bottom: Kristen Hoffmann, Danielle Alessandrini, Hannah Rivers, Annalise Strojan, Jessica Giampietro, Alexa Giampietro, Paula Brousard
Top: Coach Schwartz, Darla Thaich, Jordanna Simmons, Caroline Long, Mary O'Rourke, Bridget Carroll, Marie Hood, Nicole Semola, Sarah Olsen

Freshmen Lacrosse
Bottom: Michelle Bruno, Lars Press, Kristina McLaughlin, Molly Strout, Sarah Brown
Middle: Ashley Snyder, Angela Wan, Elizabeth Schopfer, Seung Kim, Alyssa Myer, Andrea Markos
Top: Francesca Bertos, Hannah Cheatham, Kelsey Coolahan, Linda Choi, Joelle Bouchard, Shoshana Sutkin
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The boys boasting their game.

Jordan McIntyre goes to set the ball up for one of his teammates.

Varsity Volleyball
Bottom: Money Hua, Chi-Wei Chan, Tim Pao, Jon Santiago
Top: Remo Cocco, Brett Berdini, Luca Taormina, Mike Falco, Jordan McIntyre, and Coach Sweeten
West's Volleyball team "jumps" at the chance to beat their opponents.

The team awaits the opening serve.

Mike Falco goes to spikes the ball to rack up more points.

Tim Pao is ready to spike the ball.
Spring Track

Further, Faster, Higher

Our track stars in action!

1. Dan Loveland discusses his latest times.
2. Marc Doyle records his team's times.
3. Ryan Britton runs along.
4. Derek Bruno throws the javelin.

Jordan Bond sprints past his opponents.

106 Athletics >>

Varsity Track
Front: Keenan Grimes, Ryan Britton, David Neblick, Brett Madres, Steve Garbowksi, Christian Dandridge, Marc Doyle
2nd Row: Kewin Motson, Ian Levy, Andrew Slumer, John McGovern, Josh Franklin, Paul Bas Americo, David Powers, John Fernandez, Kunal Sharma
3rd Row: Marcus O'Leary, Anthony Juddilla, Jordan Bond, Anthony Moreton, Ralph Bravo, Andrew Fox, Steve MacDonald, Pat Quillan, Coach K, John Grozykowski, Nick Redman, Ryan Evans
Top: Coach Field, Friday O'Day, Joe Abish, Pete Rodenfier, Brian Long, Josh Heinshew, Zac Atcheson, Dan Breswick, Nick Shazak, Coach O'Donnell
Cameron Widerman runs his hardest.

Pat Quillian performs the high jumps.

Dan Loveland and Dave Powers wait for their turn to run.

Seniors
Bottom: Keenan Grimes, David Powers, Pat Quillian, Christian Dandridge
Top: Joshua Henshaw, Joe Abesh, Brian Long, Daniel Breswick, Andrew Fox, John Fernandez

Dave Neblock runs to beat his best time.

Coaches Mecca and O'Donnell watch over their team.
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"Play the Course, not the Man."
-Russo

Pat Carey swings for the fairway.

1. Coach Russo observes his team.
2. Andrew Lee is pleased with his drive.
3. Brett Cybulski watches the ball roll in for a hole in one.
4. Matt Osorio and Erik Thorn pose for a close up.

Varsity Golf
Top: Matt Osorio, Andrew Zagoren, Brett Cybulski, Pat Carey, Coach Russo
Bottom: Ryan Britton, Jimmy Meyers, Erik Thorn, Andrew Lee

108 Athletics >>
Brett Cybulski concentrates to reach par.

The team heads to the next hole in preparation to beat the other team.

Andrew Lee prepares to hit the ball perfectly to sink the putt.

Seniors: Jim Meyers, Matt Osorio, Pat Carey, Brett Cybulski, Erik Thorn
Not pictured: Andrew Zagoren

The team looks anxiously to see the results.

Erik Thorn analyzes options on the green for his next shot.
Boys' Tennis

Serving It Up!

The guys ace every shot.

1. Shawn Roseman goes for the ace.
2. Dan Tretiota moves to hit the ball where his opponent won't get it.
3. Shawn Roseman returns the ball.
4. Nick Quigley tries his hardest.

Dan Tretiota has perfected his powerful backhand.

Varsity Tennis
Bottom: Dan Tretiota, Mike Bevilacqua, John Maeng, Ryan Ermey
Top: Coach Brown, Nick Quigley, Mikhail Chernyavsky, Adam Faber, Shawn Roseman, John Shin
Seniors:
Top: Coach Brown, Nick Quigley, Mikhail Chernyavskyi, and John Maeng
Bottom: Dan Trerotola, and Shawn Roseman

John Maeng volleys the ball.
Mikhail Chernyavskyi returns the ball.

Junior Varsity Tennis
Top: Andrew Hogrogian, Chardon Shenk, Zack Tyman, Michael Feeney, Glenn Giron, Coach Romello
Middle: Eric Boxer, Joe Rinaldi, Colin O’Sullivan, Derek Burkholder, Brian Yoo.
Bottom: Thomas Sunstein, Mike Falco, Adam Erispha, Jernej Maucec, Dan Jones

Derek Burkholder, Brian Yoo, and Glen Giron
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"Watch the ball, not your opponent"
- Coach Brown

Gretchen Hess serves yet another perfect game.

1. Sarah Fisher waits for the perfect moment to serve the ball.
2. Chrissy Badaracco aims to win.
4. Maria Mitidieri goes to win with a point.

Varsity
Bottom: Lenna Stedman, Sarah Fisher, Krista Damirjian
Top: Brianna Pacheco, Chrissy Badaracco, Angela Wan, Maria Mitidieri, Gretchen Hess, Carrissa Fast, Coach Brown
Not Pictured: Sujung Kim
<>< Chrissy Badaracco gets ready to serve.

Below: Sarah Fisher hits it right over the net!

Below: Krista Damirgian puts the ball back into play.

Chrissy Badaracco demonstrates good sportsmanship after the match.

Junior Varsity

Bottom: Elizabeth Schophet, Stephanie Palema, Heather Kates, Laura Bove
Middle: Alexis Kohut, Ariel Bar-or, Amy Sachs, Lauren Adorno
Top: Coach Romolo, Meg Sundell, Emily Adorno, Katherine Quinn, Ali Hird, Joanna Wolozien, Pamela Lollie

Gretchen Hess goes for another win.
Cheerleading

One More Time!

Let's Get Loud!

Alicia Colletti is a terrific flyer.

1. Taylor Jackson, Jena Wilson, and Kelsey Makofsky pose for their close-up.
2. Andrea Aguilar is all smiles.
3. Tori Stith gets ready to cheer her hardest.
4. Jenna Colletti yells out the cheer.

Varsity
Bottom: Jena Wilson, Taylor Jackson, Kelsey Makofsky
2nd Row: Heather Marchiano, Jen Mielczak, Kaitlyn Kneedler, Jill Valente, Gia Bello
3rd Row: Alicia Colletti, Jenna Colletti, Jane Sosi, Jess Good, Francesca Anas, Andrea Aguilar
Top: Sheelagh Pousatis, Nicole Shapiro, Tori Stith, Rich Davis, Heather Booze, Kelsey Thomas, Rachel Fieldman
Not Pictured: Andrew Aurelio, Lauren Washington
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Rich Davis cheers his hardest at the homecoming game.

Below: The team puts all their effort into their performance.

Taylor Jackson, Andrew Aurelio and Lauren Washington end their performance perfectly.

Seniors: Bottom: Jena Wilson, Taylor Jackson, Kelsey Makofsky, Rachel Fieldman
Top: Sheelagh Pousatis, Tory Stith, Jena Colletti, Rich Davis, Jess Good, Heather Booz
Not Pictured: Lauren Washington

Junior Varsity
Bottom: Tatiana Baeckstrom, Sam Knowton, Brianna Ehmann, Jessica Good, Parisha Branch, Lauren Pierce
Top: Mattison Rodgers, Marissa Hart, Natalie Gibson, Chrissy Nguyen, Carol Pyle, Erica Ortega

The cheerleaders cheer on their team at the Thanksgiving game.
Football

West Vs. East

1. Nate Owens makes a break for the touchdown.
2. Mike Ianetta runs down the field.
3. Josh Henshaw hands the ball to Nate Owens.
4. Mike Ianetta has his hands on the ball and his eyes on the endzone.

Kyle Rosenthal, Mike Moloney and Terrence Payton work together to gain some yards.

Varsity
Ryan Haswell prepares to play his best.

Below: The captains hit the field for the coin toss.

Coach Brocco encourages his team to play hard.

Ryan Haswell joins the dog pile to get the ball.

Junior Varsity

Bottom: Marc Bondad, Jordan Bond, Vinny Doto, Frank Banecker, Pierre Owens, Shondale Woods, Rahul Doshi, Sharron Black, Mike Meighan
Middle: Coach Koester, Matt Vann, Alonzo O'Leary, Tom Siller, Darnell Williams, Fejee Alford, Dan Moran, Bryan Prisco, E.J. Cadill, Solomon Lord, Josh Franklin
Top: Chris Steele, Mike Holloway, Kyle Smolsky, Marc Doyle, Rich Fletcher, Matt Allerl, Paul Stewart, Duane Wallace, Colin Callaway, Drew Purcell, Anthony DiBattista, Dom Caruso

Freshmen

Bottom: James Podrowicz, Naqabo Habib, Kyle Muse, Joseph Kavanaugh, Frank Beltz, Kyle Hughes, Charles Weller III, Nick DePaulo, Nick Brown, Thomas Mederia
Middle: William Sayne, Daniel Ricketts, Jesse Swensson, Reynolds Timmons, Klaude Hanna, Nick DiPaola, David Bruner, Craig Cooper, Nick Stil, Ron Gooden, Anthony Zachromacki, Trevor Loveland
Coach: Vann, Andrew Hone, Alil Rosal, Justin Higgins, Daniel Toof, Josh Martinez, Daquan Green, Anthony Berbera, Evan Eichhorn, Dietmar Gagnon, Anthony Stewart, James Moloney, Adam Campbell, Robert Krowicki, Steven Nip
Not Pictured: Coach Taiman, Mina Hanna, Coach Goosen; Coach Shazer, Eric Skellette
"Slow Start, Big Finish"

1. Laura Maier and Kellyn Riley are excited to play the game.
2. Allie Edmund, #25, poses for the photographer.
3. Laura Pierce is happy to get more points.
4. Rachel Gilman ponders the happenings of the game.

Sam Bianchi shoots with skill.

Varsity
Bottom: Coach Schwartz, Annalise Strojan, Allison Edmund, Laura Flanagan, Lana Press, Kellyn Riley, Rachel Gilman, Coach Brunswick
Top: Alyssa Ream, Susan Carter, Laura Maier, Stephanie Thomas, Mary O'Rourke, Laura Pierce, Samantha Bianchi, Katlin Vencus, Paula Broussard
Kelly Riley goes right down the field.

Below: Laura Pierce shoots to score.

Seniors: Susan Carter, Allison Edmund, Kellyn Reilly, and Rachel Gilman

Sam Bianchi and Rachel Gilman are ecstatic after scoring.

Junior Varsity
Bottom: Molly Stout, Kristen Hoffmann, Erika Badekas, Nicole Baker, Jeong Ah Seo, Dana Damirgian, Amanda Riccardi
Top: Rachel Keenan, Emily Albrecht, Alyssa Meyers, Britni Coe, Emily Ottino, Marissa Montini, Jessica Walton, Jessica Solano, Andrea Markos, Coach Dillon

Freshmen
Bottom: Brittany Love, Angela Benitez, Kelsey Quillan, Amanda Riccardi, Chelsea Petre, Brittany Del Rocini, Erika Badekas
Top: Brittany Dunn, Dana Damirgian, Kathleen Malone, Lauren Brown, Michelle Falcone, Alexandra Husband, Rachel Keenan, Nicole McDaniels-Baker, Gabby Lakernick
Not Pictured: Coach Rachel Sukinik
"They played hard every game."
- Coach Sleeth

John Boswell takes the ball down the field.

1. The guys take a tap before the game.
2. Anthony Viola gets ready to fire the ball to his teammates.
3. Dave Schmotzer steals the ball from his opponent.
4. Jeff Wallin gets the ball while protecting the goal.

Varsity
Bottom: Marc Dezi, Jeff Wallin
2nd Row: Jon-Franco Estano, Perry Hudicka, Nick Groh, Ken Stieber, Eric Wesley, Eric Davies
3rd Row: Pat Doyle, Paul Besancon, Anthony Viola, Sam Alexander, John Boswell, DJ Stieber, Ryan Gordon, Derek Bruno
Top: Coach Ferreny, Dave Powers, Drew Lampitt, Nick Quigley, John Grzybowski, Dave Schmotzer, Kyle Kosia, Sam Kaubin, John Swender, Dave Hayes, Coach Sleeth
Dave Hays steals the ball and bumps it down the field.

Below: Derek Bruno goes for the ball.

The team gets pumped to play soccer.

Seniors
Bottom: Ken Steber, Anthony Viola, Nick Groh, Eric Davies, Derek Bruno, Jon-Franco Esilme, Dave Hays
Top: Jeff Wallin, Nick Quigley, John Grzybowsi, Dave Schmitzer, Sam Alexander, David Powers, John Suender, Tom DeCoursey, Pat Carey

Junior Varsity
Bottom: Michael Kuphal, Mark Ricchezza, Perry Alexander, Daniel Lambson, Cameron Roblant, Ross Motta, Christopher Kumpf, Brett Motta
Middle: Dan Davies, Chris Tadley, Justin Abramowitz, Chris Baines, Jernej Maucec, Ryan Pierce, Dave Grzybowksi, Michael Perroti, Alex Bannar
Top: Amanda Ricketti, David Neblock, Ryan Emney, Demetri Stratis, Rob Emory, Adam Majoros, Sam File, Eric Burnett, Kevin Noon, Brad Smith, Matt Carter, Joe DeSantis, Coach Longmore

Freshmen
Bottom: Jon Styles, Saagar Sethi, Westin Urlian, Jake Bond
Middle: Trevor Reynolds, Jason Nop, Steve Washick, Connor Widerman, Davis Fieldman, Mitchell Berlin, Fatih Almai, Vinny Carbone
Top: Jarrett Farkas, Chris Duma, Erik Schmalbach, James Gaughan, Andrew Rinaldi, Nick Crivaro, Trevor Sharpe, Brian Scheidemann, Coach Klobach
"When our bodies say stop, our spirits cry never!"

Carolina Pissarro steals the ball.

1. Julie Coulter speeds to get the ball.
2. Jenny Smierciak is ready for action.
3. Carolina Pissarro bumps the ball away from the other team.
4. Maureen O'Neill does anything to get the ball back.

Varsity
Bottom: Stephanie Ottino, Kendra Griffith, Chrissey Toanone, Samantha Brodsky
Middle: Heather Lee, Mary Conners, Natasha Terry, Arielle Caicedes, Julie Coulter, Jussy Conte, Carolina Pissarro
Top: Stacey Dykstra, Brittany Whitehead, Laura Sharp, Maureen O'Neill, Katie Bender, Tiffany Reeve, Jenny Smierciak, Coach Garrity-Bantele
Not Pictured: Jenn Carey and Emily Besancon
Maureen O'Neill tracks down her opponent.

Below: Stacey Dykstra diverts the ball from the goal.

Seniors: Stacey Dykstra, Carolina Pissarro, Stephanie Ottino, Latasha Terry, Mary Conners, Jenn Carey and Maureen O'Neill

Junior Varsity
Bottom: Heather Santos, Sheray Anthony, Alannah Pousatis, Jacki Jamrogowicz, Lisa Trivigino
Middle: Marilyn Bartusis, Jenn Stone, Jess Giampietro, Kelsey Nork, Alexa Giampietro, Hannah Schon
Top: Coach Pollock, Samantha Kresz, Becca Mateczewski, Chelsea Feast, Laura Covino, Emily Besancon, Lauren Quinn, Sarah Rozov

Below: The team meets for a pre-game chat.

Brittany Whitehead makes a break for the net.
Cross Country

Run For It!

"We eat hills for breakfast"
- Coach Mitidieri

Zuri Masud is the front runner of the race.

1. Steve MacDonald and Cameron Wilderman are proud of their medals.
2. Nothing can stop Andrew Stanser.
3. Shaina Hicks pushes towards the finish.
4. Romina Martinez concentrates on doing her best.

Girl's Cross Country
Bottom: Stephanie Gallagher, Zuri Masud, Shaina Hicks, Liz Pagano
Middle: Meghan Bruce, Rebecca MacLean, Romina Martinez
Top: Coach Mecca, Christina Migdalias, Gabby Emore, Danielle Patton, Stephanie Williams, Christina Montini, Kelsey Thomas, Coach O’Donnell
Dan Salvato and John Fernandez overtake their competition.

Below: The West runners make sure they are ahead of the stampede.

Steve MacDonald digs deep to edge out his competition.

TJ Dragani pumps his arms to speed up.

Meghan Bruce speeds up as she nears the finish line.

Boy's Cross Country
Bottom: Cameron Wideman, Jason Boxer, Drew Breswick, Eric Werner, Marco Giannetti
2nd Row: Tom Dragani, Ted MacLeon, Rafael Bravo, Duy Vu, Anthony Judilla, Dan Salvato, Alex Hayes, Andrew Economou
3rd Row: Steve MacDonald, Nick Redman, Kunal Sharma, Ryan Britton, Dan Breswick, Dennis McCleman
Top: Coach Meoca, Zach Atcheson, Joe Becica, Greg Proulx, Bobby Stamatelos, Chris Pawling, Andrew Fow, Andrew Stumer, Sam Provins, Coach Milldieri
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Volley Back!

Anahi McIntyre runs to return the ball.

1. Krista White waits for the ball.
2. Lorrein Reillo watches the ball bounce on the other side of the net.
3. Alix Kleeman supports her team.
4. Kelly McShay gets ready to spike it to the other team.

Varsity
Bottom: Lorrein Reillo, Allison Kleeman, Kelly McShay, Krista White
Top: Antoinette Pineda, Coach Naumann, Kristie Keating, Erin Down, Gina Manfredi, Sandy Huyn, Julia Allen, Anahi McIntyre, Chelsea Schmotzer, Coach Gurst
Gina Manfredi dives to send the ball back over the net.

Below: Erin Down hits the ball with gusto.

Below: Gina Manfredi watches attentively for the ball.

Seniors: Lorrein Reillo, Allison Kleeman, Kelly McShay, and Krista White

Junior Varsity
Bottom: Chelsea Schmoyzer, Jann Ngo, Maria Smith-Smyers, Samantha MacCarter, Denise Tsang, Bijal Kakrechi, Amanda Noile, Julie Rubin, Danielle Calogero
Middle: Brieanna Hacker, Shelby Brown, Jasmine Ramirez, Erin Down, Maria Versace, Katey Carboni, Rianne Cuelo, Liza Connolly, Lynn Nguyen
Top: Antoinette Pineda, Coach Nasmann, Kristie Keating, Darla Thach, Aia Nable, Dugni Kaya, Gillian Arbuthnot, Sandy Hayn, Julia Allen, Coach Gurst
Not Pictured: Kyra Holiday, Judith Hagan, Emily Taylor

Allie Kleeman and Kristie Keating ready themselves for the next serve.
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Boys' Basketball

Winning Right Now!

Perpetual optimism is a force multiplier - Colin Powell

Ian Davis adeptly manuevers around his opponent.

1. The Winter Warriors cheer on the Lions.
2. A quick huddle with Coach Tarrant will organize the next play.
3. Chris Gebhart scores in a low pose.
4. Dr. Kosloff and Reds keep an eye on the team.

Varsity
Bottom: Matthew Speckmann, Kevin Noon, Ernie DiBiase, Joe DeSantis, Alex Robles
Top: Marko Smojar, Patrick Brodrick, Sikander Ali, Ian Davis, David Schmotzer, Chris Gebhart
Marko Smojver drives in for a left hand lay-up.

Below: Sikander Ali reads the defense.

Alex Robles advances the ball up court. Dave Schmotzer goes after a loose ball.

Below: Coach Allen prepares the team for the next play.

Junior Varsity
Bottom: Matthew Vann, Anthony DeSantis, Anthony Ruffin, Isaiah Jefferson, Devin Jakubowicz, Kevin Bordner, Duane Wallace
Top: Coach Tarrant, Solomon Lord, Matt Altieri, Matthew Speckmann, Adam Majoros, Justin Orodener, Patrick Brodric, Anthony Di Battista, Shondale Woods

Freshmen
Bottom: Coach Shaen, Ra'd Moore, Darryl Nable, Duy Vu, Coach Shaw
Middle: Mickel Orr, Trevor Sharpe, Jon Smith, Max Gross, David Vega
Top: Reynaldo Timmons, Kyle Turco, Alex Stridick, Bobby Sorg
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Girls' Basketball

All Net!

Take it to the Hoop!

Angel Genther executes a perfect jump shot.

1. Kyra Holiday eyes her open teammates.
2. The team looks to Coach Koester for their next play.
3. Ashley Faust and Coach Koester confer on her latest foul shot.
4. Latasha Terry keeps her eye on the net.

Varsity
Bottom: Erica Herzberg, Lee Ann Still, Latasha Terry, Alyssa Ream, Stacey Dykstra
Top: Chelsea Schmotzer, Lauren Quinn, Sheray Anthony, Kyra Holiday, Ashley Faust, Jennifer Smierciak
Ashley Faust calls her teammates into position.

Lee Ann Still is focused on driving towards the net.

The team has a quick cheer before returning to the court.

Seniors: Erica Herzberg, Angel Genther, Ashley Faust, Latasha Terry, Stacey Dykstra

Junior Varsity
Bottom: Kendra Griffith, Katie Bender, Emily Pyle, Shelbie Brown, Brianda Messina
Top: Sheray Anthony, Maegan Koller, Chelsea Schmotzer, Jennifer Smierciak, Lauren Quinn, Jennifer Stone, Mariana Messina

Above: Kyra Holiday has perfect form for her foul shot.
Winter Track

Lapping the Competition

Alonzo O'Leary is the next Flash Gordon.

1. Meghan Bruce concentrates on her win.
2. West runners lead the pack.
3. Youl Almonte easily beats his opponents.
4. Anthony Judilla uses his power to get the win.

Brittany Whitehead digs deep to have a strong finish.
Christina Migdalias leaps over the hurdle.

Anthony Judilla clears the hurdle with ease.

Danielle Patton has her mind on winning.

Ryan Britton has a slight advantage over the competition.

Romina Martines uses her arms to propel her to the finish line.
Bowling

 Strikes to Spare!!

Andrew Hoffman places the ball in the center of the lane.

1. Lance Kalibacher uses perfect form to get a strike.
2. Freshman Mike Giampietro is a great asset to the team!
3. Tyler Troutman powerfully aims the ball down the lane.
4. A strike for West will put them in the lead.

Bowling
Bottom: Melissa Smith, Jenny Alava, Erin Down, Shelley Swartz
Top: Kurt Honas, Max Fishman, Andrew Riley, Nick Groh, Andrew Hoffman, Emily Coates
Shelley Swartz keeps her eyes on the pins.

Below: Erin Down bowls with grace and ability

Below: Coach Wolf and Ron Honas go over the line up before the match

Lance Kalbacher is a strong senior member of the team.

Girl's Bowling
Shelley Swartz, Emily Coates, Erin Down, Melissa Smith, Jenny Alava

Boy's Bowling
Nick Groh, Andrew Hoffman, Ron Honas, Max Fishman, Kurt Honas
Wrestling

You Gotta Wrestle!

Parker May has a look of determination before the match.

1. Nick Fillari takes an imposing stance.
2. Gideon Giardinelli eyes his opponent.
3. Tom Siler prepares to attack.
4. Steve MacDonald pins his opponent for the win.

Varsity
Bottom: Gideon Giardinelli, Frank Genther, Steve MacDonald, Anthony Sarlo, Anthony Stewart, Parker May, Eric Davies, Andrew Aguilar, Doug Gilman
Top: Coach DiPatri, Nick Fillari, Tom Siler, Paul Stewart, Rich Fletcher, Joe Mauger, Justin Greenberg, Stephanie Fillari, Coach Semar
Anthony Stewart sizes up his opponent before the match.

Frank Genther is ready to make a move that could win him the match.

Below: Coach DiPatri looks for his wrestlers to win.

Anthony Sarlo has the fate of the match on his hands.

Junior Varsity
Bottom: Kevin Michell, Dan Davies, Steve Washick, Nick Versace, Steve MacDonald
Middle: Brandon Spewak, Keith Mailahn, Mike Dowhy, Dan Recine, Jake Hough, Greg Bishop, Ryan Cafaro, Dan Ricketti
Top: Jim Bodine, Paul Haigh, Parker May, Rob Emory, Sam Einhorn, Dan Topf, John Boswell, John Gorman,

Parker May executes a perfect headlock before pinning his opponent.
"It's not easy being this good."

The 2007 Boy's Division A State Champions

Boys' Swimming
Bottom: Kaitie Quinn, Dan Conners, Bobby Ries, Mark Garbowski, David Mattack, Sam Dilks, Dave Washick, Alex Kasprowicz, Eric Burnett
Middle: Kyle Ryan, Eric Fletcher, Robert Stamatelos, Bobby Wiethner, Mark Detli, Robby Homer, Dan Lyndell, Paul Basancon
Top: Giuseppe Saffos, Kevin Kelley, Andrew Horwitz, Pat Carey, Dan Mitchell, Eric Capace, Tom DeCoursey, Ryan Bubser, Chris Hillman, A.J. Menzecavage, Trevor Reynolds, Jason Mettingly, Austin Thomas, Coach Naumann, Coach Guets

1. Alex Kasprowicz swims fly.
2. Eric Fletcher anticipates the outcome of the meet.
3. Sam Dilks makes a powerful splash.
4. Marc Dezzi cuts through the water.
Giuseppe Saffos takes a gulp of air before diving back under the water.

Below: Bobby Ries's impeccable butterfly form propels him to victory.

Below: Coach Naumann has some tips for winning the next race.

Seniors: Bottom: Scott Vrana, Giuseppe Saffos, Pat Carey Top: Eric Pletcher, Daniel Mitchell, Ryan Bubser, A.J. Mercincavage, Andrew Hohwald

Mark Garbowski uses his energy to push him to the wall before his opponents.

Robby Homer's strong backstroke keeps the team afloat.
Girls Swimming

South Jersey Champs!

"To be a part of something greater than ourselves."

Leigh Anne Patterson powers through the water.

1. Allyson Mitidieri nervously awaits the final score.
2. Laura Pierce's strong butterfly contributes to a West victory.
3. Michelle Bruno takes a breath before the next stroke.
4. Newcomer Gabbi Emore was a major contributor to the Lady Lions' success.

Girls' Swimming
Bottom: Kelsey Nork, Amanda Malik, Liza Connolly, Michelle Bruno, Paige Santini, Michelle Bancroft, Jessica German, Leigh Anne Patterson, Jill Jaszkrenzki, Emily Bessanoff
Third Row: Amanda Waldner, Emily Hebdon, Allyson Mitidieri, Emily Bart, Laura Pierce, Cathy Howard
Top: Tiffany Ramos, Jennifer Rashti, Heather Lee, Jussy Conte, Joelle Humenak, Coach Rybak, Coach Guest.
Emily Bart turned in many strong performances to remain one of South Jersey's best breaststokers.

Below: The West girls plunge into their next race.

Seniors: Bottom: Jennifer Rashti, Joelle Humenik Top: Johanna Dennis, Michelle Bancroft, Amanda Waldner, Kim Howard, Mauren O'Neill

Below: Jussy Conte reviews her latest times with Coach Sweeten.

The girls cheer on their teammates while they finish their race.

Amanda Waldner leads her team in an enthusiastic cheer before the start of the meet.

Girls' Swimming >> 141
Academics
"Beneath the Surface"
When We Were Lions

<< Mr. Cohen

Mr. Cohen, a 2000 graduate of Cherry Hill High School West, remembers going to Europe with the choir department as a senior. His best memory now as a teacher is getting to sing with Men of Note last year for the faculty talent show. The changes made to our school since he graduated are the IB Program and the four-minute passing time. He was involved in Class Government, Theater, Vocal Department, and the Newspaper. He likes being a teacher because he has an opportunity to influence people in a positive way. When attending West, his favorite teacher was Chuck Conte because he was kind, funny, and an excellent teacher.

<< Mrs. DeSantis

Mrs. DeSantis graduated in 1971 from West. Her best memories as a student here were going to dances, sports, plays, proms, and having class rivalry. Mrs. DeSantis loves watching her freshman classes grow up and graduate. She loves refereeing school events. A big change from when she attended here was the reassessment policy. She thinks that being a student is easier but she thoroughly enjoys being a teacher. She was involved in many sports, Future Teachers of America, French club, and was a gym aide.
When We Were Lions

Mr. Tucci >>

Mr. Tucci graduated from West in 1966. His best memory is being a member of the 1964 undefeated football team. A lot of his favorite memories come from football, but the best one was when a student who was having a difficult time came back as an alumni and remembered what he had done for him. Mr. Tucci was a member of the football team and basketball team at West. He likes being a role model to students.

Mrs. Chase >>

Mrs. Chase graduated from West in the class of 1965. She was a well-rounded student who participated in SGO all 4 years and was treasurer during her Senior year. She was a majorette with the marching band and performed as drum major as a senior. She also remembers participating in musicals like The Pajama Game and Sound of Music. Mrs. Chase was a member of the 1965 homecoming court and was the Sweetheart at the Sweethearts Dance. However, her fondest memories include having fun with her classmates, serving time on the many planning committees and all the of the study groups.
When We Were Lions

<<Mr. Mitidieri

A graduate of the class of 1968, Mr. Mitidieri loved going to football games, plays, and the senior trip. He loves to watch his students at graduation each year. He was involved in cross country, track, and French Club. There have been many new additions to West since he graduated.

<<Mr. Meloche

In 1989, Mr. Meloche graduated from West. He loved school activities like prom, plays, and the teachers like Mrs. Mitidieri. He was involved with soccer, class government, and many theatrical activities. As principal, he loves watching students progress as they go through West. His favorite teachers were: Ms. McMenamin, Dr. Kosloff, and Mr. Mitidieri.
Mrs. Savidge >>

Mrs. Savidge, class of 1990, loved to create sculptures in 3D arts and loved to talk to faculty members. At the end of her first teaching year she remembers going to graduation on the same field she had graduated from. A lot of the hallways have been added and renovated since she has been here. She was involved in PAVAS, Aspects, and the Yearbook. She likes being a teacher better because she went to West and now can relate to her students easily because of this. Dr. Al Dampsey was her favorite teacher because he encouraged her to work hard.

Ms. Roskopf >>

In 1980, Ms. Roskopf graduated from West. As a student, she loved going to Ponzio's, Lena's, and the movies. She loves working with teachers that she had as a student. She was involved with Newspaper, PAVAS, NHS, and Class Government.
Mr. Brocco

Mr. Brocco graduated from West in 1999. As a member of the football team, Mr. Brocco remembers beating East his senior year. Mr. Brocco remembers when everything wasn't purple and would rather be a student because a student only has to take one test, but a teacher has to grade ninety tests.

Mrs. Manzella

As a student, Mrs. Manzella was always known as saying “West is Best”. One of her best memories is sledding with Mrs. Walsh and her English class when school was cancelled for snow. Mr. Hart was her favorite teacher and influenced Mrs. Manzella to become a biology teacher. While in High School Mrs. Manzella was involved in Spanish club, Nature Defense club, and Theatre Workshop. Mrs. Manzella enjoys working in the new science building which is a big change from her days as a student at West.
Mr. Rickert is David Rothkopf's favorite teacher because he is funny, interesting and nice. Sometimes Mr. Rickert gives a lot of packets, but his notes and computer labs make up for all the hard work.

Rachel Gilman nominated Mrs. Smith as her favorite teacher because of the educational, but fun times spent in Environmental Science. Mrs. Smith has a good sense of humor and is always there to help and laugh with.
Favorite Faculty

Mrs. Saffici

Mrs. Saffici is Daniel Trerotola's favorite teacher. He learned a lot in English class and her jokes were hilarious. Dan has enjoyed working with Mrs. Saffici on the yearbook for the past three years.

Mr. DiPatri

Brad Smith nominated Mr. DiPatri as his favorite teacher because he genuinely cares about his students and wants them to succeed in life. Brad thinks Mr. DiPatri is the funniest when he stays after school for extra help.
Mrs. Ferranto is Emily Weston's favorite teacher. Mrs. Ferranto always listens and understands the pressures of being a student. Emily especially likes when Mrs. Ferranto applies her "life stories" as examples to the lessons.

Mr. Madison is Sarah Poserina's favorite teacher. Mr. Madison is also her track coach and always makes her laugh and feel better. Sarah has great memories of Mr. Madison from inside jokes at Penn Relays.
Favorite Faculty

<< Mrs. Rickansrud

Kelly Hy nominated Mrs. Rickansrud. Mrs. Rickansrud is sympathetic and encouraging. She believed in Kelly and supported her as the yearbook editor. Kelly will especially remember her times from yearbook camp.

<< Mr. Munday

Mr. Munday is Steve Galan's favorite teacher. Even though he teaches a dead language, you get to know the subject well according to Steve. The way Mr. Munday teaches is always enjoyable and fun.
Roanne Fernandes chose Mr. Field as her favorite teacher because he always makes history fun. His personal stories add a lot to the class, but Roanna feels the class would be better if he gave less homework.

Ms. Abrams is Bert Kovacs' favorite teacher. Bert had Ms. Abrams for English 1 and she was an incredible teacher because of the way she interacted with students.
Favorite Faculty

<< Ms. Cottone

Shelley Swartz has loved her experiences in Ms. Cottone’s classes. Ms. Cottone is always enthusiastic about her lessons and makes learning French fun!

<< Mr. Lee

Mr. Lee is Latika Moody’s favorite teacher. She had Mr. Lee for geometry and he made math interesting. He was always in a good mood and sang a song to start the class on a good note. He really cared if a student was doing well in his class.
Daniel Salvato and Maureen O'Neill serve as West's 2006-2007 student representative to the Board of Education and alternate respectively. They attend all monthly Board of Education meetings where they represent the best interests of the West student community. Perhaps the most influential "government" post a senior can hold, this job provides student input on educational policy and practice to the Board members and Central Administration. The Board has welcomed this student participation since April, 1993.

Throughout my life, I have learned that the first year in any new position is both challenging and memorable. When I arrived in Cherry Hill as superintendent of schools, one of my first responsibilities was to fill a vacancy in the position of Principal of West. It was a professional pleasure to recommend Mr. Joseph Meloche, a West graduate, to lead your school into the future. As you strive to attain your dreams, please remember that your education has provided you with the foundation to be successful in any career path that you choose. Best of luck to each graduate.
Underclassmen
"Rising Above"
Class of 2010

Thomas Dove
Thomas Dragani
Brandin Drummond
Colleen Drummond
Christopher Duma
Brittany Dunn
Melissa Danoff

Adrianna Datson
Andrew Economou
Nicholas Economou
Evan Eichhorn
Steven Elner
Morgan Emers
Gabrielle Emore

Jonel Espinosa
Michelle Falcone
Jarrett Farkas
Eric Farmer
Chelsea Feast
Elwyn Fernandes
Davis Fieldman

Joseph Figueroa
Sean Fisher
Maximilian Fishman
Timothy Flynn
Anthony Fortunato
John Fox
James Fung

Dittmar Gagnon
Igor Galytskyi
Lauren Gaudette
James Gaughan
Christopher Gebhart
Kyle German
Cynthia Gerszewski

Michael Giampetro
Marco Giannetti
Gideon Giardine
Michael Gibbs
Natalie Gibson
Douglas Gilman
Brian Girer

160 Underclassmen >>
Danielle Nenartovitch
Steven Ng
Jennifer Ngo
Christina Nguyen
Christina Nguyen
Christina Nguyen
Hung Nguyen

Maggie Nguyen
Amanda Nolte
Jason Nop
Kelsey Nork
Christopher Norris
Molly North
Thu Nguyen

Mickel Orr
Erica Ortega
Selena Owens
Andrew Pae
Dennis Palma
Austin Parrish
Parth Patel

Prit Patel
Ripal Patel
Robert Pennington
Matthew Peters
Chelsea Petre
Cecily Phillips
Esther Phillips

Lauren Pierce
Antoinette Pineda
Jimmy Postrowicz
Brian Poe
Kendrick Pohler
Elisa Polanco
Trevor Potts

Alannah Pousatis
Alison Powers
Anthony Princotta
Brianna Pyle
Carolyn Pyle
Emily Pyle
Kelsey Quillian
Shoshannah Sietz
Pravipa Sittikul
Chelsey Slayback
Melissa Slusarski
Jennifer Smercisak
Alyssa Smith
Holly Smith

Jonathan Smith
Maria Smorrs-Smith
Lucas Solano
Mariama Solomaha
Robert Sorg
Jane Soss
Cody Southerland

Ryan Stadler
Lenna Steedman
Matthew Stevens
Anthony Stewart
Joann Still
Lee Still
Nick Still

Jennifer Stone
Alexander Stridick
Jonathan Styles
Kristine Sullivan
Jesse Swinson
Hannah Swisa
Gina Terl

Jaclyn Terranova
Reynaldo Timmons
Daniel Topf
Juan Torres
Ngoc Tran
Sandy Tran
Joshua Troxell

John Truscott
Denise Tsang
Kyle Turco
Westin Urasa
Brooke Van Horn
Christopher Vance
David Vega

166 Underclassmen >>
Camera Shy

Amanda Cahill
Dylan Collins
Alexa Kelly
Matthew Linden
Maria Macri
Richard McGrory
Yuliya Nezhikhovska
Ashley Tretina

Shayla Valentin
Lateefa Walker
Jimir Wynn

Class of 2010 >> 167
Class of 2010 Favorites from '06
Underclassman Survey

Andrew Pace
Favorite Sport
Baseball
Tennis
Basketball
Football
Hockey
Swimming

Rachel Keenan
Favorite Late Night Talk Show Host
Jay Leno
David Letterman
Craig Ferguson
Jimmy Kimmel
Conan O'Brien
Carson Daly

Ethan Collik
Favorite Blockbuster Movie
X-Men 3
Casino Royale
Borat
The Departed
Pirates 2
Superman Returns

Dea Dega
Favorite Song
Promiscuous
Sexyback
London Bridge
Hips Don't Lie
I Wanna Love You
Irreplaceable

Sierra Harrell
Favorite Sports Figure
Tiger Woods
Maria Sharapova
Lebron James
Donovan McNabb
Peyton Manning
Michael Phelps

Sheray Anthony
Favorite Fast Food
McDonald's
Burger King
Wendy's
Chick-Fil-A
Taco Bell

JoAnn Still
Favorite Store
Abercrombie and Fitch
American Eagle Outfitters
Gap
Aeropostale
Old Navy

Kristine Sullivan
Favorite TV Series
Lost
Desperate Housewives
Grey's Anatomy
24
House
CSI

Trevor Sharp
Favorite Sports Figure
Tiger Woods
Maria Sharapova
Lebron James
Donovan McNabb
Peyton Manning
Michael Phelps

Favorite Song
Hips Don't Lie
Favorite Store
Abercrombie and Fitch
Favorite Late Night Talk Show Host
Jay Leno
Favorite Reality Show
American Idol

Favorite Blockbuster Movie
Pirates of the Caribbean 2
Favorite Celebrity Breakup
Britney and Kevin
Favorite Fast Food
Wendy's
Favorite Sport
Basketball and Football

Favorite TV Series
Grey's Anatomy
Favorite Sports Figure
Donovan McNabb
Favorite Vacation Spot
Beach

Class Favorites from 2006
Freshman Government

Danielle Watson catches herself up with school news.

The ladies of the Freshman Government homeroom appear bright and sunny despite the early hours of school.

Alanna Pousatis and Chelsea Schnotzer select their favorites from 2006.

After doing attendance, Mr. Wolosin entertains himself by reading the school newspaper.

Sean Brining concentrates on picking his favorite things.

Doug Gilman finishes up some last-minute homework before heading off to class.

First Row: Kelly Malson, Joana Korumi, Meliha Arnautovic, Alannah Pousatis, Jon Styles

Second Row: Mr. Wolosin, Jen Dexter, Amy Sachs, Kelsey Quillan, Olivia Khoury, Doug Gilman

Third Row: Anahi McIntyre, Michelle Falcone, Chelsea Schnotzer, Tyler McIntyre, Danielle Watson, Sean Brining
Class of 2009

Kayla Cooper
Laquandra Cordy
Laura Corvino
Julie Coulter
Giovanni Crucitti
Rianne Corto
Matthew Darcy

Christopher D'elia
Daniel Davies
Christine De Guzman
Antonio De Jesus
Joseph De Santis
John Decker
Alyssa Delesandro

Rebecca Derer
Rachele Destree
Anthony Di Battista
Samuel Dills
Van Diah
Joseph Dolan
Vincent Doto

Michael Dowdy
Erin Down
Derek Dreddeen
Kyle Driggs
Brooke Ehmann
Brittany Ellingsworth
Ilana Ellis

Omar El embryos
Vincent Emanuelo
Robert Enery
Mary Encarnacion
Ryan Erney
Ryan Evans
Timothy Faehner

Nicole Fahnstock
Riley Falcon
Amarilis Farina
Timothy Fennessey
Dana Fisher
Eria Fisher
Stephanie Fisher

172 Underclassmen >>
Samuel Fite
Laura Flanagan
David Flowers
Alessandra Foley
James Foley
Jordon Foley
Joshua Franklin

John Fricker
Eric Friedman
Martin Fuller
Stefanie Gallagher
Hannah Gaulite
Amanda Gehlhar
Frank Genther

Casey Giambalvo
Dennis Gibbons
Gerald Giron
Brooke Golden
Hanen Goldstein
Bienier Gomes
Ryan Gordon

Cooper Gorelick
Samuel Gorelick
Tiara Graves
Adam Greenberg
Justin Greenberg
Daniel Gruber
David Grzybowksi

Brandon Gosev
Eliot Guetta
Jack Gumow
Brionna Hacker
Paul Haigh
Jennifer Hartwor
Matthew Harris

Alan Harrison
David Heath
Michelle Herrmanns
Catherine Hicks
Shaina Hicks
Daniel Hill
Edward Hollander

SOPHOMORES

Class of 2009 >> 173
Michael Holloway  
Erica Holm  
Robert Homer  
Kurt Houas  
Catherine Howard  
Connor Howley  
Justin Hurnik

Marissa Hutchinson  
Christopher Jansoza  
Victor Barrondo  
Brittany Impagliazzo  
Garrett Ingeamar  
Michael Ilo  
Lauren Jaconelli

Devin Jakubowicz  
Fahad Jamal  
Jillian Justrembski  
Isaiah Jefferson  
Matthew Jensen  
Kristin Jereb  
Anastasia Johnson

Warren Johnson  
Howard Jung  
Min Jung  
Theodore Kall  
Alexander Kasprovicz  
Jordyn Katz  
Kevin Kelley

Sean Kilgallon  
Sujung Kim  
Kimberly Knight  
Kaitlyn Knoedler  
Samantha Krowlton  
Alexis Kohut  
Melinda Korte

Simone Kosa  
Bert Kovacs  
Matthew Kraus  
Christian Kophal  
Tammy Lacefield  
Daniel Lambson  
Elisha Lane

174 Underclassmen >>
Class of 2009

Zancary Simmers
Dean Simon
Richard Sims
Genel Selton
Shaneka Sisam-Ell
Evan Smith
Melissa Smith

Ashley Snyder
Jessica Solano
Matthew Speckmann
Jessica St. Clair
Robert Stamatellos
Christopher Steele
Sara Stevens

Donald Stieber
Kelly Stout
Molly Stout
John Stratis
Samuel Suender
Joseph Suity
Ryan Sullivan

Shoshana Suitkin
Benjamin Swander
Jessica Swensen
Emily Taylor
Garrett Taylor
Kelsey Thomas
Stephanie Thomas

Sierra Thornton
James Tilden
Cristina Tomnac
Annalise Tozzi
Tracy Tran
Tuyet Tran
Louis Ucciferri

Jillian Valente
Nicholas Vales
Kyle Van Arsdel
Bradley Van Blank
Matthew Vann
Kristine Velazco
Marla Versace

178 Underclassmen >>
SOPHOMORES

Camera Shy

Tawanda Harrison
Bhumika Patel
Louis A. Ucciferi
Class of 2009 Favorites from '06 Underclassman Survey

Maria Majdieri
Favorite TV Series
Beach
Skiing
Camping
Disney World
Amusement Park
Foreign Country

Sujung Kim
Favorite TV Series
Lost
Desperate Housewives
Grey's Anatomy
24
House
CSI

Angela Wan
Favorite Celebrity Breakup
Britney and Kevin
Nick and Jessica
Whitney and Bobby
Reese and Ryan
Charlie and Denise

Kevin Giron
Favorite TV Series
Grey's Anatomy
24
Lost
CSI
Desperate Housewives
House

Linh Nguyen
Favorite Vacation Spot
Beach
Camping
Skiing
Disneyworld
Amusement Park
Foreign Country

Laura Corvino
Favorite Reality Show
Survivor
American Idol
The Real World
Trading Spouses
Super Sweet
Sixteen
The Hills

Pierre Owens
Favorite Song
Hips Don't Lie
Promiscuous
London Bridge
Irreplaceable
I Wanna Love You
Sexyback

Suzanna Mazahreh
Favorite Fast Food
McDonalds
Burger King
Wendy's
Chick-Fil-A
Taco Bell

Ethan Bachman
Favorite Sport
Basketball
Baseball
Tennis
Football
Hockey
Swimming

Class Favorites from 2006
Favorite Blockbuster Movie
Pirates of the Caribbean 2
Favorite Celebrity Breakup
Britney and Kevin
Favorite Fast Food
Taco Bell
Favorite Sport
Football

Favorite TV Series
Grey's Anatomy and 24
Favorite Sports Figure
Donovan McNabb
Favorite Vacation Spot
Beach
Favorite Reality Show
American Idol

180 Underclassmen >>
First Row: Anna Vervelakis, Julie Coulter, Danielle Patton, Brooke Golden, Megan Woods, Ashley Schwarz, Annalise Tozzi, Monica Lynch

Second Row: Ms. Devitt, Ashley Snyder, Parisha Branch, Jenny Malik, Shaina Hicks, Emily Taylor, Noa Ben-David, Amanda Gebhart, Jared Caracciolo

Third Row: Shelby Brown, Marcus O'Leary, Cathy Howard, Jessica Swinson, Luiza Leite, Cooper Gorelick, Justin Pappas, Jordyn Katz

Sophomore Government

Jordyn Katz and Jared Caracciolo give big smiles for the camera.

Members of the Sophomore Government are all smiles.

Sam Gorelick and Cooper Gorelick manage to have fun despite the heavy demands of high school.

Luisa Leite takes some notes to prepare for her upcoming tests.

Paying attention and organization will ensure success for Sophomore Government activities.

Noa BenDavid and Jessica Swinson gather together for a picture.
Junior

Class of 2008

Khalid Abdelgader
Gani Abdulai
Justin Abramowitz
Emily Adorno
Clarydia Adriatico
Tyrick Aguir
Andrea Aguilar

Andrew Aguilar
Abdul Ahsafi
Joseph Alam
Emily Albrecht
Timothy Alemi
Amanda Almond
Yoel Almonte

Francesca Anas
Dana Anrums
Jack Anderson
Kimberly Anderson
Matthew Andris
Ryan Applegate
Gillian Arthathon

Kaming Au
Andrew Aurelio
Christina Badaracco
Celina Baicu
Jenica Bahnos
Samantha Bancroft
Victoria Baran

Laura Bartolli
Jeremy Bell
Adam Benson
Brett Berdeni
Alisyn Berenato
Candace Berinson
Paul Besancon

Lakisha Bey
Samantha Bianchi
Sarah Biren
Lewis Bivona
Marc Black
Katharine Bland
James Bodine

182 Underclassmen >>
Ashley Caffinan
Jacqueline Cattina
Christina D'orazio
Jessica Daly
Krista Damirjian
Jonathan Davidsen
Stephen Day

Lauren De Saint Martin
Walesca Delgado
Apoksha Desai
Peter Desiderio
Vincent Desiderio
Kyle Dexter
Marc Dezti

Danielle Di Bartolo
Samantha Dickinson
Dana Diraimondi
Matthew Disierio
Kaitlan Dolly
Sujeiny Dominguez
Kadie Donnelly

Rahul Doshi
Diana Douglas
Stephen Dove
Marc Doyle
Patrick Doyle
Alexandra Ely
Len Estava

Cory Espinosa
Daniel Faber
Michael Falk
Marissa Fargo
Steven Farley
Carissa Fast
Alison Feather

Richard Felix
Roanne Fernandes
Caroline Feyas
Nicholas Fillari
Stephanie Fillari
Catherine Fleitz
Richard Fletcher

184 Underclassmen >>
Class of 2008 Favorites from '06 Underclassman Survey

Anastasia Pastino
Favorite TV Series: Grey's Anatomy
Desperate Housewives
CSI
Lost

Anthony Judilla
Favorite Fast Food: McDonald's Burger King
Wendy's
Chick-Fil-A
Taco Bell
KFC

Ashley Smith
Favorite Song: Hips Don't Lie
Promiscuous
Sexyback
London Bridge
Irreplaceable
I Wanna Love You

Megan Innamorato
Favorite Celebrity Breakup: Britney and Kevin
Nick and Jessica
Whitney and Bobby
Reese and Ryan
Charlie and Denise

Andrew Aurelio
Favorite Blockbuster Movie: X-Men: The Last Stand
Casino Royale
Bond
The Departed
Pirates 2
Superman Returns

Meg Sundell
Favorite Sport: Basketball
Baseball
Tennis
Football
Hockey
Swimming

Cameron Widerman
Favorite Vacation Spot: Beach
Skiing
Camping
Disney World
Amusement Park
Foreign Country

Michael Kuphal
Favorite Sport Figure: Tiger Woods
Maria Sharapova
Donovan McNabb
Peyton Manning
Lebron James
Michael Phelps

Paula Broussard
Favorite Reality Show: Survivor
American Idol
The Real World
Super Sweet Sixteen
The Hills

Class Favorites from 2006

Favorite Song
Sexyback
Favorite Store
American Eagle
Outfitters
Favorite Late Night Talk Show Host
Conan O'Brien
Favorite Reality Show
The Real World

Favorite Blockbuster Movie
Pirates of the Caribbean 2
Favorite Celebrity Breakup Figure
Nick and Jessica
Favorite Fast Food
Wendy's
Favorite Sport
Football

Favorite TV Series
CSI
Donovan McNabb
Favorite Vacation Spot
Beach

CAMERA SHY
Andreas Bacu
Omar Bermeo Alamdo
Glenn Cannon
Andrew Fillius
Lillian Johnson
Nicole Myers
Jimmy Prang
Brittany Spera
Alima Tekeeva
Tanya Troxell
Kirstin Tucker
Long Vu
Benjamin Walker
Junior Government

Ashley Smith and Krista Damirgian get together during homeroom.

The Junior Government girls pose for a group photo.

Meghan Bruce talks to Junior Government advisor, Ms. Rooney about future events.

Alexa Giampietro hurries to finish her homework before the bell rings.

Jason Mattingly relaxes with his cup of coffee before going to his first class.

Soni Lyons catches up with a friend during homeroom.

First Row: Alexa Giampietro, Hannah Rivers, Jessica Giampietro, Meghan Bruce, Sonni Lyons, Nicole Kajkowski, Marisa Furey, Arielle Gilbert
Second Row: Katie Quinn, Ali Hird, Joanna Wolozen, Amanda Rhea, Ashley Smith, Krista Damirgian, Danielle DiBartolo
Third Row: Melanie Cortellessa, Bridget Carroll, Amy Moroz, Jason Mattingly, Amanda Otterstein, Clark Brown, Michelle Gross
Graduates
class of 2007

Matthew Clemmens  Christopher Cloak  Remo Cocco  Jena Colletti

Mary Conners  Ryan Corchado  Janelle Cosico  Daria Cottman

Michael Coughlin  Spencer Cowan  Ian Cowperthwaite  Michael Cox

Catherine Cracknell  Philip Crivaro  Robert Crosby  Brett Cybulski

200 Graduates >>
class of 2007

Lindsay Czajka  Alexandra D'Alessio  James D'Onofrio  Christian Dandridge

Zachary Daroff  Eric Davies  Ian Davis  Richard Davis

Most Talkative

Casey Dawson  Angelo De Cassanova

Natalie Saffos  Giuseppe Saffos

Laura De Christopher  Thomas De Coursey
class of 2007

Brielle De Felice
Eivind Del Fierro
Justin Del Monte
Johanna Dennis
Charlene Derer
Christine Devine
Aliza Dicker
Kyle Down
Maryanne Drayfahl
Stacey Dykstra
Kyle Earthman
Courtney Easterby
Allison Edmund
Kamara Edwards
Alyssa Eichhorn
Samuel Einhorn
202 Graduates >>
class of 2007

Raphael Ellis
David Ellner
Stayton Ely
Kyle Emers

Jon-Franco Esimio
Joseph Falcone

Glenn Giron
Jessica Kovacs

Ashley Faust
John Fernandez

Kristin Fesko
Rachel Fieldman
Sarah Fisher
Andrew Fox

Graduates >> 203
class of 2007

Best Smile

Glenn Giron
John Glazier

Gabrielle Gola
Eddie Gonzalez

Jessica Good
Rich Davis

Jessica Good
Verend Gordon
Dawn Gormley
Alexandra Gotta

Shavell Grady
Gabriel Graves
George Graves
Keenan Grimes

Graduates >> 205
class of 2007

Joelle Humenik  Chayna Humphrey  Kelly Hy  Stephanie Impagliazzo

Suzanne Italiano  Jesse Ito  Taylor Jackson  Jaclyn Jardel

Courtney Johnson  Cristina Johnson  Christopher Jones  Jessica Jones

Lance Kalbacher  Eileen Kane  Jordan Kates  Bonnie Kelly

208 Graduates >>
class of 2007

Caroline Long  David Lord  Daniel Loveland  Phuong Luong
Norisa Lynch  Liping Ma
John Maeng  Nicholas Magid
Carolyn Mako  Kelsey Makofsky  Brianne Mangini  Dominic Maraldo

Friends

Mary Conners  Cybulski  Brett

Graduates >>  211
Ezekiel Sanders  Ryan Sangrey  Gregorio Santiago  Jonathan Santiago
Anthony Saraceni  Gary Sarno  Lance Sawyer  Wayne Schmidbauer
Francis Schmidt  David Schmotzer  Andrew Schneider  Elizabeth Schuetrumpf
Joel Schwarz  Emma Scott  Katherine Sharman  Timothy Sheehan

218 Graduates >>
class of 2007

Stephanie Wister  Christina Wolfe  Kye Yi  Seung Yoo

Frank Zampino

Camera Shy

Thayer Altman  Andreas Baicu  Ziad Bitar  Tyrone Blackwell  Paul Cherfane  Brandon Clark  Joseph D'Andrea  Ernest Di Biase

Douglas Rivera  Ashley Sullivan  Maurice Walker  Thomas Miller  Mary Mena  Matthew Kail  John O Fernandez

Funniest

Taylor Jackson  Kenneth Stieber

American Idol

Bonnie Kelly  Chi-Wei Chan

224  Graduates >>
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The Top 1% of the class of 2007
"As of the end of the First semester"

Order of the Lion
Graduates >> 225
Jordan Abramovitz
9 White Oak Court 08034
Class Government 12, DECA 10, Boys Tennis 9-10, Wrestling 10-12
“A day without laughter is a day wasted.”

Mara Agrait
92 Greensward Ln. 08002
A-Chord 11-12, Dance Team 9, Fashion Design Club 12, Latinos at West 12, Class One-Acts 9-10, Spanish NHS 10-11, Gym Aides 12, Girls Soccer 9-11
“Life isn’t about waiting for the storm to pass, it’s about learning to dance in the rain.”

Sam Alexander
3 Lafferty Dr. 08002
Mock Trial Team 11-12, Model UN 11-12, NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 10-12, Boys Basketball 9-10, Boys Soccer 9-12
“If you will it, it is no dream. It will be reality.”

Chris Asman
1001 North Kings Hwy Apt. 312 08034
AFJROTC Drill Team 9-11, ROTC Color Guard 10-11, ROTC Drill Team 9-11, Skateboard Club 10, DECA 12, Spanish NHS 10
“Life’s like a garden, dig it.”

Kawing Au
353 Cherry Hill Blvd. 08002
DECA 11, Main Office Aides 12

Raisa Avila
912 Deland Ave. 08034
Student Government 10-12, Rotary Interact 11-12, DECA 9-12, French NHS 10-11, NHS 11-12, Field Hockey 9-10
“The inside jokes weren’t jokes anymore. They had become stone. Nobody brought up the bad names or the bad times. And nobody felt sad as long as we could postpone tomorrow with more nostalgia.” –The Perks of Being a Wallflower

Michelle Bancroft
1221 Kay Drive West 08034
Project Graduation 12, Irish Culture Club 11, DECA 11, PAVAS 9-10, Girls Swimming 9-12
“The only way to true happiness is to live in the moment and not worry about the future.” –Sex and the City

Brooke Balfour
15 Farmhouse Ln. 08002
Student Government 10-12, Rotary Interact 11-12, DECA 10-12, NHS 11-12, Field Hockey 9-10, Dance Team 11-12
“I’ll never take a step forward without taking a look back.”

Michael Bartelle
329 Essex Ave. 08002
AFJROTC Drill Team 9-11, ROTC Color Guard 10-11, ROTC Drill Team 9-11

Kristina Berinson
6 Fountain Ct. 08034
Jazz Ensemble 9-12, Pit Orchestra 9-12
“Women are like tea bags. You never know how strong they are until they’re in hot water.” –Eleanor Roosevelt

Kristy Boswell
28 South Syracuse Dr. 08034
Italian Club 9-12, Italian NHS 11-12, NHS 11-12, Gymnastics 9-12
“The tortoise wins the race; perseverance makes a difference.”

Heather Booz
132 Keats Pl. 08003
Student Government 11, Cheerleading 12
“A deep breath and baby steps, that’s how the whole thing starts. It’s a long slow beautiful dance, to the beat of a heart.”

Shaina-Lynn Bradley
118 Hedgerow Dr. 08002
Class Government 10-12, Softball 9-12, Girls Volleyball 9-11
“Where will I be five years from now? I delight in not knowing.”

Susan Brennan
1209 Fullwood Rd. 08034
VISIONS 10-12, Chamber Singers 11-12, Jazz Ensemble 9-12, French Club 12, Irish Culture Club 10-12, Class One-Acts 11-12, One Act Play Festival 11-12, Spring Musical 9-12, French NHS 10-12, NHS 11-12
“Good luck exploring the infinite abyss.”

Marie Brodrick
17 Fountain Ct. 08034
A-Chord 12, Chamber Singers 11-12, Fermata 10-12, Rotary Interact 9-10, Class One-Acts 10-12, Spring Musical 10-12, Music Aide 12, Girls Track 9
“You are the music while the music lasts.”

T.S. Eliot

Derek Bruno
107 W. Miami Ave. 08002
Student Government 9, LION’S ROAR 9, Red/Purple Ribbon 9-10, Yellow Ribbon Club 9-10, Spanish NHS 10-12, Boys Soccer 9-12, Boys Volleyball 10-12
“They say time changes things, but you actually have to change them yourself.”

Andy Warhol

Ryan Bubser
412 Bruce Rd. 08034
Student Government 12, DECA 9,12, Boys Lacrosse 10-12, Boys Swimming 9-12

Derek Burkholder
220 Drake Rd. 08034
Latin Club 9-12, National Latin NHS 9-12, NHS 11-12, Bowling 9-12, Boys Tennis 10-12
“Veni, Vidi, Vici (I came, I saw, I conquered)”

Julius Caesar

Francesca Cameli
6 Grass Rd. 08034
Italian Club 10-11, National Latin NHS 11
“You only have one chance in life, so live it up to the fullest. You only have one chance
to show the person you love that you care, so take each opportunity to show that you do before it's too late. You only get one shot to make a good impression, so make it your best.”

Jennifer Carey
417 Kingston Dr. 08034
Irish Culture Club 11-12, French NHS 11, NHS 12, PAVAS 11, Girls Basketball 11, Cheerleading 9, Girls Lacrosse 9-12, Girls Soccer 9-12

“Don’t let fear of falling hold you down, your spirits flyin’ high above the clouds you’re glory bound.” – The Ride of Your Life

Dan Carson
1316 Abbey Rd. 08003
Lighting Crew 9-12, Sound Crew 9-12, Stage Crew 9-12, Children’s Show 9-12, Class One-Acts 9-12, Fall Play 9-12, Lab Theatre 9-12, Mr. West Pageant 9-12, One Act Play Festival 9-12, Spring Musical 9-12, Talent Show 9-10, Theatre Workshop 9-12, International Thespian Society 10-12, Student Activities Aides 11-12

Susan Carter
115 Wayside Ct. 08034
Class Government 9-12, Spring Musical 9-12, DECA 12, NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 10-12, Student Activities Aides 12, Field Hockey 9-12, Girls Lacrosse 9-12

“Lighten up while you still can. Don’t even try to understand. Just find a place to take a stand and take it easy.” – The Eagles

John Caterino
200 Daytona Ave. 08034
Lighting Crew 9-12, Sound Crew 9-12, Stage Crew 9-12, Marching Band 10-12, Photography Club 12, Children’s Show 12, Class One-Acts 11-12, Fall Play 11-12, Mr.

West Pageant 11-12, One Act Play Festival 11-12, Spring Musical 9-12, Talent Show 10, Theatre Workshop 9-12, PAVAS 11-12

“We can live with no regrets, the ride’s not over yet.”

Julie Chatzinoff
1113 Heartwood Dr. 08003
VISIONS 10, French Club 12, Rotary Interact 9-12, Children’s Show 10-12, Class One-Acts 9-10, Fall Play 10-12, Lab Theatre 11-12, Mr. West Pageant 10, Spring Musical 10-12, Talent Show 10, Theatre Workshop 9-12, French NHS 10-12, International Thespian Society 10-12, Guidance Office Aides 11

“Let’s just have fun, let’s breathe stardust in our lungs, let’s drive too fast, let’s go too far, when our hearts bleed it lets us know we are alive.”

Mikhail Chernyavskiy
3005 Chapel Ave. Apt. 10-D 08002
Spanish NHS 10-11, Boys Tennis 9-12

Remo Cocco
185 Pearlerofi Rd. 08034
DECA 9-12, Boys Volleyball 10-12

Jena Colletti
315 Sheffield Rd. 08034
Student Government 11-12, Class Government 9-10, Nurse’s Aides 11, Cheerleading 9-12, Softball 9

Live this day as if it will be your last. Forget yesterday’s defeats, ignore the problems of tomorrow, treat everyone you meet, friend or foe, loved one or stranger, as if they’ll be dead at midnight. Extend all the care, kindness, understanding, and love you can muster to everyone without any thought of reward. Your life will never be the same again.”

Mary Conners
10 Plymouth Rd. 08034
Class Government 9-12, Latin Club 11, DECA 9, Girls Soccer 9-12, Girls Swimming 9-12

“Life is what you make of it.”

Ryan Corchado
128f Cherry Park 08002
Latinos at West 9-11, Football 9

Janelle Cosico
14 Orchid Ln. 08002
ASPECTS 10, Spanish NHS 11-12, Girls Volleyball 9, Dance Team 9

“It is human to fall, but magic to rise again.”

Ian Cowperthwaite
45 Burning Tree Rd. 08034
Indoor Percussion Ensemble 9-12, Jazz Ensemble 9-12, Marching Band 9-12, Pit Orchestra 9-12

“I must tell you I take terrible risks. Because my playing is clear, when I make a mistake, you hear it. If you want me to play only the notes without only specific dynamics, I will never make one mistake. Never be afraid to dare.” – Vladimir Horowitz, 1903-1989

Bob Crosby
119 Meeting House Ln. 08002
Chess Club 9-10, Fitness Club 10, Baseball 9-10, Bowling 9, Football 9-12

“With great power comes great responsibility.” – Uncle Ben

Brett Cybulski
629 Woodland Ave.
Varsity Club 10-12, PAVAS 10-11, Golf 9-12

Lindsay Czajka
306 Provincetown Rd. 08034
A-Chord 12, Chamber Singers 11-12, Fermata 12, Rotary Interact 12, Class One-Acts 10-11, One Act Play Festival 10-11, Spring Musical 10-11, Music Aide 12, Softball 9-10

“Maybe our mistakes are what make our fate. Without them, what would shape our lives? Perhaps if we never veered off course, we wouldn’t fall in love, or have babies, or be who we are. After all, seasons change. So do cities. People come into your life and people go. But it’s comforting
to know the ones you love are always in your heart. And if you’re very lucky, a plane ride away.” – Carrie Bradshaw

Eric Davies  
117 Weathervane Dr. 08002  
PAVAS 12, Boys Soccer 9-12, Wrestling 9-12  
“It’s not the size of the dog in the fight, but the size of the fight in the dog.”

Laura DeChristopher  
302 Brentwood Ave. 08002  
Student Government 9-11, Class Government 11-12, A-Chord 11, Italian Club 11, Red/Purple Ribbon 9, Yellow Ribbon Club 9, Children's Show 9, Theatre Workshop 9-11, Student Activities Aides 11, Bowling 10  
“Life is either a daring adventure or nothing.”

Tom DeCoursey  
52 Park Dr. 08002  
Student Government 10-12, ASPECTS 10, Latin Club 9-10, DECA 11-12, Boys Cross Country 9, Boys Soccer 10-12, Boys Swimming 9-12

Eivind Del Fierro  
213 Massachusetts Ave. 08002  
Class Government 10, Stage Crew 9-12, A-Chord 9-12, Marching Band 11, Asian Culture Club 11, Chess Club 9, Mock Trial Team 11, Children's Show 10-12, Class One-Acts 9-11, Fall Play 10, One Act Play Festival 9-12, Spring Musical 10-12, Theatre Workshop 9-12  
“Be the change you want to see in this world.” – Mahatma Gandhi

Charlene Derer  
404 Preston Rd. 08034  
Stage Crew 9-10, A-Chord 12, Fermata 10-12, GSA 11-12, Class One-Acts 9-11, Fall Play 11, One Act Play Festival 9, 11, 12, Spring Musical 9-12, Theatre Workshop 9-12, Nurse's Aides 12, Music Aide 12  
“If you go on the way you started, you will be the greatest man of all time.” – Fagin, Oliver!

Christine Devine  
10 Old Salem Rd. 08034  
Stage Crew 9-10, Bowling 9, Field Hockey 9-11, Girls Lacrosse 9  
“In friendship it’s not the quantity but the quality that counts.”

James D’Onofrio  
Latin Club 9-12, National Latin NHS 9-12, NHS 11-12, Bowling 10-12  
“Vote early and often.” – Al Capone

Kyle Down  
330 N. Lincoln Ave. 08002  
Student Government 10-12, NHS 11-12, Baseball 9-12, Football 9-10, Winter Track 9

Maryanne Drayfahl  
308 Surrey Rd. 08002  
Marching Band 9-12, Pit Orchestra 9-12, Community Connections 11, French Club 12, GSA 9-10, Spring Musical 9-12, Field Hockey 9-10  
“I do not regret the things I have done but those I did not do.” – Empire Records

Stacey Dykstra  
1001 Chelten Pkwy 08034  
Girls Soccer 9-12, Girls Basketball 11-12, Girls Lacrosse 9-12  
“This quote is awesome.”

Allison Edmund  
516 Murray Ave. 08002  
Student Government 9-11, Project Graduation 12, DECA 9-12, Field Hockey 9-12, Girls Lacrosse 10  
“Celebrate we will because life is short but sweet for certain. We climb on two by two. To be sure these days continue.”

Kamara Edwards  
1108 B Martin Ave. 08002  
NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 10-12, Guidance  
Office Aides 11, Girls Basketball 9-12, Softball 9, Girls Volleyball 9-11  
“No nation like donation.”

Alyssa Eichhorn  
203 Sheffield Rd. 08034  
Project Graduation 12, Homecoming Court 12, DECA 9-12, Guidance Office Aides 11-12, Field Hockey 9-10, Girls Lacrosse 9-12, Wrestling 9  
“May good fortune be with you, may your guiding light be strong. Build a stairway to heaven with a prince or a vagabond. And may you never love in vain and in my heart you will remain forever young.” – Rod Stewart

Samuel Eichhorn  
1017 Edgemoor Rd. 08034  
Latin Club 9, 10, 12, DECA 11-12, Football 12, Wrestling 12  
“You can be anything you want to be. But being remembered is the greatest accomplishment of all.”

Rafi Ellis  
317 Surrey Rd. 08002  
Lighting Crew 10, Sound Crew 10, Stage Crew 10-12, ASPECTS 11, A-Chord 10, African American Culture Club 9, GSA 10-12, REAAL TRUE 9, Children’s Show 10-12, Class One-Acts 10-12, Fall Play 10-12, Lab Theatre 10-12, Mr. West Pageant 11-12, One Act Play Festival 10-12, Spring Musical 10-12, Talent Show 10, 12, Theatre Workshop 10-12, French NHS 10-12, International Thespian Society 10-12, NHS 11-12  
“Lady Astar: ‘Mr. Churchill, you're drunk!’”  
“Winston Churchill: ‘Yes, and you Madam, are ugly. But tomorrow, I shall be sober.’”

David Ellner  
316 Valley Run Dr. 08002  
Jazz Ensemble 9-12, Boys Volleyball 10-12
Stayton Ely  
657 Kenilworth Ave. 08002  
Lighting Crew 10-11, Stage Crew 10-11,  
Photography Club 10-12, Children’s Show  
10, Class One-Acts 11, Fall Play 10, Mr.  
West Pageant 11, One Act Play Festival  
11-12, Spring Musical 10-12, Talent Show  
10, Theatre Workshop 10-12, International  
Thespians Society 10-12, PAVAS 12  
“Who ever thought life would be this way,  
life is hard but it’s always getting better.”  

Joe Falcone  
219 Cambridge Rd. 08034  
Student Government 9-12, Marching Band  
10-11, Pit Orchestra 10-12, Wire Choir  
9, 10, Italian Club 9, 12, DECA 11, Bowling  
9, Boys Volleyball 11-12  
“Life’s a garden. Dig it.”  

Ashley Faust  
104 Old Carriage Rd. 08034  
African American Culture Club 9-12, NHS  
11-12, Spanish NHS 10, Girls Basketball  
9-12  
“Live life to the fullest.”  

John C. Fernandez  
Boys Cross Country 11-12, Boys Track 11,  
Winter Track 11-12  
“People spend their whole lives wondering  
if they’ve made a difference, Marines don’t  
have that Problem.” –President Ronald  
Reagan  

Kristin Fesko  
8 Paige Ct. 08002  
Stage Crew 10-12, VISIONS 11, Children’s  
Show 10-12, Class One-Acts 10-12, Fall  
Play 10-12, Mr. West Pageant 12, One Act  
Play Festival 10-12, Spring Musical 10- 
12, Talent Show 10, Theatre Workshop  
10-12, International Thespians Society  
11-12,  
PAVAS 12  
“From your darkest moment comes your  
greatest.” –Lynne Ewing  

Rachel Fieldman  
46 Harding Ave. 08002  
Student Government 10-11, A-Chord 11- 
12, Latin Club 11, Class One-Acts 11, One  
Act Play Festival 11, Spring Musical 10-12,  
Cheerleading 12, Girls Soccer 9-11, Dance  
Team 11-12  
“My life story?...it’s still being written. I  
guess it’s going to be a mystery.” –John  
Tucker Must Die  

Sarah Fisher  
10 Poplar Terr. 08002  
Student Government 9-12, Latin Club 11-12,  
Cheerleading 10, Girls Tennis 9-12,  
Dance Team 11  
“Good things come in small packages.”  

Andrew Fox  
701 Barclay Walk 08034  
Latin Club 9-12, Habitat for Humanity 12,  
Boys Cross Country 9-12, Boys Track 9-12,  
Winter Track 9-11  

Brian Fox  
21 Greenvale Rd. 08034  

Brittany Fox  
996 Kingston Dr. 08034  
Class Government 11, Project Graduation  
12, DECA 11-12, Guidance Office Aides  
12  
“All you need is, what you want is, all you  
need is love.” –Dave Matthew’s Band  

Rebecca Friedman  
16 Dartmouth Rd. 08034  

LION’S ROAR 10-12, Children’s Show  
10-11, Class One-Acts 9, Fall Play 11-12,  
Lab Theatre 9, Mr. West Pageant 10, Spring  
Musical 10-11, Talent Show 10, Theatre  
Workshop 9-12, International Thespian  
Society 11-12, NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS  
10  
“Shoot for the moon, even if you miss,  
you’ll land among the stars.”  

WunYee Fung  
353 Cherry Hill Blvd. 08002  
Asian Culture Club 12, DECA 12  

Christine Gallardo  
320 Sheffield Rd. 08034  
Asian Culture Club 9-12, Skateboard Club  
9-10, PAVAS 9-10  

Catherine Galloway  
523 Franklin Ave. 08002  

Tiffany Giacoboni  
221 Maine Ave. 08002  
Student Government 10, Class Government  
11-12, Irish Culture Club 11-12, PAVAS 9,  
Boys Lacrosse 11-12, Boys Soccer 12, Girls  
Swimming 10-12  
“Graduation is only a concept. In real life  
everyday you graduate. Graduation is a  
process that goes on until the last day of  
your life. If you can grasp that, you’ll make  
a difference.”  

Rachel Gilman  
4 Wade Dr. 08034  
Student Government 9-12, Rotary Interact  
12, DECA 11-12, Student Activities Aides  
12, Cheerleading 9-10, Field Hockey 10- 
12, Softball 9-12  
“Be who you are and say what you feel.  
Because those who mind don’t matter and  
those who matter don’t mind.” –Dr. Seuss  

Nate Girer  
2 Dean Ln. 08034  
Stage Crew 9-12, VISIONS 9-10, French  
Club 12, GSA 11, Model UN 9, Children’s  
Show 9-12, Class One-Acts 9-12, Fall Play  
9-12, Mr. West Pageant 9-12, One Act Play  
Festival 9-12, Spring Musical 9-12, Talent  
Show 9-10, Theatre Workshop 9-12, French  
NHS 11-12, International Thespian Society  
10-12, NHS 11-12  

Glenn Giron  
313 Valley Run Dr. 08002  
Student Government 10-12, Stage Crew 10,  
ASPECTS 12, RAMPANT 10-12, VISIONS  
10-12, Marching Band 10-11, Asian Culture  

>> Mary Katherine Montufar and Bethany Campbell
Club 9-12, Latin Club 9-11, Peace Club 10, Rotary Interact 10-12, Science Club 10-12, Children’s Show 10, National Latin NHS 10-12, NHS 11-12, Habitat for Humanity 12, Guidance Office Aides 11, Boys Tennis 9-12

“You’ll figure it out. The more you know who you are, and what you want, the less you let things upset you.” –Bill Murray in Lost in Translation

Gabrielle Gola
18 Old Salem Ct. 08034
Stage Crew 9-10, VISIONS 11-12, NJ
REBEL 12, Red/Purple Ribbon 12, Skateboard Club 10, Guidance Office Aides 12, Girls Track 10
“To live would be an adventure.”

Jessica Good
218 Drake Rd. 08034
Class Government 9-12, Irish Culture Club 11-12, Cheerleading 9-12, Boys Lacrosse 11-12, Girls Swimming 10-12, Girls Tennis 10
“When it hurts to look back, and you’re scared to look ahead, you can look beside you and your best friends will be there.”

Vered Gordon
526 Hanover Ave. 08002
RAMPANT 10, Photography Club 12, Skateboard Club 10
“What a long, strange trip it’s been.”

Alexandra Gotta
211 South Woodstock Dr. 08034
Softball 9-10, Girls Soccer 9-11
“Do what ya gotta do.”

Nick Groh
122 Valley Run Dr. 08002
Jazz Ensemble 10-11, Marching Band 11, Chess Club 9-12, Bowling 9-12, Boys Soccer 9,10,12
“Deep inside your soul there’s a hole you don’t wanna see.”

Johnathan Gryzbowski
108 Weathervane Dr. 08002
Italian Club 9-12, DECA 11, Boys Basketball 9, Boys Soccer 9-12
“You don’t know what you got ’til it’s gone.”

Brendan Gysbers
808 Kingston Dr. 08034
Science Club 11-12
“Effort = success. Try hard and you shall succeed, no matter the outcome.”

Abdulazizi Habibi
836 Cooper Landing Rd. 08002
Boys Volleyball 9
“If you want to make your dream come true…you have to stay awake in life…”

Ashley Harbora
305 S. Lincoln Ave. 08002
Varsity Club 10-12, DECA 9-12, Softball 9-12
“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things you didn’t do than the ones you did. So throw off the bowlines, sail away from the safe harbor and catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.”

Jenny Hang
606 Cooper Landing Rd. A5K 08002
ASPECTS 88, RAMPANT 10-12, Asian Culture Club 9-12
“High school can be tough but at least you have your friends to help you get through it.”

David Hays
158 Wesley Ave. 08002
Italian Club 9-12, Boys Soccer 9-12

Josh Henshaw
520 Fern Ave. 08034
Skateboard Club 9, Ski Club 12, Bowling 9,10, Football 9-12, Golf 9-10, Boys Track 11-12
“It’s not the critic who counts.”

Edward Hermanns
304 Windsor Dr. 08002
Football 9-10

Erica Herzberg
15 Isaac Ln. 08002
Student Government 11-12, Girls Basketball 10-12, Girls Soccer 11
“He who fears fate lives like a coward, you go against me you’ll be devoured.”

Alanna Higgins
213 Harvest Rd. 08002
Stage Crew 10, LION’S ROAR 12, Marching Band 11-12, Chess Club 11-12, GSA 10-11, Mock Trial Team 11-12, Model UN 9-11, Photography Club 10,12, Science Club 11-12, Children’s Show 10, Fall Play 10, Spring Musical 10
“Let me tell you something kid; Everybody gets one chance to do something great. Most people never take the chance either because they’re too scared, or they don’t recognize it when it spits on their shoes.”

Laura Higgins
207 Rhode Island Ave. 08002
Student Government 10-12, Guidance Office Aides 11, Girls Tennis 9-12
“Don’t be dismayed at good byes. A farewell is before you can meet again. And meeting again after a moment or a lifetime is certain for those who are friends.” –Richard Bach

Leslie Higgins
207 Rhode Island Ave. 08002
Student Government 10-12, A-Chord 9, Marching Band 9-12, Outdoor Color Guard 12, Pit Orchestra 11-12, Science Club 12, Spanish NHS 11
“No one is useless in this world, who lightens the burden of it for anyone else.” –Charles Dickens

Andrew Hohwald
304 Sheffield Rd. 08034
Student Government 9-12, Latin Club 10-
12, DECA 9,12, Boys Lacrosse 10-12, Boys Swimming 9-12
"You gotta keep on keeping on." – Joe Dirt

David Holwell
741 Hey Ave. 08002
LION’S ROAR 10-12, Student Activities Aides 12, Spanish NHS 11-12
"If you believe it, it is no dream.” – Theodore Herzl

Marie Hood
364 Kresson Rd. 08034
Student Government, Project Graduation, DECA, Guidance Office Aides, Field Hockey, Girls Lacrosse
“We’ve danced a dance, we’ve drenched our dreams. And now it’s time to part it seems. But I’ll hold close to me the times we’ve shared, and never forget the memories that will always be there.”

Kim Howard
903 Deland Ave. 08034
Class Government 9-12, VISIONS 9, Irish Culture Club 11-12, DECA 10-12, French NHS 11-12, NHS 11-12, Cheerleading 9, Girls Lacrosse 9, Girls Swimming 9-12, Girls Tennis 10
“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things that you didn’t do than by the ones you did do.” – Mark Twain

Martha Howley
460 East Chapel Ave. 08034
Stage Crew 9-10, RAMPANT 10-12, VISIONS 10-12, Guidance Office Aides 9
“What do I want to be when I grow up? Happy.”

Joelle Humenik
603 McGill Ave. 08002
Class Government 9-11, LION’S ROAR 9-10, Italian Club 9, Latin Club 12, Girls Swimming 9-12, Girls Track 9
“Living is like tearing through a museum. Not until later do you really start absorbing what you saw, thinking about it, looking it up in a book, and remembering – because you can’t take it all in at once.” – Audrey Hepburn

Chayna Humphrey
112 Belle Arbor Dr. 08034
A-Chord 10-11, Fermata 12, African American Culture Club 9-12, Guidance Office Aides 11, Girls Soccer 9-11
“You reap what you sow.”

Kelly Hy
RAMPANT 9-12, Asian Culture Club 9-12, Book Buddies 11, Latin Club 9-12, NJ REBEL 9, Peace Club 10-11, Red/Purple Ribbon 12, Rotary Interact 11-12, Skateboard Club 10, Guidance Office Aides 9-12, Main Office Aides 12, Student Activities Aides 12, Girls Tennis 9-11
“Have you really had a teacher? One who saw you as a raw but precious thing, a jewel that, with wisdom, could be polished to a proud shine? If you are lucky enough to find your way to such teachers, you will always find your way back.” – Tuesdays with Morrie

Jesse Ito
1009 Haral Pl. 08034
Asian Culture Club 10,12
“In school, you’re taught a lesson and then given a test. In life, you’re given a test that teaches you a lesson.”

Taylor Jackson
48 Clemson Rd. 08034
African American Culture Club 9-12, Dance Team 12, Fashion Design Club 12, Homecoming Court 12, Latinos at West 12, DECA 10, Main Office Aides 12, Cheerleading 11,12
“Any and every goal is never impossible to achieve if you work to your best capability.”

Jaclyn Jardel
900 Fulton St. 08002
SGO 9-11, Class Government 11-12, Children’s Show 12, Class One-Acts 11, Mr. West Pageant 9-11, Spring Musical 9-12, Talent Show 9, Theatre Workshop 9-12, International Thespian Society 11-12, PAVAS 9, Cheerleading 9-10
“Never regret. If it’s good, it’s wonderful. If it’s bad, it’s experience.” – Victoria Holt

Courtney A. Johnson
601 Franklin Ave. 08002
“The worst thing about losing your mind, is finding it again…”

Tina Johnson
512 Lee Ann Rd. 08034
Stage Crew 11, RAMPANT 9-12, VISIONS 11-12, GSA 12, Peace Club 10, Class One-Acts 10, Spanish NHS 11-12, Guidance Office Aides 11, Girls Tennis 9-12
“Enjoy life, there’s plenty of time to be dead.”

Jessica Jones
214 Roosevelt Dr. 08002
Student Government 10-12, Rotary Interact 12, Stage Crew 10-12, Field Hockey 9-10
“I’m leaving here today with friends I’ll never forget, with an image of a town imbedded on my heart, with no regrets about yesterday, and with every ounce of hope betting on tomorrow.”

Lance Kalbacher
18 Wagon Ln. 08002
DECA 12, Bowling 11-12
“CLEARLY, we had amazing times and I will miss all of you.”

Bonnie Kelly
405 Wayland Rd. 08034
A-Chord 11-12, Softball 10, Dance Team 9,11,12, Children’s Show 12, Class One-Acts 11, Mr. West Pageant 9-11, Spring Musical 9-12, Talent Show 9, Theatre Workshop 9-12, International Thespian Society 11-12, PAVAS 9, Cheerleading 9-10
“Wherever you are, no matter what the weather, make you own sunshine.”

Eve Kim
5 Clemson Rd. 08034

>> Rachel Gilman

Joe Andriulli, John Uhorchuk, Jason Kelmer, and Matt Osorio
Fashion Design Club 12

Jessica Kovacs
44 Cornell Ave. 08002
Class Government 10-12, LION’S ROAR 10-12, A-Chord 10-11, Latin Club 11, National Latin NHS 11, NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 10, Softball 9
“A dream is a wish your heart makes.”

Nicola LaGreca
303 Valley Run Dr. 08002
Lighting Crew 10-12, Sound Crew 10-12, Chess Club 9, Latinos at West 9-10, Science Club 10-12, Children’s Show 12, Class One-Acts 10-11, Lab Theatre 11, One Act Play Festival 10-11, Spring Musical 10-11, Italian NHS 11, NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 10
“In a world of endless possibilities, there exists the possibility that no possibilities exist.”

Andrew Lampitt
558 Tarrington 08034
Student Government 11-12, Nurse’s Aides 12, Trainer’s Aides 12, Boys Lacrosse 10,12, Boys Soccer 9-12
“Too many times we stand aside and let the waters slip away ’til what we put off ’til tomorrow has now become today. So don’t you sit down upon the shoreline and say you’re satisfied. Choose to change the rapids and dare to dance the tide.”

Darrel Lau
47 Grant Ave. 08002
Asian Culture Club 11-12, DECA 11-12
“I am gone…peace out West.”

Joseph Lerner
412 Belmont Dr. 08002
Bowling

Mike Levine
416 Preston Rd. 08034
Chess Club
“Life sucks. So play chess and feel better.”

Brittany Lights
405 Bruce Terrace 08034
Latin Club, Fall Play, Lab Theatre, Theatre Workshop
“Live like’s there’s no tomorrow.”

Brian Long
424 Kingston Dr. 08034
Latin Club 9-12, Boys Cross Country 9-12, Boys Track 11

Phuong Hong Luonot
2817 Chapel Ave. W. 08002
International Club 12
“Congratulations class of 2007.”

John Maeng
20 Dartmouth Rd. 08034
Chamber Singers 10-12, Asian Culture Club 9-11, Class One-Acts 9, One Act Play Festival 9, Spring Musical 9-12, Theatre Workshop 9-12, DECA 9, Boys Tennis 9-12
“Always finish what you start or die trying.”

Nick Magid
129 Kings Croft 08034
Football 9-11, Wrestling 12

Carolyn Mako
306 Chelten Pkwy. 08034
Class Government 9-12, Irish Culture Club 11-12, Latin Club 9-11, National Latin NHS 9-11, NHS 12
“For what it’s worth, it was worth the while.”

Kelsey Makofskey
105 Harvest Rd. 08002
Dance Team 9, Class One-Acts 10, Mr. West Pageant, One Act Play Festival, Spring Musical Talent Show 9, Guidance Office Aides, Cheerleading

Brianne Mangini
905 Edgemoor Rd. 08034
Class Government 10-12, Project Graduation 12, LION’S ROAR 9, Irish Culture Club 12, Guidance Office Aides 12, Girls Basketball 9

Daniel Marshall
15 Colwick Rd. 08002
Skateboard Club 9

Matt McKnight
705 Kingston Rd. 08034
Class Government 9-10, Project Graduation 12, Irish Culture Club 11, Latin Club 9-12, DECA 9-12, Spanish NHS 10-12, Bowling 9-12
“My philosophy of life is that if we make up our mind what we are going to make of our lives, then work hard toward that goal, we never lose – somehow we win out.” —Ronald Reagan

Marissa McLernan
205 Avon Rd. 08034
Class Government 9-12, LION’S ROAR 12, Latin Club 9-11, National Latin NHS 11-12, House Office Aides 9, Girls Tennis 11-12
“Nobody gets to live life backwards, look ahead, that’s where you’re future is.” —Ann Landers

Ryan McNally
1 Forge Ln. 08002
DECA 10-12, Baseball 9-12, Football 9
“It’s not who I am underneath but what I do that defines me.” —Batman in Batman Begins

James Meyers
16 Heritage Ct. 08034
Student Government 9-12, LION’S ROAR 11-12, Habitat for Humanity 12, DECA 10-12, NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 10-12, Boys Cross Country 9-12, Golf 9-12, Winter
Aides 10
“Friends have such funny ways of forcing you to smile. They make school bright most days and life sure worth the while.”

Mohammad Nassim
4 Clemson Rd. 08034
Student Government 9, Class Government 10-11, Asian Culture Club 10-12, PIACO 11, Science Club 11-12, DECA 10, NHS 11-12, PAVAS 9-12, Spanish NHS 10, Student Activities Aides 9, Boys Volleyball 9
“If faith is lost, there is no security and there is no life for him who does not adhere to religion.” —Muhammad Iqbal

DJ Nork
107 Wayside Dr. 08034
Student Government 10-12, Italian Club 11, Hockey Club 12, DECA 12, Baseball 9-12, Football 9-10, Wrestling 9-12
“Your moment of greatest jeopardy is the moment of greatest opportunity — That’s when you do your thing — That’s the moment of truth!”

Allison Norlai
12 Gratz Ct. 08002
Class Government 11-12, VISIONS 11-12, Fashion Design Club 12, French Club 12, Photography Club 12, Rotary Interact 12, Lab Theatre 11, Theatre Workshop11, French NHS 11-2, NHS 77-12, Girls Track 11
“Yesterday is history – tomorrow is a mystery – today is a gift…that’s why they call it a present.”

Nina Nowakowski
Class Government 9-11, Fashion Design Club 12, Irish Culture Club 9, Latin Club 9, Rotary Interact 11-12, DECA 10-12, Guidance Office Aides 10-12
“...I want to look back and say ‘I did the best I could while I was stuck in this place, had as much fun as I could stick in this place, played as hard as I could while I was stuck in this place…”

Maureen O’Neill
228 Belle Arbor Dr. 08034
Class Government 9-12, Homecoming Court 12, Latin Club 9-10, NHS 9-10, Spanish NHS 10-12, Girls Lacrosse 9, Girls Soccer 9,11,12, Girls Track 11
“I have never let my schooling interfere with my education.” —Mark Twain

Matthew Osorio
515 Tarrington Rd. 08034
Project Graduation 12, Football 9-11, Golf 9-12, Winter Track 9-10

Stephanie Ottino
124 Kitty Hawk Rd. 08034
Student Government 9-12, Fermata 11-12, Spring Musical 10, Italian NHS 11-12, Girls Lacrosse 9-12, Girls Soccer 9-12
“Don’t live your life by the breaths you take, but by the moments that take your breath away.”

Elizabeth Pagano
66 Ivy Ln. 08002
Class Government 11-12, Irish Culture Club 11-12, NHS 11-12, Girls Cross Country 11-12, Field Hockey 9-10, Girls Lacrosse 9-10, Winter Track 11
“It’s the friends that you can call up at four A.M. that matter.” —Marlene Dietrich

Ruben Papranikou
2995 Chapel Ave. Aapt. 1V 08002
Lighting Crew, Stage Crew, Asian Culture Club, Latin Club, Science Club, One Act Play Festival

Janki Patel
39 Kay Ave. 08034
Latin Club 11-12, Guidance Office Aides 12
“Live life to the fullest.”

Andrew Pavlinc
105 White Oak Rd. 08034
PAVAS 9, Boys Cross Country 9-12, Boys Tennis 9-12
Krystal Pearson
14 Meryl Ln. 08002
ASPECTS 11, RAMPANT 9-12, Asian Culture Club 9-10, NJ REBEL 11, Girls Tennis 9-12
“The best things in life aren’t things.”

Sarah Penn
7 Peppermill Dr. 08002
LiON’S ROAR 9, Varsity Club 9-12, DECA 12, Gym Aides 12, Field Hockey 9, Softball 9-12
“The purpose of life is to live it, to taste experience to the utmost, to reach out eagerly and without fear for newer and richer experience.”

Angel Perez
700 Barlow Ave. 08002
NJ REBEL, Red/Purple Ribbon, Skateboard Club, TSA, Yellow Ribbon Club

Ling Phan
36 Knollwood Dr. 08002
RAMPANT 12, Asian Culture Club 9-12, Guidance Office Aides 9
“One must experience some downsfalls in order to know what happiness is.”

Carolina Pissarro
400 Lake Dr. E. 08002
ASPECTS 12, VISIONS 12, Photography Club 12, Spanish Club 12, Varsity Club 10-12, Mr. West Pageant 12, PAVAS 9-10, Trainer’s Aides 11, Girls Lacrosse 9-12, Girls Soccer 9-12
“And don’t look past my shoulder, the exodus is here, the happy ones are near. Let’s get together before we get much older. Teenage wasteland, it’s only teenage wasteland.” —The Who

Eric Fletcher
513 Hastings Rd. 08034
Student Government 9-12, ASPECTS 10, Ceramics Club 11, Mock Trial Team 11-12, National Latin NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 11-12, Boys Cross Country 9-12, Boys Lacrosse 10-12, Boys Swimming 9-12
“When you know you’re licked before you begin but you begin anyway and you see it through no matter what.” —Atticus Finch, To Kill a Mockingbird

Sheelah Poussatis
141 Fox Chase Ln. 08034
Class Government 9-12, A-Chord 12, Chamber Singers 11-12, Homecoming Court 12, Class One-Acts 9-11, One Act Play Festival 9-12, Spring Musical 10-12, NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 10-12, Student Activities Aides 11, Cheerleading 9-12

David Powers
11 Peppermill Dr.
Varsity Club 11-12, NHS 11-12, Boys Soccer 9-12, Boys Track 9-12, Winter Track 10-12

Katy Powers
149 Cooper Ave. 08002
ASPECTS 12, RAMPANT 10-12, VISIONS 10-12, French Club 12, Irish Culture Club 11-12, French NHS 10-12, NHS 11-12
“Wouldn’t it be a lovely headline: ‘Life is beautiful’ on The New York Times?” —Rufus Wainwright

James Prem
15 Newell Ave. 08034
Latin Club 10,

Theo Proveaux
21 Peppermill Rd. 08002

Nick Quigley
1112 Warren Ave. 08002
Chamber Singers 12, Latin Club 10-11, Model UN 11-12, Class One-Acts 10-11, One Act Play Festival 10-11, Spring Musical 9-12, International Thespian Society 12, National Latin NHS 10-12, NHS 11-12, Boys Soccer 9-12, Boys Tennis 10-12, Boys Volleyball 9
“I don’t want to achieve immortality through my work; I want to achieve immortality through not dying.” —Woody Allen

Patrick Quillan
7 Merion Rd. 08002

Latin Club 11-12, Boys Cross Country 10-12, Boys Soccer 9, Boys Track 9-12
“Lessons learned are scars that don’t heal but are always earned.”

Jennifer Rashidi
119 Deerfield Dr. 08034
Student Government 9-12, Rotary Interact 12, NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 10-12, Girls Swimming 9-12, Girls Track 11

Nick Rahn
1311 Drew Ct. 08034
Jazz Ensemble 12

Sofia Reyes
300 Union Ave. 08002
African American Culture Club, Latinos at West
“Dancing frees the mind.”

Jorge Reynoso
100 Park Blvd. 92-B 08034
TSA, Yellow Ribbon Club

Sarah Ricci
110 Deerfield Dr. 08034
Class Government 9-11, Latin Club 10-11, Photography Club 10-12, PAVAS 12, Girls Basketball 9-12, Girls Lacrosse 12, Girls Soccer 11, Girls Tennis 9-10, Girls Track 9-10
“I guess of all my uncles, I liked Uncle Cave Man the best. We called him Uncle Cave Man because he lived in a cave and because sometimes he’d eat one of us. Later on we found out he was a bear.” —Jack Handey

Ashley Riehl
325 Union Ave. 08002
Indoor Color Guard 9-10, Marching Band 9-12, Outdoor Color Guard 9-12, AFJROTC Drill Team 9-12, ROTC Color Guard 9-12, ROTC Drill Team 9-12, Girls Basketball 9
“Wherever you go, no matter the weather, always bring your own sunshine.” —Anthony J. D’Angelo
Jackie Riel
214 Drake Rd. 08034
Asian Culture Club 9,11

Kelly Riley
32 Plymouth Dr. 08034
Latin Club 9-11, Varsity Club 9-12, Spring Musical 10, Trainer’s Aides 12, Field Hockey 9-12, Girls Lacrosse 9-12
“Being grown up isn’t half as fun as growing up, these are the best days of our lives.” –The Ataris

Doug Rivera
12 B Daytona Ave. 08034
Latinos at West

Hannah Romm
201 Kingsley Rd. 08034
Ferrata 11-12, French Club 12, Spring Musical 10, French NHS 10-12, NHS 11-12
“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things that you didn’t do than by the ones that you did do...So explore. Dream. Discover.” -Mark Twain

Shawn Roseman
105 Knollwood Dr. 08002
Class Government 9, Latin Club 11, Boys Tennis 9-12

Andrew Rosenman
8034
DECA, Bowling
“There is no point in living if you can’t feel alive.”

Zane Roskopf
1120 Garfield Ave. 08002
Chess Club 9, Debate Team 11, Latin Club 9-12, Mock Trial Team 11-12, Science Club 9-12, National Latin NHS 9-12, NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 9-12, House Office Aides 12, Library Aides 10, Nurse’s Aides 11
“Ninety-nine percent of the world are fools, and the other one percent of us are in grave danger of being infected.” –Horace Vandergrelder, “Hello Dolly!”

Alexander Roth
1809 Morris Pl. 08003
Lighting Crew 9-12, Sound Crew 9-12, Stage Crew 9-12, Rotary Interact 9-12, Science Club 11-12, TSA 9-11, Children’s Show 9-12, Class One Acts 9-12, Fall Play 9-12, Lab Theatre 9-12, Mr. West Pageant 9-12 One Act Play Festival 9-12, Spring Musical 9-12, Talent Show 9-12, Theatre Workshop 9-12, International Thespian Society 11-12, Main Office Aides 12, Student Activities Aides 11-12

Giuseppe Saffos
332 Lincoln Ave. 08002
Italian Club 12, Latin Club 9, Mr. West Pageant 12, Golf 9-10, Girls Soccer 9-10, Boys Swimming 9-12

Natalie Saffos
332 Lincoln Ave. 08002
NJ REBEL 9-11, Red/Purple Ribbon 9-11, SADD 9, Yellow Ribbon Club 9-10, Spring Musical 11-12, Main Office Aides 12, Golf 9,10,12, Girls Swimming 9-12, Girls Volleyball 9-10
“The past may be gone forever and whatever the future holds, our todays make the memories of tomorrow. So my lifetime friends, it is with all my heart that I send you my love, hoping that you’ll always carry my smile with you, for all we have meant to each other and for whatever the future may hold.”

Javeeriya Saleem
302 Midway Dr. 08034
Book Buddies 10, French Club 12, PIACO 10, Rotary Interact 12, Library Aides 9-10, Girls Basketball 12

Daniel Salvato
13 Fountain Ct. 08034
Student Government 12, LION’S ROAR 11-12, Mock Trial Team 11-12, Science Club 12, NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 10-12, Boys Cross Country 9-12, Boys Track 9-12, Winter Track 9-10
“If we play ‘em 10 times, they may beat us nine. But not this game!” –Miracle

Jonathan Santiago
Marching Band, Asian Culture Club, Chess Club, Irish Culture Club, Latin Club, Latinos at West, DECA, AFJROTC Drill Team
“I walk the line.” –Johnny Cash

Lance Sawyer
28 Meriel Ln. 08002
A-Chord 11, Fashion Design Club 12

Frank Schmidt
402 Narragansett Dr. 08002
Student Government 11-12, DECA 11-12, Baseball 9-12, Football 11-12

David Schmotzer
201 McKinley Rd. 08002
Irish Culture Club 11-12, Varsity Club 12, DECA 9,12, Boys Basketball 10-12, Bowling 9, Golf 9-12, Boys Soccer 9-12

Drew Schneider
22 Nantucket Dr. 08034
Student Government 11-12, Baseball 11-12
“After everything is said and done, there is one thing in life that matters most: happiness.”

Elizabeth Schuetrumpf
608 Jerome Ave. 08002
Yellow Ribbon Club 9-10, Lab Theatre 9
“When life gives you lemons make grape juice then sit back and let the world wonder how you did it.”

Emma Scott
31 Appley Ct. 08002
African American Culture Club 10, DECA 12
“Always strive for the best, never give up on yourself.”
Kitty Sharman
25 E. Miami Ave. 08034
Stage Crew 10-12, AFJROTC Drill Team 9-12, Holy COW 10-11, Latin Club 11-12, NJ REBEL 9-12, REAAL TRUE 9-12, Red/Purple Ribbon 9-12, ROTC Color Guard 9-12, ROTC Drill Team 9-12, Yellow Ribbon Club 9-10, Children’s Show 10-11, Fall Play 10-12, Theatre Workshop 9-12

Monica Shoukry
222 Glenwood Ave. 08002
LION’S ROAR 9-12, AFJROTC Drill Team 9-10, Book Buddies 11, Model UN 9-11, Rotary Interact 12, ROTC Drill Team 9-10, Spanish NHS 10-11
“High school...no one ever said it would be easy they just said it would be worth it and if God brings you to it he’ll bring you through it.”

Marko Smajler
111 Belle Arbor Dr. 08034
Italian Club 9-10, House Office Aides 12, Baseball 9-12, Boys Basketball 9-12, Boys Soccer 9
“’07 What?”

Jason Stelmaszyk
336 Covered Bridge Rd. 08034
“I can see the sun coming over the horizon. It’s been the scariest thing I’ve ever done in my life, but we’re ready for the next adventure.”

Greg Stepp
634 Mercer St. 08002

Sean Stevens
212 Heritage Rd. 08034
Student Government 9-12, DECA 10, Baseball 9-12

Kenneth Stieber
629 Highland Ave. 08002
Italian Club 10-12, Boys Soccer 9-12
“Life handed us a paycheck we said we worked harder than this.”

Andrew Still
1112 Haral Pl. 08034
Student Government 9-12, Eco Club 9-10, Skateboard Club 9-10, Baseball 9-12, Boys Swimming 9-12

Victoria Stith
123 Granville Dr. 08034
Italian NHS 11-12, Cheerleading 9-12

Julia Stone
1106 Warren Ave. 08002
A-Chord 9,12, Chamber Singers 10-12, Fermata 12, Children’s Show 10-12, Class One-Acts 10-12, Fall Play 11-12, One Act Play Festival 10-12, Spring Musical 9-12, Theatre Workshop 9-12, International Thespian Society 11-12, Music Aide 10-12
“When you were born, you were crying and everyone else was smiling. Live your life so that when you die, you are smiling and everyone else is crying.”—Anonymous

James Steuven
812 Dudley Ave. 08002
Science Club 10-12, NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 10
“Good luck, have fun.”

Jon Suender
1240 Kay Dr. E. 08034
Student Government 9-12, NHS, Golf 10, Boys Soccer 9-12, Boys Volleyball 9
“Ain’t no risk unless you take it.”

Brittany Sweigart
1241 Folkestone Way 08034
Class Government 9-12, Project Graduation 12, Latin Club 9-12, Photography Club 10-12, Red/Purple Ribbon 11, DECA 10-12, Guidance Office Aides 11, Girls Lacrosse 10
“Finish each day and be done with it. You have done what you could; some blunders and absurdities have crept in; forget them as soon as you can. Tomorrow is a new day; you shall begin it serenely and with too high a spirit to be encumbered with your old nonsense.”—Emerson

Luca Taormina
116 Belle Arbor Dr. 08034
Jazz Ensemble, Italian Club 9-12, Science Club 11-12, Varsity Club 9-12, Mr. West Pageant 12, Theatre Workshop 9-10, Boys Basketball 9-12, Football 9-10, Boys Volleyball 10-12
“There is nothing in this world worse than wasted talent, and the choices we make determine who we are.”

“In this godless world you will continue to experience difficulties. But take heart! I’ve conquered the world.”—John 16:33
Latashe Terry
2 Crestview Dr. 08003
Student Government 11-12, African American Culture Club 9-12, Mock Trial Team 12, Spanish NHS 10-12, Library Aides 9-11, Girls Basketball 9-12, Girls Lacrosse 10-12, Girls Soccer 9-12, Girls Track 9
“Philippians 4:13 – I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me.”

Paul Theisen
903 Northwood Ave. 08002
NJ REBEL 9-11, Red/Purple Ribbon 9-11, TSA 9, Yellow Ribbon Club 9-10

Steve Tily
107 Rockingham Rd. 08034
Student Government 9-12, NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 10-12, Boys Cross Country 9, Football 9-12
“From this day to the ending of the world, we in it shall be remembered, we few, we band of brothers.”

Diana Torres
RAMPANT 10, Chamber Singers 10,12,
REAL TRUE 11-12
“There are going to be many trials in life, but don’t give up and keep standing strong.”

Dan Trerotola
27 Jade Ln. 08002
RAMPANT 10-12, DECA 12, Guidance Office Aides 9, Boys Tennis 9-12
“Happiness depends upon ourselves.”

Christina Tripolitis
115 Hart Rd. 08034
Chamber Singers 11-12, Lab Theatre 10, Theatre Workshop 9-12
“Procrastinate now, don’t put it off.”

An Duc Truong
801 Cooper Landing Rd. Apt. A105 08002
Asian Culture Club 11-12, Ceramics Club 11-12, Science Club 12

Kristin Tucker
312 Bortons Mill Rd. 08034
LION’S ROAR 9, AFJROTC Drill Team 9-12, Community Connections 11, NJ REBEL 9,10,12, Red/Purple Ribbon 9-12, ROTC Color Guard 9-12, ROTC Drill Team 9-12, TSA 9-12, Yellow Ribbon Club 9-10
“Life isn’t measured by the number of breaths you take, but by the moments that take your breath away.”

Kim Tuttle
328 Berkshire Ave. 08002
Class Government 11, Fashion Design Club 12, DECA 12
“Success is often achieved by those who don’t know that failure is inevitable.” – Coco Chanel

Scott Tyler
Stage Crew 10-12, Chamber Singers 12, Latin Club 10-12, Children’s Show 11, Class One-Acts 10-11, One Act Play Festival 10-11, Spring Musical 10-11, Theatre Workshop 10-12, International Thespian Society 11-12, National Latin NHS 11

John Uhochuk
1215 Severn Ave. 08002
“Live everyday like it’s your last, because one day it will be.”

Pierre Victor
515 Rhode Island 08002
Marching Band 9, TSA 12, Football 9-10
“Seems like another pathway in life has opened up. Will I go through it? Will you? Has it already been traveled? Who knows. But we all must forge our own path; it’s an unavoidable destiny…”

Ciara Vines
1504 Burroughs Mills Circle 08002
African American Culture Club 11-12, Latinos at West 11-12, DECA 12, Girls Track 11-12, Winter Track 11-12

Anthony Viola
9 Lantern Ln. 08002
Class Government 11-12, Lighting Crew 9-12, Sound Crew 9-12, Stage Crew 9-12, Italian Club 11-12, Mr. West Pageant 12, Spring Musical 9-12, DECA 10-12, Boys Soccer 9-12, Boys Volleyball 9,10,12
“Life is not measured by how many breaths you take, but by how many moments that take your breath away.”

Lauren Washington
343 Lincoln Ave. 08002
African American Culture Club, Italian Club, Nurse’s Aides, Cheerleading, Dance Team

Krista White
812 Northwood Ave. 08002
DECA 10-12, Trainer’s Aides 11-12, Softball 9-12, Girls Volleyball 10-12
“It’s not about how many times you fall. It’s about how many times you get back up.”

Jena Wilson
1005 Abington Rd. 08034
Class Government 10, Italian Club 12, Rotary Interact 12, Mr. West Pageant 11-12, DECA 10-12, Cheerleading 9-12
“May the good Lord be with you down every road you roam. And may sunshine and happiness guide you when you’re far from home.”

Stephanie Wister
2902 Church Rd. 08002
A-Chord 12, Jazz Ensemble 9-10, Children’s Show 10, Fall Play 9-12, Lab Theatre 9-12, Spring Musical 10, Theatre Workshop 9-12
“Be not afraid to follow your dreams.”

Christina Wolfe
506 Bankcroft Rd. 08034
Fitness Club 9, GSA 9,12, Yellow Ribbon Club 9, DECA 10, Guidance Office Aides 12, Cheerleading 9
“In order to be irreplaceable one must always be different.” – Coco Chanel

Matt Leone-Zwilling
529 Park Rd. 08034
Lighting Crew 11-12, ASPECTS 11-12, Chess Club 9-12, Mock Trial Team 11-12, Children’s Show 10-11, Class One-Acts 11-12, Fall Play 11, Lab Theatre 11, One Act Play Festival 11-12, NHS 11-12, PAVAS 12, Spanish NHS 10-12, Library Aides 11
“We’re all crazy, the smart ones show it.”
Community
Dear Derek,

You can accomplish anything you dream! Good luck and happiness always. We are so proud of you!

Love Always,
Mom, Dad & Michelle
Jena Wilson

We are so very proud of you.

May all your hopes and dreams come true.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Robert Crosby

Bob, thanks for the memories!

Congratulations and Good Luck in the future.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Anthony

Sarah Penn

Congratulations

You're the Best Sarah!
Mom, Dad, Lauren, Mike, Matt, and Sophie

Jaclyn Jardel

Feels like yesterday...

...you started school. Time flew. Make the most of your tomorrows.
Our Love Always,
Dad, Mom and John

Michael Ryan Myers

You did it! Congratulations

Your strength and fortitude will take you anywhere you desire.
The Best Is Yet To Come!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Carey and Rick
Marko Smojver

Marko, Congratulations...

...on your high school graduation and good luck in college
We love you so much,
Mom, Dad and Boris

Maureen O'Neill

Way To Go!

Mauren, so proud of you now, looking forward to the future.

Kenneth Francis Stieber

Good Luck

Congratulations
Kenyo Stieber
Love,
Mom, Dad, Angela and D.J.

Eivind B. del Fierro

Congratulations!

Joseph Bush

Great Job

Joe, Reach for the stars.
Gods Blessed You!
Dad and Mom

Rachel Fieldman

Rachel Celeste...

... You are the best!
Love Mom, Dad and Davis
Jennifer Carey

Jenn, we are very proud of the...

...many accomplishments you have achieved. Embrace the many opportunities that await you.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Sean

Gary Sarno JR.

Congratulations!

Great Student, Great Athlete, Wonderful Son. We're so proud. We love you. God Bless You "Rone Jr"
Mom, Dad and Kristin

Mary Katherine Montufar

Congratulations!

We are so proud of all your accomplishments. May your future be always filled with love, laughter, and much success.
Love Always, Mom, Dad, Kevin and Grandmom

Johnathan Grzybowski

Johnathan, we are all so...

...proud of you. Good luck in college and never give up on your dream.
Love, Mom, Dad, David and Jeffrey
Marie Elizabeth Brodrick

Marie, We are so proud of you...

You are a very special caring person who is making such a difference in this world! Keep loving, living, dreaming and risking while reaching for the stars. If you dream it, you can do it! You can't control the length of your life, but you can control the width and depth. Enjoy every minute of it!

Love, Mom and Dad
Drew Schneider

Congratulations

Dear Drew,
We've loved watching you grow up and we love you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Christine and Sunny

Sam Einhorn

Great Job

Sam, Be True To Yourself
Love,
Mom, Dad and Willie

Jeff Wallin

Way to Go

We are so proud of you! You are such a blessing!
Love Always, Mom, Dad and Lindsay

Mary Conners

Good Luck

At West, you have found your zest.
Do your best and continue the quest.
With pride,
Your loving Family
Spencer Everett Cowan and Marc Robert George

Congratulations!

Marc and Spencer, Spencer and Marc, Life for you two was always a lark!
Power Rangers, Team Sports, Musicals and Men-of-Note, Hours in the pool and fun on the "Boat, Boat, Boat!"
Boston, Toronto, Quizno's and Rita's, Crazy Vanilla and Friday Night Pizzas!
The Years have passed quickly and school will soon end, but you've found in each other a true life-long friend.
The young men you've become have made us all proud, We know you'll go far and stand out in any crowd!

Thanks for the wonderful memories, all our love and best wishes, The Cowan and George Families
Kellyn Riley
Way to Go!

Keep climbing to reach your goals
Love, Mom, Dad, Matt and Erin

Greg Santiago
Congratulations Little Greg...

...on your graduation. We are very proud of you and love you. God Bless You.

Mom and Dad

Leslie and Laura Higgins
Great Job

From bottles and toys to make-up and boys, time just flew. We couldn't be prouder of your many impressive accomplishments. Continue your commitment to excellence and the future will take care of itself.

Congratulations!

With love,
Mom and Dad
Congratulations!

The Love of our lives,
She's Intelligent and sweet,
Her Never ending kindness is one that can't be beat.
No Day is complete without her laughter and her smile,
Shoe Shopping is her passion for which we've traveled miles.
She's A very special daughter; one that we adore,
Every Year that passes by, we love her even more.

Love,
Mom and Dad

We're so proud of your achievements at West; whether singing, acting or taking a test. You're the best sister that there could ever be; so CONGRATULATIONS BOOCHA !! from Stevie and me.

Love,
Kelly
...Our Magnolia-May, Brocoli, Bratnella and our Mushy-mush. You have grown up so fast, where did the time go? As you begin your journey beyond high school and pursue your dreams remember (as if you could forget) you take our love and support with you.

Congratulations!

Love, Mom, Dad, Katie and Sam ( AKA Brother Bear )
David Hays

Inner peace and self confidence...

...have been your guide, keep doing what you're doing and a wonderful future awaits you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Louie, Michael and Tommy

Martha Howley

Markle...Mars...

...Marthizzi...Martha...By any name, you're still our wonderful little girl! The best is yet to come!
-Dad, Mom, Liam and Connor

Jennifer Rashti

Your Journey Through Life Is Just Beginning

Never give up on your dreams, be true to your self, and may you always be blessed with happiness. Never stop smiling.
We love you!
Mom, Dad & Stef
Brian Mc Closkey

Congratulations

Brian,
We have watched you grow into a strong, loving man. We can't wait to see what is ahead for you. You make us proud everyday. Continue to live, love, and laugh. You can accomplish everything.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Mat

Michelle A. Murray

Way To Go

Dear Michelle,
Keep smiling. You bring joy and laughter into our lives. We are so proud of you. Never stop dreaming and always have faith. Oh, the places you will go!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Diane, Denise, Colleen and Maureen
Dear Mark...

...from the moment you were born you filled our hearts with so much love and laughter. You have grown into such a wonderful young man and we are so proud of you!
Love you for ever and ever-
Mom and Dad
Eric Davies

Eric-Quiet, funny, athletic, artistic...

...and so much more...it's been a pleasure watching you grow. Remember high school graduation is only the beginning; the possibilities in life are endless. We are all so proud of you!

CONGRATULATIONS!!

Love, Mom, Dad, Dan and Kevin

John Suender

John John

"Ain't No Risk Unless You Take It!"
Work hard.
Be a leader.
Most importantly, Have Fun!
We Love you!

Mom, Dad and Sam
Maryanne Drayfahl

Bean!

O...When you dig those heels in! We often used to groan; now we (usually) smile. You've made us so proud with your endeavors and the tenacity, energy, honesty and enthusiasm with which you approach them. So go ahead! Dig those heels in when and as you wish for you do so with resolve, sound discernment, and gentle judgment. Build on those skills, take joy in what you've achieved and keep working toward future goals. Most importantly, know that we love you dearly.

Congratulations!

Mom, Dad and Alice
Ryan Mc Nally

Congratulations!

Ryan,
We are so proud of you, Good Luck next year.
Love, Mom, Dad and Lauren

Alanna Higgins

Follow Your Dreams.

Follow your heart
Ti L Lykke!
Vi elsker dig!
Mom, Dad and DANE

Nina Nowakowski

Good Luck

Best wishes for a bright future

Michelle Bancroft

Congratulations!

You are...

...highly favored, keep courage, focus, soar.
Love Mom

Johannah Dennis

Yesterday you filled our hearts with love and laughter.
Today, you bring us smiles and happiness.
Tomorrow, you take us in your heart as you begin a new journey.
Daniel Salvato

Words cannot express how proud...

...we are of you. Your determination, curiosity and constant need for knowledge have taken us on a fantastic journey. As you move forward, we wish you the best that life has to offer.

Love, Mom and Dad

Kyle Down

Congratulations

Our favorite son, grandson, and brother, Like you there is no other. Honest, kind and humble as can be, That's you dear Kyle, We're very proud as you can see. We Love You, Dad, Mom, Erin and Pop-Pop
Jessica Lynn Kovacs

Congratulations to our princess...

...and senior class governor! We are so proud of you! We love you very much! May all your dreams come true!
Love, Dad, Mom, Bert, Steven and Linda

Kristina Berinson

Great Job

Kind
Respectful
Independent and much loved
Special

Congrats, Mom and Dad
Bonnie Lynn Kelley

Congratulations

Through the nursery window on the day you were born
A woman asked Dad "Which baby is Yours?"
He pointed to you, and she turned to him
And then she exclaimed "She's a champion!"
Some people called you a bonnie lass,
A funny little kid, the clown in the class.
But we always called you a Bonnie Doozel
Why? We don’t know but it fits you to a t-zel!

You wanted to dance, you wanted to sing
We told you that you can do anything.
Now you are off, your dreams to pursue
Give it your all as you always do.
Indeed you’re a champion through and through
We Love you Bonnie and are so proud of you!!

God bless you always,
Mom, Christie and the Bonnie Kelly Fan Club
Stephen Tily

Congratulations!

"Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the life you've imagined."
(Henry David Thoreau)
Our beach baby has come of age.
We love you!

Mom, Dad, Susan and Michael

Jimmy D'onofrio

"The best way to predict your future is to create it.

It all began with legos.
We are very proud of your accomplishments and the young man that you have become.
Follow your passions!

We love you,
Mom and Dad
Frank Schmidt
Way to Go

Frank,
You have always made us very proud!
Now it is time to put your future in good hands—your own.
We love you and wish the best for you always.
Love, Dad, Mom, Nani, Andrea, Meghan and Jack

Timothy J. Watson Jr.
Your Future Awaits!

Go after your dreams and turn them into reality. Believe in yourself the way we believe in you and nothing will be beyond your reach.
We love you, Mom, Dad, Mom Mom, Pop Pop and Aunt ‘Nise
Douglas (D.J.) Nork

Congratulations

D.J.,

From the day you were born you have always made us PROUD. We have seen you grow up into an AWESOME young man! Continue to work hard in college and you will always achieve your DREAMS.

#22 Shoots and "Scores!"

With All Our Love,

Mom, Dad, Kelsey, and Shadow

Jena Colletti

Way To Go

Jena,

From the baby whose smile lit up every room, to the beautiful woman you are today, your journey is just beginning. Remember to keep smiling along the way.

We could not be more proud.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Alicja, and Michael
Rachel Gilman
We are so proud of you!

We wish you a lifetime of happiness and success. Always follow your dreams and stay happy!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Leslie '04, Doug

Tina Johnson
Good Luck Tina...

...Wherever the road may take you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Jen, Bud and Princess

Stephanie Ottino
Congratulations Stephanie!

Thanks for always making us so proud of you!
We Love You,
Mom, Dad, Emily, Sarah and Michael

Carolina Pissarro
So Proud!

You are beautiful, intelligent, kind, and giving—never change
Love,
Mom and Dad
Daniel Trerotola

Follow your Heart...

...for it has always been true. We are so proud of you and all of your accomplishments.

Love,

Mom and Dad

Andrew Lampitt

Dear Andrew,

We are so very proud of you and know that your future is bright. Continue to believe in yourself and great things will happen.

Love,

Mom, Dad and Ilene

Cherry Hill
Sheelagh Pousatis
There in the sunshine

are your highest aspirations...
Look up and see their beauty,
believe in them.
And try to follow where they lead. -Louisa May Alcott
Your aspirations have always made us proud.
Love, Mommy, Daddy and Alannah

Mark Anderson
You are becoming a man...

...among men, right before our eyes. Good Luck and Congratulations,
Love, Dad, Mom, Jack and Lauren

Julia Stone
We are very proud of your...

...accomplishments. Now enjoy all that life has to offer.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Jenn

Bethany Campbell
Congratulations

Remember your yesterdays, dream your tomorrows, live your todays!

Andrew Hohwald
Great Job

Andrew,
Keep smiling and reach for your dreams!
Love, Mom, Dad, Tim and Greg
Joseph Abesh

We know you will be a success...

...at whatever you choose to do! Always keep that humor, that sparkle you've always had! Best of health and happiness to you as you graduate!
We love you!
Mom and Dad, Jesse and Jon

Susan Brennan

Congratulations to our "Miss Q"...

..." Honey Barbie", "Susie." You have filled our hearts with pride and joy and graduation is the crowning achievement. Ahead of you lies a lifetime of adventures to experience and dreams to fulfill.
We Love You!
Mom, Dad, and Thomas
You are the daughter of our hearts...

...sister of my soul, cherished grand daughter and niece. You bring joy, love and zest to life. With you our family is complete. Your future is bright. May all your dreams come true.

We love you, Supergirl.

Mom, Dad, Justin, Grandma, Grandpa, Uncle Eric and Aunt Holly
Anthony Viola
Way To Go!

You have always filled our lives with special memories. You are a wonderful son and a great brother. We are always so proud of you. We know you will continue to succeed and enjoy life.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Kevin

A.J. Mercincavage
Congratulations

Your goals, your dreams, you are who you want to be.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Michael, Melissa and Lauren
T. Jason Stelmaszyk
Rower, Boy Scout, Musician, Humanitarian..

..and all around great guy; you are a fabulous son and I couldn't be more proud.
Love, Mom
Joelle Humenik

We are so proud and honored...

...to have you in our lives. Hold these feelings in your heart during the college journey and know you are loved more than all the stars in heaven because you are you, our Joelle.

Susan Carter

You are the warm sunshine...

...that brightens our lives everyday. The rest of the world and the rest of your life are open to you now so follow your heart and find your dreams. You’ve already made us proud enough for a lifetime.

Love, Mom, Dad and Jennifer
Choices are certain, interesting and sometimes difficult, so; smile through adversity, love through joy and pain, be sure, think before speaking, obey the Word, stay aware, pray, have meaningful relationships, don't just be yourself, be your best self. We are so proud of you!! Some said you couldn't do it but...You can do all things through Christ who strengthens you. In all your ways acknowledge him and he will direct your path.
We love you, Mom, Bill, Tyler and Alyssa
Mara Agrait
Dearest Daughter...

Congratulations!
I wish you...
...the passion to follow your dream
...the courage that keeps you going
...friends, health and love in abundance
...the wonder of living
Love, Mami

Krystal Pearson
To our Angel

Krystal L.D. Pearson. May God always bless you. We're proud of you and will always love you.
Mommy, Daddy, T.J, Mom-Mom, Pop-Pop
Uncles: Greg, Durwin, P.Nut, Coodie, Ace, Brian, Ricky
Aunts: Carol, Brenda, Shelly
And all your cousins
Allie Edmund

Congratulations Al

We wish you a lifetime of joy, success and happiness.
Follow your dreams!
Love, Mom, Dad, and Mitch

Andrew Still

Congratulations to our...

...super son and brother: We are all proud of you and know you will be successful in anything you do.
We love you.
Mom, Dad, Amanda, Sam, and Nick

Aliza Dicker

Aliza: Always our shining star

Keep dreaming
Love: Mom, Dad, Taliah and Elliott

Michael W. Cox

Congratulations, Michael...

You bring us so much joy and we are especially proud of you today. Your future awaits you- Go for it.
Love, Mom, Dad and Rob
Justin Callahan

Congratulations!

We are all so very proud of you. We have watched you grow into the special person you are. You make us so happy and we couldn't be more proud. We wish you continued success in everything you do. We love you so much.

Your family

Julie Chatzinoff

Congratulations Julie!

We are so proud of you and love you so much!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Dana, Layla, and Cosmo
Casey Dawson

Congratulations

From first school picture to the last
Hope all your memories are a blast.
Love, Mom, Dad and Jeffrey

Casey (Kase) Strong, Valorous

Thou therefore, my son, be strong in the grace that is in Christ
Jesus 2Tim. 2:1

American East Coast Plumbing
All Types of Plumbing

Charlie Dawson
17 Coles Avenue
New Jersey Plumbing License #8125
Cherry Hill, NJ 08004

For Service Call:
(609) 941-5214
Tiffany, We are so proud of all that you have accomplished. And always stay true to your heart and follow your dreams. We will always be there for you.
Love you very much,
Mom and Dad
Ryan Haswell

To our Ry Guy:

Seems like only yesterday; we sure had fun along the way! We know that you'll seize whatever life has to offer. We Love You!

Love,

Mom, Dad and Kelly

Jimmy Meyers

Congratulations

Jimmy-
You light up our lives.
Follow your dreams and always be happy. We love you very much!

Mom, Dad, Katie and Christine
Hannah Romm
Way to Go

Hannah -
You have sung a beautiful melody with your mind and voice. May the music continue.
Love, Mom, Dad, Rich and Steve

David Powers
Congratulations David!

Always listen to your own heart while reaching for nothing but the best! We are so proud of you!
Love- Mom, Dad, Sara, Tori

Patrick Carey
Congratulations Pat!

SICBP!
We Love you,
Mom, Dad and Sean

Derek Burkholder
Congratulations!

We're so proud of you. You've grown into a fine young man. Keep up the good work.
Love, Mom, Dad and Alex

Greg Furey Jr.
Congratulations

"Hard Work Pays Off"

Love,
Dad, Mom, Marisa, Kirsten & Sadie
Danny Loveland

I know you'll always be there for me. Love Gabby
Thanks for teaching me about sports. Good Luck. Baby T

You are what God has called you to be!
Love,
Daddy, Mommy, Charlesa, Courtney & Cydney

Dan Loveland Jr.

Reach For The Stars!

We are so proud of you. Your brains, determination and integrity will get you anywhere. Thanks for being our son, and for always treating people the way you should. You've made great decisions and are everything we always dreamed you would be.
Love you, Mom and Dad
Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. 
Live the life you've imagined 
(HD Thoreau)

The purpose of life is to live it, to taste and experience the utmost, to reach out eagerly and without fear - for newer and richer experiences. 
(E. Roosevelt)

We need men who can dream of things that never were. (JFK)

The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams. 
(E. Roosevelt)

GOOD LUCK at the Purdue University! 
Live, Laugh, Soar with your Dream of space travel! 
We love you very much, 
Mom, Dad, Eliana, Hershey and Oreo
Christina Wolfe

Congratulations Christina!

It doesn't seem possible that you are already for college. We are so proud of your accomplishments. Wishing you the best that life has to offer!
Love, Mom & Dad, Yia Yia, Pop Pou, Grandmom, Grandpop Arthur, Grandpop Wolfe, Great Grandmom, Leah, Nicole, Keith, Kane and Romeo XO

Sean Stevens

So Proud!

You have brains in your head.
You have feet in your shoes.
You can steer yourself in any direction you choose...
Your journey is beginning.
So... get on your way!!
Congratulations, we're so proud of you!!

Love, Mom, Dad and Sara
Matthew McKnight

We're Proud of you son!!

Matt,
The Potential and resources within you are endless. Use them well and always remember that no one can limit you but you.
We love you,
Mom and Dad

Lance W. Kalbacher

Congratulations

What’s exciting about life is that everyday offers unlimited possibilities. You can become anyone, and fulfill any dream. So, jump into life with both feet! You might be surprised at your many accomplishments.
Congratulations,
Mom, Dad and Vikki
Katy Powers

Such a beautiful child...

...and you've grown into a wonderful young woman! We're so proud of you and your accomplishments. You're our shining star. We Love You, Mom and Dad

Sarah Ricci

To our youngest and last West grad...

What a wonderful experience it has been watching you grow into such a fine young woman with endless possibilities before you. We love you and wish you the joy of discovery and the excitement of finding your passion!

Love, Mom, Dad, Liza, Margot, and Travis
Congratulations Matthew - to our baby - our last high school graduate! You are the most spirited and fun-loving person we know. May your zest for life, vivacious personality and incredible intelligence lead you towards a future filled with happiness, joy and success! We are so very proud of you and love you more than words can describe.

P.S. Why are you so good looking? Mom, Dad, Melissa and Megan
John Clem Fernandez

J.C. - Congratulations on your Graduation!

"The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step." You have taken the first step in what will be your life's great adventure. Always remember that we love you and will be there to guide you every step of the way.

Mom, Rich, Auntie Kooks and all your loving uncles, aunts and cousins

Krista White

We are so proud of you!

You are an amazing, talented and beautiful young woman. Always be true to yourself and always stand strong. You are our shining star!

We love you SweetPea!

Love, Mom, Dad, Hanz, Haylee and Frank
Norisa Lynch

Congratulations Graduate!

Aim high, my black butterfly. My love and support are with you as you soar through the sky. Remember: Luck lies in preparedness for opportunity.
Love, Mom
Your biggest fans! Malachi, Neylan, Grandma, Uncle Kahn, Big Norm

Nicholas Thomas Quigley

Our Favorite Middle Child

You are all grown up and ready to take on the world.
Go out there and storm the Bastille!

Love, Mom, Dad, Bryan, Caitlin, Connor, and Garrett
Brett Cybulski

Congratulations Brett

Words can not express how proud we are of you and all of your accomplishments! Everyone should be as lucky as we are to have someone as special as you in their lives.

Love Always,
Mom, Dad and Jessica

Zane Roskopf

Way to Go

Zane,
We are so proud of you and the young man you have become.
Remember - "Life is really up to you - you must choose what to pursue... You'll find your goal, you won't fail. Find your grail!"

Love,
Mom, Mom-Mom, and Big Dad
Shaina-Lynn

There are so many things I wish for you, as I watch you grow into your own life.
I wish you the strength to face challenges with confidence.
I wish you a world of adventure, travel and experiences.
I wish you the satisfaction of seeing your goals achieved.
I wish you the contentment of life’s simple pleasures.

Work well done, friends well loved, and moments cherished.
You are a beautiful young woman and we are very proud of you.

Love, Kendra and Mom...
Katherine "Kitty" Sharman

A beautiful child became...

...a beautiful woman. Congratulations on your many ROTC and school achievements and awards.
Love, Mom and Dad

Ling Phan

Great Job

Ling,
Keep that stubborn attitude and be more optimistic for life has many opportunities to offer you.
Love, Your family

Jennifer Rashtti

Congratulations Jennifer!

Jen,
Always live in the present, look forward to the future, follow your dreams, and no matter what life throws at you, keep a sense of humor. You have what it takes to be successful in anything you pursue. Thanks for being a great daughter and sister and never stop smiling.
Love, Mom, Dad and Stef
Brooke Balfour

Congratulations Brooke!

Smiling eyes and perfect just the way you are! We love you and are so proud of you!

Mom, Dad, Lisa, Steve, and Teddy

Rebecca Friedman

Congratulations

From your love of books at a young age to acting as you grew. You have made us proud!

Glenn Giron

Great Job

Glenn,
We wish you all the best in the world. We know you will be successful someday.
Mom and Dad

Christopher H. Cloak

Congratulations Christopher

We Love You!
Best Wishes Always.
Mom, Dad, and Harold III
To The 2007 Graduates

Reach for your star, follow your dream,
Believe in yourself... be all you can be.

Love,
The Bannar Family

Kelly Mc Shay

So Proud!

Kelly,
No matter where you go, or what you do, always know we are proud of you!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Kelly Hy

Smiles

Be Grateful to those who have hurt or harmed you, for they have reinforced your determination.
Be Grateful to those who have deceived you, for they have deepened your insight.
Be Grateful to those who have abandoned you, for they have taught you to be independent.
- Love your family <3
Kristy Boswell

Dear Kristy,

We are so proud of you and everything you have accomplished academically and athletically. We're excited about your future enrollment at the University of Alaska-Anchorage. We're sure your adventure there will be exciting and memorable. We love you and wish you all the best.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Kelly, and John

Eric Pletcher

Congratulations

Eric,
Third one's the charm!
Love, Dad, Mom, Caitlin, and David

Alyssa Kennedy

So Proud!

Alyssa,
Words can't even express how proud we are. Follow your dreams and you'll always be happy. Good things in life will come to you. We Love You,
Mom, Dad & Family

Ashley Harbora

Congratulations

May all your dreams come true.
Love,
Dad, Mom, and Jen
Best Friends

Left: Patrick Quillan, Jen Rashti, Chih-Wei Chan, Lindsay Czajka, Drew Schneider, Alexis, John Suender, Susan Carter, Maureen O'Neill, Steve Tily, Phoebe Mellen, Gary Sarno, Stephanie Ottino, Sam Croce

Below: Drew Schneider, Stephanie Ottino, Susan Carter, Lindsay Czajka, Jen Rashti, Patrick Quillan, Phoebe Mellen, Steve Tily, Chih-Wei Chan

Above: Kristy Boswell, Stephanie Ottino, Phoebe Mellen

Right: Stephanie Ottino, Maureen O'Neill, Carolina Pissaro
Best Friends

Kenneth Stieber and Jonathan Grzybowski

David Schmotzer, Jonathan Grzybowski, Kenneth Stieber, Anthony Viola, Eric Davies, Jon-Franco Esimeo

Best Friends

Alyssa Kennedy & Michelle Bancroft

Alyssa Kennedy & Ryan Sangrey
THE LION'S PRIDE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE THE CLASS OF 2007

WE WISH YOU A REWARDING AND HEALTHY FUTURE.

KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOUR HIGH SCHOOL ROOTS THROUGH THE LPAA! REUNION INFORMATION • NEWSLETTERS

www.lionspride.com
Purple Patrons

Ryna and David Alexander
Anna and Al Altieri
Cas and Vangie Anas
The Arnold Family
Dale and Denise Bauer
John and Denise Belmonte
Nancy, Rabbi Andy, Liz and Avra Bossov
The Calogero Family
Bethany and Linda Campbell
Adam Campbell
The Canavatchel's- Anthony Sr., Andrea, Amanda, Alexis, and Anthony Jr.
Tom Carey
Kay Carey
Thomas and Diane Carroll
Katy Carson
The Cave Family
Amber A. Champion
The Conners Family
Doug, Mimi, Alex, and Ian Cowperthwaite
Creature Comforts Pet Sitting
The Czajka Family
The D'Arcyl Family
The Davies Family
Johannah Dennis
Anthony and Maureen DePasquale
The Dezi Family
Anne and Larry Einhorn
Willie Einhorn
Ricardo and Laurie Faust
John and Kathy Feast
The Fieldman Family
Mike Giampetro
Marco Giannetti
The Gibson Family
Patricia and David Griffith
Judith Marie Christine Hagans
Eric and Cheryl Haswell
The Heim-Cornaglia Family
The Henshaw Family
Kyle Hughes
Salvatore and Nina Impagliazzo
Bill and Phyllis Jones
The Kilgallon Family
Sherre and Mitchell Knable
The Knoedler Family
The Lapinski Family
Steve and Debi Leak
Mark and Chris Leone-Zwillinger
The Levy Family
The Mako Family
The Malaczewski Family
The Malik Family
Karen and Kyle McGonigle
Liam and Alanna McIntyre
Cholly and Joan McKinstry
The McKnight Family
The McWilliams Family
The Mercincavage Family
Anynsley S. Meshanic
Nick and Barbara Mitidieri
Marilyn and Jim Montufar
Kelley Morgen
Michael Morgen, Sr.
The Noon Family
The Ottino Family
Austin Jarrett Parrish
The Pilla Family
Ray and Robin Powers
Courtney Ranzer
Eliana Roth
Lorraine Roth
The Salvato Family
Greg Santiago
Marcel Sawyer
Bruce Schwartz
The Shibe Family
Denise Silver
Leslie and Mark Skolnik
Cheryl Stevens
Donald, Roseann, Kenneth and D.J. Stieber
The Sturner Family
The Styles Family
The Suender Family
Bill and Michele Taylor
Julie Terranova
The Tily Family
Tripace Systems
Judy and Bob Tyler
Debbie, Frank, and Kaitlin Vencus
Greg and Marge Walter
Elliott Roth and Kyle Wolzieczkowski
John Zampitella
Elliott, Kyle, Eliana, Hershey and Oreo
### Freshmen Class

**Class of 2010**

Wishing the Class of 2007 all the best!
Good luck in the future!
From,
The Class of 2010

### Sophomore Class

**Class of 2009**

Congratulations and Good Luck Class of 2007!
Best Wishes from The Class of 2009

### Junior Class

**Class of 2008**

"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams."
-Eleanor Roosevelt

From,
The Class of 2008

"What lies behind us and what lies before us are small matters compared to what lies within us."
-Ralph Waldo Emerson, American essayist, philosopher, and poet.

Character Matters
The WEST Way
First Row: Liz Pagano, Jessica Good, Shaina Bradley, Marissa McLernan, Sheelagh Pousatis, Kim Howard
Second Row: Tiffany Giacoboni, Jessica Kovacs, Mary Conners, Anthony Viola, Carllyn Mako, Jaclyn Jardel, Laura DeChristopher,
Third Row: Alicia Valiante, Allison Norlian, Bethany Campbell, Kate McWilliams, Amanda Murray, Michelle Murray
Fourth Row: Susan Carter, Maureen O’Neill, Jordan Abramovitz, Justin Callahan

Senior Government

Congratulations
Class of 2007
Government
- Thanks for all of your hard work

Mr. Meloche
Class of 2007

Seniors - Thanks for the Memories!!!

Remember...

...Ms. Staffin as our advisor...then Ms. Kowal...finally Ms. Schmarak

...the purple kisses at the Cotillion

...being the first Sophomore Class to win Spirit Week

...Class of 2007 coffee mugs and ribbons

...banners instead of floats for Homecoming

...the Juniors running the concession stand at the football games

...winning Spirit Week AGAIN!!!!!

...the Chocolate Fountain at Auletto's what a great Junior Prom!

...Mr. Munyan retiring...Mr. Meloche is our principal now!

...Spirit Week being postponed...but, really will it matter?

...the largest Senior trip to Florida ever

...another Chocolate Fountain (and all those balloons) at Lucien's Manor

So many great moments, memories... Our four years together, as a class, a family, and a most "spirited" group! We leave a legacy of fun and good spirits that will never be forgotten!!!
World Beat

YouTube

DO THE (RED) THING
Front Page Headlines

With the rapid melting of polar ice caps, a season of alarming tropical storms and record-breaking heat waves, global warming becomes a present-day global emergency.

Global warming

In his 2007 State of the Union address, President George W. Bush reiterates his commitment to the war in Iraq and proposes sending additional troops overseas.

In his 2007 State of the Union address, President George W. Bush reiterates his commitment to the war in Iraq and proposes sending additional troops overseas.

Voter turnout

The internet search giant Google pays $1.65 billion for the wildly popular YouTube video-sharing service.

Google™

9/11 anniversary

On the fifth anniversary of 9/11, civic leaders and mourners gather to commemorate the occasion with solemn ceremonies and moments of silence.

British authorities foil a terrorist plot to blow up planes headed to the U.S. from the U.K., resulting in airline restrictions on liquids, aerosols and gels.

Airline restrictions

{Madam Speaker}

Nancy Pelosi is named the speaker of the House for the 110th Congress, becoming the highest-ranking female in the history of the federal government.
On October 17, the U.S. population passes the 300 million mark according to the Census Bureau's official Population Clock.

National growth

In an effort to curb illegal immigration, the Senate passes legislation authorizing the construction of 700 miles of double-layered fencing on the U.S.-Mexico border.

Bobby Shriver and U2's Bono launch the stylish (PRODUCT) RED initiative to raise money for The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria in Africa.

Spinach tainted with E. coli bacteria kills one consumer and sickens almost 100 more in 19 states, leading to calls for improved food safety practices.

Gerald R. Ford, 38th president of the United States, dies at age 93. Ford was appointed vice president by Richard Nixon in 1973 and succeeded to the presidency after Nixon's resignation.

More than 95,000 fires during the 2006 wildfire season claim more than 9.5 million acres in the United States.

The Iraq Study Group, a bipartisan panel appointed by Congress, releases a sharply critical report that calls for a new approach in Iraq.

-American Express
-Apple
-Converse
-Emporio Armani
-Gap
-Motorola
Global

• Controversial conservative Felipe Calderón begins his six-year term as president of Mexico after winning by a narrow margin of only 0.56 percent.

Mexico’s new CEO

• Oprah Winfrey opens her $40 million Leadership Academy for Girls in the deprived small town of Henley-on-Klip, south of Johannesburg, South Africa.

Russia's spy

• Saddam Hussein is sentenced to death and executed by the Iraq Special Tribunal for the 1982 murder of 148 Shiite inhabitants of Dujail.

• Former KGB agent Alexander Litvinenko, an outspoken critic of Russian President Vladimir Putin, dies in London after being poisoned by radioactive polonium-210.

Nuclear weapons

• Hezbollah, the Lebanon-based Islamic militia, attacks Israeli military positions and border villages, beginning a conflict that claims more than 1,400 lives, mostly civilians. U.N. peacekeepers are called in to broker a cease-fire.

• In October 2006, North Korean leader Kim Jong Il orders the country’s first nuclear weapon test. During the Six-Party Talks in February 2007, North Korea agrees to a nuclear disarmament.

List of bands:

Switchfoot
Citizen Cope
Ziggy Marley
Teddy Seizer
Insane Clown Posse
Jars of Clay
Secret Machines
Alice in Chains
TV on the Radio
(+44)
Acreta
Wireless campuses

- Wireless campuses, and entire cities, are popping up across the country. Villanova University in Philadelphia, Pa., tops PC Magazine's list of the Top 20 Wired Colleges.

HPV vaccine

- The FDA licenses the first vaccine developed to prevent cervical cancer and other diseases in girls and women caused by HPV, the human papilloma virus.

- The World Wide Web reaches a milestone when an Internet research survey reports that there are more than 100 million websites online.

Zero gravity

- A team of French doctors surgically removes a benign tumor on a patient in a specially adapted aircraft that mimics zero gravity conditions.

- After years of heated debate, astronomers decide to change the definition of a planet; Pluto no longer qualifies. Instead, it's reclassified as a dwarf planet.

School systems in several states install fingerprint-reading technology that gives students a cash-free way to pay for lunch.
Mid-calf and ankle-length leggings, last seen in the trendy 1980s, return to the spotlight. Fashion-conscious girls wear them under minis, dresses and tunics.

Pointy toes and high heels are out. The feminine, flirty ballerina flat goes with everything from shorts to long leggings and super-skinny jeans.

Colorful comfortable clogs—made from a buoyant, lightweight, odor-resistant material that molds to the wearer’s foot—are the shoe of the year.

Couture designers like Dolce & Gabbana and luxury brands like Swarovski, the Swiss crystal maker, transform boring cell phones into the year’s must-have bling.

Rapper fashion comes to the suburbs as snap-on grills add a flash of diamonds and gold or platinum to your pearly whites.

Tiny plaid mini skirts look private-school cool. Meanwhile, Marc Jacobs is sending plaid tops down the runway and fashion icons sport Burberry plaids.

Nearly 31 percent of teens, or 7.6 million, are consuming energy drinks that contain up to four times the amount of caffeine than is in a can of Coke.

The year’s to-die-for, must-have-at-any-price jeans are dark, slim, distressed denims from Diesel, the Italian label that inspires a cult-like devotion among its customers.
SKINNY JEANS

Red is the color of the heart; 50 percent of Gap’s PRODUCT (RED) profits go to the Global Fund to help fight AIDS in Africa.

Chuck Taylor All Stars, the basketball sneakers first manufactured by Converse in 1917, are more popular than ever among male and female fashion mavens.

A letter to myself...

Write yourself a letter about your life today that you can read in 10 years to see what has changed.
Lifestyle

The Go Green Initiative reaches out to school campuses in all 50 states, as well as in Europe and Africa, to foster student commitment to environmental responsibility.

Diabetes on the rise

The rise in obesity among young people is linked to an increase in adolescent cases of type 2 "adult onset" diabetes and associated health problems.

Disney checks out business in the supermarket, licensing its brand name to a variety of health-conscious baked goods, produce, beverages, snacks and more.

Hearing loss

A marked increase in hearing loss among young people is attributed to the use of ear buds in popular MP3 players like the iPod.

Trans fats

The New York City Board of Health votes to ban all foods cooked in oil containing artery-clogging trans fats from New York City restaurants.

Volunteers!

College students seek out volunteer opportunities in record numbers—on a local, national and international level—to build their skills and a better world.
Sony releases its seventh generation PlayStation, known as “PS3.” The basic console has a 20 GB hard drive; the premium version comes with 60 GB.

**New game systems**

- Nintendo releases Wii, its newest video game console, which features a wireless remote that can detect motion and rotation in three dimensions.
- Madden NFL 07 and a barrage of end-of-the-year action games capture the attention of gamers, capitalizing on a major emphasis on online gaming.

**TV now!**

- The differences between your television and your computer continue to blur now that network TV programs are available online from services like abc.com.
- The unfortunate adventures of the Baudelaire orphans come to an end with the publication of *The End* by Lemony Snicket.

**Popular games**

Perky Food Network star and best-selling cookbook author Rachael Ray gets her own syndicated talk show, produced by Oprah Winfrey’s production company.
Movies

- A family of squabbling misfits drives a wheezing VW van to a beauty pageant meltdown in the hit movie comedy, *Little Miss Sunshine*.

*Little Miss Sunshine*

- Will Smith stars with his son Jaden in *The Pursuit of Happyness*, based on a true story about a struggling single dad.

*The Pursuit of Happyness*

- There's a new Bond in town and the critics swooned along with the fans. Blonde, brooding Daniel Craig debuts as James Bond in *Casino Royale*.

- Many movie lovers opt for DVD convenience, instead of lines at the local theaters, for hits like *Mission: Impossible III*, *Superman Returns*, and *The Devil Wears Prada*.

*This year's hit movies on DVD!*

- SNL alumnus Will Ferrell stars as a goofy, "win-at-all-costs" NASCAR racing star in *Talladega Nights: the Ballad of Ricky Bobby*.

- Johnny Depp's Captain Jack Sparrow returns to the helm of the Flying Dutchman in the swashbuckling, supernatural sequel, *Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest*.

*Dreamgirls*

- Newcomer and former American Idol contestant Jennifer Hudson wins the Golden Globe for Best Actress in a Comedy or Musical for her performance in *Dreamgirls*.
Televised 

Deal or No Deal

The American version of Ugly Betty, an ABC show based on the Colombian hit Yo Soy Betty La Fea, follows the daily struggles of a fashion-challenged employee of a fashion magazine.

Fox's suspenseful television drama 24 is named Outstanding Drama Series at the 58th annual Emmy Awards after five nominations in the category.

The Office

NBC's The Office, starring Steve Carell, wins an Outstanding Comedy Series Emmy and becomes as successful as the original British sitcom.

Grey's Anatomy

Once Grey's Anatomy was just a reference book for medical students. Now it's the name of ABC's Emmy Award-winning drama featuring the dreamiest doctors on television.

Project Runway

A reality show competition for would-be fashion designers, it's a ratings winner for Bravo and a guilty pleasure for millions of viewers.

Golden Globe Winners

Best Motion Picture, Drama: Babel
Best Actress, Drama: Helen Mirren, The Queen
Best Actor, Drama: Forest Whitaker, The Last King of Scotland
Best Motion Picture; Musical or Comedy: Dreamgirls
Best Director, Motion Picture: Martin Scorsese, The Departed
**Music**

- Panic! At the Disco, an alternative rock band from Las Vegas, achieves mainstream success, despite a heated, public war of words with their ex-bassist player.

- Evanescence, a goth-alternative-metal-post-emo-chamber-pop group, releases their second album, *The Open Door*, which hits No. 1 on the *Billboard* 200.

- Shaggy launches her second solo album and is honored by the United Nations for her charity that protects children from violence in her native Colombia.

- Fergie, of The Black Eyed Peas, releases her first solo album, *The Dutchess*. Her second single, "Fergalicious", hits No. 1 on *Billboard*’s Pop 100 chart.

**Crazy**

- DJ/producer Danger Mouse and rapper/producer Cee-Lo Green call their collaboration *Shades of Blue*. Their first album, *St. Elsewhere*, features the hit song "Crazy."

- Justine Timberlake continues to prove that there's life after the boy band, with the release of his second solo album and two No. 1 singles.

**Shakira**

- Shakira launches her second studio album and is honored by the United Nations for her charity that protects children from violence in her native Colombia.
The Fray

- The Fray is nominated for two Grammys and releases a cover of John Lennon and Yoko Ono's "Happy Xmas (War Is Over)" on iTunes.

- After 12 successful years in the music business, Mary J. Blige is stronger than ever in 2006. Her latest album, The Breakthrough, earns her three Grammy awards.

- With his studio album Modern Times, folk rock poet Bob Dylan, age 68, is the oldest living artist to top the U.S. album charts.

Rascal Flatts

- When country superstars Rascal Flatts release Me And My Girl, their fourth album, it becomes the top-selling album of any genre for the year.

Bob Dylan

- Christina Aguilera releases Back to Basics, a critically acclaimed album of blues, soul and jazz music from the 1920s, '30s and '40s.

- Singer/rapper Ne-Yo releases his 1st solo album In My Own Words in 2006 and co-stars with Chris Brown in the movie Stomp the Yard in 2007.

- OK Go releases their oddball music videos on YouTube, performs a dance on DeadMau5's live at the 2008 MTV Video Music Awards, and tours with Pink at the O2.
Kimmie Meissner, 17, wins the U.S. Figure Skating Championship in January 2007. She is the first female since 1991 to win a world championship before earning the title in her own country.

Roger Federer retains his No. 1 ranking for the third year in a row. Tennis star Maria Sharapova is the world's highest-paid female athlete. Both take home a U.S. Open Championship trophy in 2006.

In the victory lane of Homestead-Miami Speedway, NASCAR driver Jimmie Johnson celebrates his 2006 Nextel Cup title and a $6.2 million paycheck.

MVP Peyton Manning leads the Indianapolis Colts through a steady rain and past the Chicago Bears for a 29-17 victory in Super Bowl XL.

When Andre Agassi retires from professional tennis at age 37, he receives a heartfelt, eight-minute standing ovation from the crowd at the 2006 U.S. Open.

Nearly 1,100 competitors compete in the WSSA World Sport Stacking Championships in Denver. Forty-two new world records are set at the 2006 event.

The Miami Heat defeat the Dallas Mavericks in six games to win the 2006 NBA Finals. Dwyane Wade, the Miami Heat guard, is named MVP.
Shaun White makes his second unsuccessful attempt at the 1980 at the 2006 Summer X Games. He is the only skateboarder to attempt the move in competition.

The National League champion St. Louis Cardinals win the 2006 World Series by defeating the American League champion Detroit Tigers in five games.

The Florida Gators become the first school in history to win both the NCAA basketball and football titles in the same year after defeating heavily favored Ohio State 41-14 in the 2006 BCS National Championship.

In 2006, the Carolina Hurricanes defeat the Edmonton Oilers four games to three to win their first Stanley Cup in the first post-lockout championship.

International soccer superstar David Beckham signs a $250 million contract to leave Real Madrid to play Major League Soccer in the U.S. for the Los Angeles Galaxy.

In the 2006 World Cup Finals, the most widely viewed sporting event in the world, Italy beats France for the title.

Tiger Woods and Mexican sensation Lorena Ochoa are named the male and female AP Athletes of the Year.

2006 Heisman Trophy Finalists:

Troy Smith - Quarterback, Ohio State
Votes: 2,940

Darren McFadden - Running back, Arkansas
Votes: 878

Brady Quinn - Quarterback, Notre Dame
Votes: 732
Faces

My favorite celebrities:

- Fans mourn Steve Irwin, the Crocodile Hunter, who is killed by a stingray while snorkeling at Australia's Great Barrier Reef.

- Katie Couric is the anchor of the CBS Evening News, becoming the nation’s first female solo anchor of a major television network's weekday evening newscast.

- Shortly after the birth of their second son, headlines around the world. Britney Spears and Kevin Federline announce the end of their marriage.

- Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie, also known as “Bradgina,” make headlines when Angelina gives birth to daughter Shiloh in the African nation of Namibia.

- Jessica Simpson's divorce from Nick Lachey is finalized. Romantic rumors link her to skateboarder Bam Margera, NFL quarterback Tony Romo, singer John Mayer and comedian Dane Cook.

- Dynamic music legend James Brown, aka the Godfather of Soul, dies at the age of 73. He is remembered as one of the major musical influences of the past 50 years.

- Due to the popularity of user-generated websites like MySpace and YouTube, TIME magazine’s annual person of the year is "You."